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RAILROAD IRON,

; BANKING HOUSE OF

THE

LOANER’S BANK
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK,
(ORGANIZED UNDER STATE CHARTER,)

Continental Life Builing,

22

PRICE TEW CEWTS.

HENRY

TO INVESTORS,

This Bank negotiates LOANS, makes COLLEC
TIONS, advances on SECURITIES and receives DE
POSITS.
Accounts of Bankers, Manufacturers and Merchants
will receive special attention.
8^" FIVE PER CENT. INTEREST paid on CUR
RENT BALANCES and liberal facilities offered to our
CUSTOMERS.
DORR RUSSELL, President
A. F. Wilmakth, Yice-President

JOHN J. CISCO

&

SON

Bankers^

HARVET FISK.

A.

S. HATCH

OFFICE OF

FISK & HATCH,
BANKERS ANT) DEALERS IN
GOVERNMENT SECURITIES,
No. 5'Nassau st, N. Y.,
Opposite T7. S. Sub-Treasury.

We receive the accounts of Banks, Bank
ers, Corporations and others, subject to check
at sight, and allow interest on balances.
We make special arrangements for interest
on deposits of specific sums for fixed periods.
We make collections on all points in the
United States and Canada, and issue Certifi
cates of Deposit available iu all parts of the
Union.
We buy and sell at current rates, all classes
of Government Securities, and the Bonds of
the Central Pacific Railroad Company ; also,
Gold and Silver Coin and Gold Coupons.
We buy and sell, at the Stock Exchange,
miscellaneous Stocks and Bonds, on commis
sion, for cash.
Communications and inquiries by mail or
telegraph, will receive careful attention,

FISK & HATCH.

32 Wall Street, N. Y.

FOR SALE
BY S. W. HOPKINS & CO .

To those who wish to REINVEST COUPONS OR the world.
Bills of Exchange^on the Imperial Bank of London,
DIVIDENDS, and those who wish to INCREASE
National Bank of Scotland, Provincial Bank of Ire

71 BROADWAY

THEIR INCOME from means already invested in less land and all their branches.
Telegraphic Transfers of money on Europe, San
profitable securities, we recommend the Seven-Thirty
Francisco and the West Indies.

TOLEDO,PEORIA

Gold Bonds of the Northern Pacific Railroad Com

Deposit accounts received in either Currency or
AND

Coin, subject to Check at sight, which pass through
pany as well secured and unusually productive.

the Clearing House as if drawn upon any city bank;

The bonds are always convertible at Ten per cent. interesYallowed on all daily balances; Certificates of
Deposit issued bearing interest at current rate-; Notes
premium (1.10) into the Company’s Lands, at Market
and Drafts collected.
Prices. The rate of interest (severrand three-tenths

WARSAW RAILWAY,

State, City and Railroad Loans negotiated.
CLEWS, HABICHT & CO,,
11 Old Broad St., London.

—yielding an income more than one-third greater than
U. S. 5-20s. Gold Checks for the semi-annual in

Gold and Currency received on deposit ubject to
check at sight.
Interest allowed on Currency Accounts at the rate
of Four per Cent per annum, credited at the end of
each month.
ALL CHECKS DRAWN ON US PASS THROUGH
THE CLEARING-HOUSE, AND ARE RECEIVED
ON DEPOSIT BY^ALL THE CITY BANKS.
Certificates of Deposit issued, payable on demand,
bearing Four per Cent interest
Loans negotiated.
Orders promptly executed for the Purchase and
Sale of Governments, Gold, Stocks and Bonds on
commission.
Collections made on all parts of the United States
and Canadas.

CO.,

also Commercial Credits issued available throughout

per cent, gold) is equal now to about 8 1-4 currency

No. 69 WaH St., New York.

&

Circular Notes and Letters of Credit for travelers ;

Nassau Street, New York.

CAPITAL....................................................... $500 ,00
Subject to increase-to................................... 1,000,000

CLEWS

BANKING- & FINANCIAL.

SECOND

MORTGAGE CON

VERTIBLE

7

PER

terest on the Registered Bonds are mailed to the postoffice address of the owner, All marketable 'stocks

THE ST. JOSEPH AND DENVER CITY RAIL
ROAD COMPANY’S

and bonds are seceived in exchange for Northern

FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS

Pacifies ON MOST FAVORABLE TERMS.

MAY COOKE a CO.

A FIRST-CLASS

New York Security
AT A LOW PRICE.

Are being absorbed by an increasing demand for them.
Secured as they are by a first mortgage on the Road,
Land Grant, Franchise and Equipments, combined
in one mortgage, they command at once a ready
market.
A Liberal Sinking Fund provided in the Mortgage
Deed must advance the price upon the elosing of the
loan. Principal and interest payable in gold. Inter
est at eight (8) per cent, per annum. Payable semi
annually, free of tax. Principal in thirty years. De
nominations, $1,000, $500 and $100 Coupons, or Regis
tered.
Price 97j£ an accrued interest, in currency, from
February 15,1872.
Maps, Circulars, Documents and information fur
nished.
Trustees, Farmers’ Loan and Trust Company of New
York.
Can now be had through the principal Banks and
Bankers throughout the country, and from the under
signed who unhesitatingly recommend them.

The undersigned offer for sale the First Mortgage
Seven Per Cent. Gold Bonds of the Syracuse and Che
nango VaHey Railroad, at 95 and accrued interest.
This road runs from the City of Syracuse to Smith’s
Valley, where it unites with the New York Midland
Railroad, thus connecting that city by a direct line of
TANNER & CO., Bankers,
road with the metropolis.
No. 11 Wall Street, New York.
Its length is 42 miles, its cost about $42,000 per mile,
and it is mortgaged for less than $12,000 per mile; the
balance of the funds required for its construction hav
ing been raised by subscription to the capital stock.
The road approaches completion. It traverses a
populous and fertile district of the State, which in
sures it a paying business, and it is under the control
of gentlemen of high character and ability. Its bonds
91 and 21 NASSAU STREET,
possess all the requisites of an inviting investment.
TUey are amply secured by a mortgage for less than Issue Letters of Credit to Travelers, available in all
one-third the value of the property. They pay seven parts of the world through the
percent, gold interest, and. are offered five percent,
below par. The undersigned confidently recommend MESSRS. DE ROTHSCHILD AND 1HEIR
CORRESPONDENTS.
them to all class of investors.

AUGUST BELMONT & CO.,

Bankers,

GEORGE OPDYKE & CO.,
No. 25 Nassau Street,

, Also, make telegraphic transfers of
' fornia, Europe and Hava®

oao oaCfeli-

CENT. CURRENCY BONDS. ■

INTEREST

WARRANTS

PAYABLE

OCTOBER AND APRIL,

PRINCIPAL 1886.

We offer for sale $100,000 of the above bonds in
block. By act of reorganization of the Company these
bonds are convertible into the First Preferred Shares
of the Company, which amounts to only 17,000 shares,
and into the Consolidated Bonds (recently negotiated
at Amsterdam) of six millions of dollars, which cover
tb entire line of

miles of completed road, to

gether with all the rolling stock and real property, to
the value of more than ten millions of dollars.

The

road crosses the entire State of Illinois and connect
with the mammoth iron bridges spanning the Missi s
sippi at Keokuk and Burlington.

The income of the

road for the year will net sufficient to pay interest on
all the bonded indebtednesfl and dividend on the pre
ferred shares.
For terms sipply to

CLARK, DODGE & 0@u
Ossmsr Waffl

WBlSaa Stree &=

2

WOOD HULL

The Whole Story of
Sex.”
I have just arranged to reduce the price of the
“ Woman’s Book ” to $1.Y5, and 24 cents postave. Its
table of contents will be found in the “New Ivlola.”
I am also prepared to send, under seal, the whole, in
stead of a part, of the “ Extraordinary Ansairetic
Mystery,” a new revelation concerning sex, and the
most astounding that ever appeared anywhere on
earth. It is sacred, secret, confidential. Portions of
it were read recently to a prominent humanitarian
student and teacher of sexual science. Said she,
“What do you charge for that writing?” alluding to
about one-fifth of the whole. “Five dollars; as it is
hard work to write it out.” “ Five dollars! Why, it is
worth $500 to any one on earth with an ounce of brains
or a thrill of sexive man or womanhood left in them!”
.Well, Hooked up my Oriental MSS.., and copies will
be sent to the few sensible ones at $10; and if the
mighty things therein—tilings not even dreamed of in
these cold, practical lands—are not found to he worth
ten times the sum, then the sublimest sex-secrets the
world ever held must wait another century for appre
ciative souls. To enable all to get it, I will send “ My
Life,” “The Mystery,” and the “Woman’s Book,”
together, for one fee, $10; but no less for the “Mys
tery” alone. If either hook becomes exhausted,
others will be sent in their stead.
Than this New Kevelation of Sex,” nothing grand
er on earth was, nor for centuries to come will be
known. In it and by it, both man and woman have
not merely the road to enormous power, mental and
individual, hut the grand energy of effecting wishedfor changes In others, the ability to prolong life, baffle
disease, defy disaster, keep death itself at hay, and
render existence a road of perpetual joy instead of an
avenue of sorrow. It will he sent only in sacred,'
holy, private confidence to any one whatever.

e SpiritiM Mystery;
OR,

“The Mew Mala,”
Is in its third thousand, and revolutionizing bn mar
thought on Spiritualism. It will be mailedfor 60 cents.
It contains what can nowhere else on earth he found.
Address,

ICaf® ¥ertys Corson,,
Toledo, Ohio.
ERSONS
WISHING SPIRIT PIC
TURES address with stamp, A. ,D. WILLIS, box
346, Craw fords vi tie, Ind.

P

&

GLAFLIN’S WEEKLY.
THE

FOR USE IN FAMILIES,

Western Rural,
AGRICULTURAL & FAMILY WEEKLY
JOURNAL OF THE WEST.

EpIFOEB LEICESTERSHIRE

5Ssm]

EFFICIENT CORPS OF SPECIAL AND VOLUN
TARY CONTRIBUTORS.

Table Sauce,

TERMS:
$2.50 per Year; $2 in Clubs of Four or More.
T H m

BEST

KEBI S-H

SPLENDID INDUCEMENTS TO AGENTS.

A PLUCKY PUBLISHER.
Put up in any part of tfie world for Family Use.

Can be bought of any First-Class Grocer

[From the Chicago Daily Sun, Nov. 30, 1871.]
“ One of the most remarkable samples of Chicago
pluck and energy is given by Mr. H. N. F. Lewis, pro
prietor of the Weslei'n Rural, one of the ablest and
most widely circulated agricultural journals in the
country. Mr. Lewis lost by the fire one of the most
complete and valuable printing and publishing estab
lishments in the West, and also his residence and
household goods. Yet he comes to the surface again
with unabated ardor, re-establishes himself at No. 407
West Madison street, where he has gathered new ma
terial for his business, and from which point he has
already issued the first number (since the fire) of the
Western Rural, the same size and in the same form as
previous to the fiery storm. Nobody would imagine,
on glancing at the neat, artistic head and well-filled
pages of the Rural that anything uncomfortably warm
or specially disastrous had ever happened to it. Suc
cess to Lewis and his excellent Rural. Chicago ought
to feel proud of it.”

IVTEW YORK CENTRAL AND HUD' SON RIVER RAILROAD.—Commencing Mon
day, June 23, 1873. Through Trains will leave Grand
Central Depot—
8:00 a. m., Chicago and Montreal Express, with
drawing-room cars through to Rochester and St. Al
bans.
9:00 A. m., Saratoga Special Express.
10:00 a. m., Special Chicago Express, with drawing
room cars to Rochester, Buffalo, &c.
10:45 a. h., Northern and Western Express.
3:40 p. ar., Special Express for tUbany, Troy and
Saratoga, commencing Saturday, 21st inst.
4:00 p. m., Montreal Express, with sleeping cars from The Largest and Handsomest Paper for
New York to St. Albans.
Young People.'”
7:00 p.m., Express, Daily, with sleeping cars for
Watertown and Canandaigua.
8:30 p. m., Pacific Express, Daily, with sleeping cars
from Rochester, Buffalo and Niagara Falls; also for
THE
Chicago, via both L. S. and M. C. Railroads.
11:00 p. m., Express, with sleeping cars for Troy and
Albany.
2:00 p. m., Hudson train.
7:00 a. m., and 5:30 p. m., Poughkeepsie trains.
9:10 a. m., 4:15, 6:2 1 and 7:45 p. at., Peekskill trains. A RURAL AND LITERARY MONTHLY JOURNAL
5:00 p.
Sing Sing train.
FOR YOUNG PEOPLE OF COUNTRY AND CITY.
Tarrytown trains from 30th Street Depot, stopping
at all Stations, leave at 6:45, 8:25 and 10:20 a. m., 1:00,
TERMS:
3:00, 4:00, 4:40, 5:15, 6:30, 8:00 and 11:30 p. m.
Sunday Way Trains—For Tarrytown, from 30th $1.50 per Year; $1 in Clubs of Four„or More.
street, at 8:25 A. m., and 1:00 p. m.
A PAIR 0¥ BEAUTIFUL BERLIN CHROMOg, MOUNTED
For Poughkeepsie^from 4th avenue and 42d street
AND VARNISHED, SENT POSTPAID AS A GIFT TO
Station, 9:10 a. m.
EVERY YEARLY SUBSCRIBER.
C. H. KENDRICK, General Passenger Agent.

Young Folks’ Rural,

Dr. Storer’s Office,

Banner of Light Building,

Ladies5 Own Magazine,

0§% HL Bh Stores',

AND

No. 9 Montgomery Place, Boston.

TffR ABLEST, BEST AND MOST POPULAR IN
AMERICA.
@np i

ibl y t u a. il j s m;

.

The Young Folks' Rural is a novelty among publi
cations for Young People—entirely a “ new idea,” and
different from any other in style, and character; Six
teen pages and sixty-four columns—tAe largest news
paper in Chicago! ■
WHAT “THEY SAY.”
[From the Chicago Evening Post!]
“H. N. F. Lewis, Esq., the well-known publisher of
that admirable weekly, the Western Rural, is publish
ing a monthly rural and literary journal, under the title
of Vae Young Folks'1 Rural *
*
* Mr. LewF
is just the man to make it a ‘big thing.’ ”
[From the Letter of a Western Mother.~\
“ The Young Folks' Rural is just what our dear
.children need. Altogether it is a noble enterprise, and
will do an untold amount of good. It is the ‘ parents’
assistant,’ and all thinking parents will join me in
thanking you.”
[From a Scliool Teacher.\
“ I am a teacher, and take the paper for the benefit
and amusement of my pupils. Eyes are brighter and
lessons better learned when the Young Folks' Rural
makes its appearance.
SPECIMEN NUMBERS SENT FREE.
Address,
H. N. F. LEWIS, Publisher,
Chicago, 111.
Both Western Rural and Young Folks' Rural tmnAsh.e,d.
for One Year for $3.00.

WM. DIBBLEE,
854 BROADWAY,

Of-SAB. M. FOSTER

Has removed from his Store to the

The Wonderful Medium.

FIRST FLOOR,

AND A
The compiler of this work, George C. Bartlett, says
in the introduction: “While making an extended
SUPERB ORIGINAL OIL CHROMO, WORTH $5, tour through the principal cities of the United States
with Mr. Foster, I made it my especial business to in
FREE.
vite the editors of the principal newspapers and jour
SUBSCRIBE AND MAKE UP A CLUB, AND
nal* to investigate the phenomena as they occurred in
Air.
Foster’s presence. Having confidence in the fair
SECURE A HANDSOME PREMIUM.
ness and justice of the editorial corps throughout the
Me will send the Ladies’ Own three months on country, and believing that they would give truthful
trial for 50 cents, and allow that to count as the sub accounts of their experiences during the seances, I
scription if you renew for the balance of the year A have in this Vttle pamphlet republished a series of ar
now volume begins July 1.
ticles from the. leading papers of the Union. The
reader must bear in mind that in nearly every case
M. C. BLAND & CO., Publishers,
these articles have been written by men who are op
posed to Spiritualism. In some instances, we are com
287 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.
pelled to say, that on account of' the unpopularity otf
the cause in some quarters, it was deemed inexpedi
ent by the writers to give the more incredible and
BARTON & ALLEN,.
startling occurrences as they were witnessed. Not
withstanding this, this little volume is put forth with
the hope that it may lead persons to investigate these
phenomena, who, unbelieving now, maybe led to be
lieve in a spiritual life. This accomplished, it will
not go forth in vain.”
No. 40 BROAD STREET,
7
*»
Price 50 cents, postage free.
Stoats, Bonds fand Gold bought and sold on com
For sale, wholesale and retail, by COLBY &). RICH,
£SIS®t®E,
at No. 9 Montgomery Plaoe, Boston, Mass,

Dr.Geo, ltewe©iinerf
THE HEALER,
PHYSICIAN AND SUPGEON,
HURD BLOCK, JACKSON, MICH.
Thirty years’ experience. Examines diseases and
sends prescriptions for one month for |3. Has a spe
cific remedy for CATARRH and THROAT DISEASE.
Sends by mail for $2 for four months, and with direciions two months, $1. Pile Remedy, $2. Treatments
at rooms moderate. Warrants relief or no charge.
146
GEO. NEWCOMER, M. D.

SOCIAL PREEDOSL

COMMTLNTTY
No. 1.
This Institution is situated in Che&' erfidd County,
Virginia, about nine miles from Richmond. D "is
founded on the principles of Social Freedom, as laid
down in the address of Victoria C. Woodhull, in
Stemway Hall, New York, November 20, 3871. The
Community owns three hundred and thirty-three
acres of land, half of which is improved—the balance
is valuable timber. There is a good water-power on
it, and they propose to erect a saw mill. A few more
congenial persons can be r ow admitted on probation.
SARAH L. TIBBALS, Pres.
Address, inclosing a sheet of paper and a stamped
envelope,
J. Q,. HENCK, Sec.
Box 44 Manchester, Chesterfield Co., Va.
146-8t

Champion Cure
AND

Liberal Institute,
Carversville, Puds Co., Pa.
Will be opened for patients and pupils, Septem
her 15, 1873.
The Medical Department is under the charge of Mrs.
Maud C. Walker,"M. D., a regularly-educated phy
sician, of wide experience in hospital-and ordinary
practice.
She will he assisted by S. M. Sawin, M. D., edu
cated at Concepcion Medical College, Chili, S. A., an
experienced army-surgeon.
The Academic Department is headed by S. N.
Walker, A. M., a graduate of Vermont University,
to whom application for circulars should he made.
146]
THE

AMERICAN BATH
23 Irving Place,
Embraces the most comprehensive system of rem
edial agencies of any like institution in this country.
In addition to the
TURKISH,
RUSSIAN,
ORIENTAL,
SULPHURETS,

LADIES’ HAIR DRESSER,

ALL ABOUT

Only $2.00 a Year, or Twenty Cents a Copy,

Bankers and Brokers,

WITH AN

AND AIT.

TLEMOALAT.

OVER TWENTY ABLE WRITERS EN
GAGED UPON IT.

H. N. F LEWIS, Editor and Proprietor,
Able and Practical Editorial Staff,

Clairvoyant -Medical Practise!

Live Editorials, Superb Engravings.

! 'A ''A'1.

THE GREAT

THE EAMOUSl

T3ALTIMORE & OHIO. RAILROAD.—
J
(UmA T NA TIONAL R 0 UTK
The shortest and quickest line from Baltimore and
Washington, and direct and favorite route from Bos
ton, New York, Philadelphia and the Eastern cities,
to all points in the West, Northwest and Southwest.
STEEL RAIL! DOUBLE TRACK!
STONE BALLASTED 7
Unrivaled for scenery, and the only Line running
the celebrated Pullman Palace Drawing-Room Cars
from Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington, to Col
(Formerly atlSl Harrison Ave.),
umbus, Cincinnati and St. Louis, without change.
Is now in the beautiful and commodious
Tickets via this popular route can he procured at
the principal Ticket Offices throughout the East, and
at the Company’s offices, 82 and 87 Washington street,
Boston; 229 Broadway, and No. 1 Battery Place, New
llooms Nos. 6 & 7,
York; 700 Chestnut street, Philadelphia; 149 West
No. 9 MONTGOMERY PLACE,
Baltimore street, Baltimore, and 486 Pennsylvania
avenue, Washington, D. C.
BOSTON.
SIDNEY B. JONES,
L. M. COLE,
GenT Passenger Agent,
Gen’l Ticket Agent,
Patients will find this a central location, easy of ac
cess by horse-cars, either on Tremont or Washington
Cincinnati, O.
Baltimore, Md.
streets.
THOS. EILKENY,
MRS. MAGGIE A. FOLSOM.
Gen’l New York Passenger Agent,
This widely known Spiritual Clairvoyant examines
patients from nine o’clock a. m., to five o’clock p. m.,
229 Broadway.
daily.
DR. STORER will personally attend patients, and
whatever spiritual in sight and practical judgment and
experience can accomplish will he employed as here
tofore in curing the sick.
Patients in the country, and all persons ordering
THE rONLY FIRST-CLASS LITERARY, HOUSE
Dr. STOKER’S NEW VITAL REMEDIES for Chronic
HOLD AND FASHIONABLE MAGAZINE IN
and Nervous Diseases, will address
THE WEST,

CHARMING STORIES, INSTRUCTIVE ESSAYS,
BEAUTIFUL POEMS,

Dec. 6, 1873.

SULPHUROUS VAPOR,
FUMIGATED,
MERCURIAL,
IODINE, ETC., BATHS.

where he will continue to conduct his business in all Treatment by ELECTRICITY and MAGNETISM
Its branches TWENTYtFIVE PER CENT. CHEAPER receives special attention.
than heretofore, in consequence of the difference in
Ms rent.
These Baths are select, and given singly, and are
CHATELAINE BRAIDS.
administered in such a way as to healthfully adapt
LADIES’ AND GENTLEMEN’S WIGS.
themselves to each individual case of either sex.
and everything appertaining to the business will he
kept on hand and made to order.
PRICES OF BATHS—From $1.00 to $3.00.
New York, 1873.
DIBBLE \nNIA for .stimulating, JAPONICA for
soothing am the MAGIC TAR SALVE for promoting
the growth or the hair, constantly on hand.
Consultation on diseases of the. Scalp, Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays, from 9 a. m. till 3 p. m.
Also, Ms celebrated
.
HARABA

Zifa'

[146

DM. S. M. EANDIS9

Famous, Condemned
AND

Prohibited B©oIcs@

Secrets of G-eneration (that c&usea
or FLESH^ BEAUTIFIER, the only pure and harm Ms imprisonment.) Sold, sealed, $1.
less preparation ever made for the complexion. No
ZProLriLiteH Leet-o-re on "W'ood.h.mli
lady f-roi.i.d ever be without it. Can be obtained only and. rBeeclnex1, analyzing FREE-LOVE, 15c.
KEY TO LOVE, 25 Gents.
WM. DIBBLEE’S, (
Address him at Ms Medical Institute, No, 13 N.
Eleventh street, Philadelphia, Pa.
85 Broadway, Up-stairs,

Dec. 6, 1873,

tion of wages given by the few of the different trades em
ployed.”
[The demand for work is the right kind of talk. The
wealth-creators of the nation are not and will not be pau
pers. The workingman does not understand the magnifi
cent workings of our politico-economic system, under which,
finding ourselves in debt, we propose to pay off the same by
stopping labor. Workingmen know that, in their individual
cases, such a proceeding don’t work at all satisfactorily, and
consequently they justly demand work; in other words,
that they may be employed to help this nation out of its
' The Books and Speeches of Victoria C. Woodhull and financial difficulties. Tbe willing toiler may, by adhesion
Tennie 0. Claflin will hereafter be furnished, postage paid, to a false system, be compelled to starve in the midst of
plenty; but before he dies he ought to make the non-pro
at the following liberal prices:
ducing loafers who live by their wits, and the tom-noddies
The Principles of Government, by Victoria 0. Woodwho riot on their father’s leavings, pilot him the way to
Hades.]
hull ............................................................. ........ S3 00

T
1
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WOODHULL & CLAFLIN’S WEEKLY.

— ----------------- >—

Constitutional Equality, by Tennie C. Claflin...............

2 00

The Principles of Social Freedom..................... ..............

25

The Imp ending Re volution............................................

25

The Ethics of Sexual Equality..............................................

25

----------------

SOCIALIALISTIC.
THE SCHOOLMISTRESS ABROAD.

bility and opportunity of decision should always rest with
him ? This would put an end to the oppressive inquisition of
events, abolish scaffolds, prisons and penitentiaries, disband
armies and navies, and send judges, jurors and lawyers,
presidents, congressmen, statesmen and warriors, taxgathei'ers, fashi >n monger’s and priests, to find honorable
employment in the useful vocations of life.
The variest school-boy would tell us that nothing multi
plied by thousands still remains nothing, and yet the Repub
lic of the United States basis its authority upon that fallacy
alone; it declares in practice that a body of people may
justly exercise power which does not exist in any unit of
that body. It denies the right of any man to tax his neigh
bor or enact laws for his control, and yet declares that a set
or body of men have the right to levy such a tax and enact
such law.
There is yet no foothold on the planet for those who scorn
alike to rule and to be ruled; but all reform work is helping
to clear away the rubbish and make such standing-room.
Education must be substituted for legislation, the true
governing power recognized as internal and attractive rather
than external and compulsory before there can be any rest
for the reformer or peace for the world.
Vineland, Hoy. 18, 1873.

[The N. Y. Herald of November 20 gives the following
report of the lecture of Mrs. Lucinda B. Chandler, on the
“ Education of Women,’’ which was delivered at Plimpton
INDUSTRIAL JUSTICE.
Hall the evening previous. Mrs. Chandler may not be a
social reformer of our stripe, but as to the address, we can
1. Go to, now, ye rich men; weep and howl, for your miseries that shall
speak of it as the Highlander spoke of his friend’s dog: “ If
come upon you.
4. Behold the hire of the laborers who have reaped down your fields, it is not Bran, it is Bran’s brother:”]
which is kept back by fraud, crieth, and the cries of them which have
“ A meeting of the Woman’s Social Education Society- was
reaped are entered into the ears of the Lord.
held yesterday afternoon in the Liberal Club rooms, Plimp
Gen. Ep. James, v. 1.
ton Hall, and was presided over by Mrs. Shepard.
“ The Chairwoman informed the Herald reporter that the
[From the New Jork Herald, Nov. 30, 1873.]
society is over a year in existence. It was initiated by some
THE RIGHT MEN ON THE RIGHT TRACK.
of the members belonging to Dr. Chapin’s and other Liberal
“The several associations in the city, organized for the congregations throughout the city. A number of the Society
promotion of the welfare of the workingmen, are laboring of Friends also belong to this new association. The Chair
industriously, through committees appointed for the special woman proceeded to state that the press and male spectators
business, to induce the authorities who have the power in were to be excluded from the meeting, which was called for
New York to give them employment. For weeks the import the purpose of hearing a paper read by Mrs. Lucinda B>
ant topic around the City Hall has been the labor question, Chandler, on ‘ Woman at Home and in Society.’
“ The following is the synopsis given by the Chairwoman
and heads of departments have been interviewed and talked
to with such zeal and persistency that at last they expressed of the lecture:
“ That intellectual teaching does not necessarily or practi
their willingness to received officially such deputations as
were entitled to have a hearing. The ‘ field day’ in this re cally furnish knowledge of the laws of life and health. Re
spect was yesterday, and there was much consultation in va ligious teaching has not entered the domain of physiology
rious ways with the municipal authorities who have the ‘ say’ and sociology. Badly-ventilated apartments, heated rooms,
in this respect. At neon the Committee of the Working stimulating food and beverages, though presided over by the
men’s Central Council, led by James Connolly, called upon devotions of a family altar, do not save from headaches, ten
Mayor Havemeyer and Comptroller Green to present their dency to inflammatory disease, nor from the appetite which
claims and ask them to assist the unemployed of the city. often results in alcoholic inebriety. Where have we the doc
The deputation was divided, and one portion visited the trine taught that motherhood is the most responsible of hu
Mayor, while the other went to the Comptroller. The former, man functions ? The ghosts of half the children whose eyes
comprising 15 or 20 well-dressed persons were well received by were permitted to see the light—and Heaven knows how
the Mayor, when their spokesman (Connolly) presented the many who never arrived at that state of growth!—point re
case of his associates. He did not desire to trouble the Mayor, proachfully to the medical adviser, the puipit, the schoolbut his association comprised fourteen organizations, and the board and parents who neglect the most important of all
body of the members were in such a strait that they must branches of instruction—sexual physiology and laws of trans
mission. Reforming is patchwork and transient; right form
appeal for help.
“ Not since the year 1837 were there so many men without ing is permanent building. What shall we offer to the young
work iu New York, and they felt that if the Board of Ap men and women of to-day? How shall we reach the victims
portionment would only indorse the action of those who of secret vice which undermine body and*mindf Either
have the power to order improvemjints, there would be work there are no perfect conditions to result from laws inherent
enough of all kinds for artisans to give employment to 10,- in human constitution, or mankind have failed signally of
000 men. Mr. Connolly also referred to the proposed Indus learning and obeying these laws. Social putrefaction sends
trial Exhibition buildings in the city, and while he did not its miasma into the upper chamber and parlor as well as the
vouch for the honesty of the project, of which question the lower grades of life. Moral and social education, as well as
workingmen had nothing to do, he asked that the buildings, science and religion, if they would reach causes and find rem
if construction were ordered, should be of American mate edies for physical degeneracy, weakness, imbecility, sexual
rials, and the men employed residents of the State, whether and alcoholic intemperance, must carefully search out and
citizens or not. He also requested that the stone should be steadfastly obey the laws of equalization of forces, the prin
cut on the ground, as there would be a saving in this wise of 40 ciple of wise continence and the requirements of an undis
per cent.; and in addition, he suggested that the Department turbed maternity—prostitution and child-murder are but
of Docks commence work, as through this channel hun effects. These societies are intended to make a centre for
dreds would be saved from want, and perhaps utter des private, and, to some extent, public consideration and dis
titution. In the course of his remarks he forcibly averted to cussion of these momentous problems. There is an imper
the fact that whenever there is trouble in the financial world ious demand among the mass of toiling, the ignorant and un
or revolutions of any character in society the burden fell thinking classes, for souls and bodies to be made according
to the divine methods of Nature; dwellings and schoolrooms
upon the laboring classes.
“ In response, the Mayor went over a wide field. He knew to be swept by the pure air of Heaven; wholesome food and
the wants of the laboring men and fully appreciated them. wholesome knowledge provided. These societies will seek
The years of reckless administration in the city had saddled the best opportunities for making the conditions which will
it with a debt so large that it was appalling, and it should be abate sensuality, and promote healthful relations of soul and
the first aim of all who held the reins of the government to body and of the sexes, both in and out of marriage, and to
sustain its credit. This could not be done unless economy make these the subject of wise teaching.”
was practiced in all its branches. He would aid them all
that he could, but they must remember that, as in all call
TOWARD TRUE GOVERNMENT.
ings, the employer had the right to name his own terms for
BY O. E. SHEPARD.
what he wished done. Mr. Connolly fully accorded with the
Recognizing as the only just government, that exercised by
Mayor regarding his position, so far as wages were concern
ed, and it was far from the policy of the organization which each individual over themselves, we may estimate the signifi
he represented to dictate the least in this respect. All they cance and power of reform movements by the nearnesshf their
wanted was work, and there would be but little trouble re approach to a recognition of this principle of sovereignty.
All existing governments, fashions and customs are based
specting wages. The committee then retired.
,
“ The interview with Comptroller Green was of like char upon the false assumption that the individual belongs, first, to
acter as that narrated of the Mayor, though not quite so sat the State, next to society, then jto his mate, and last and
isfactory. He talked to them of the contracts that had least to himself. Hence the State may tax, imprison, kill; so
already been made, and said that while he was trying to be ciety may ostracise, the mate may tyrannize, and all the ten
economical, he did not wish to loose sight of the claims which dencies of civilization are to meddlesomeness, uncharity,
the workingmen undoubtedly had. At least this was the denunciation and war.
Social freedom, dress reform, the labor movement, free
burden of his remarks, as reported by one of the men who
money are each separate phases of the struggle humanity is
was deputed to see him.
“ Upon the whole, the committee were not displeased with making to rid itself of the incubus of external control.
In the struggle democracies or the majority rule, eccle
their interviews, yet they shook their heads when the ques
tion of ‘ Have the conferences been of any practical use ?’ siastical authority and arbitrary fashions will go down and
were asked them. They feel that the city should give them the individual be left free to make such use of brain and
Could any
work in this season of depression, and affirm that if it is not heart and muscle as judgment shall direct.
done they will move in a manner that their claims will be truth be plainer than this, that since no other person nor all
listened to. They say that general dullness exists, and that others combined can have so great an interest in any discus
so few men are working that there cannot be any fair quota- sion pertaining to the individual as he himself, the responsi-

MATRIMONIAL INFELICITY.
A cat and dog lay by the fire,
And neither had the least desire
To molest or harm each other,
Till a boy said to his mother:
“ I will tie the two together.”
Then right soon there was squally weather.
The cat did scratch, the dog did bite,
And soon it was a fearful fight;
The dog was minus hide and hah-,
And flying cat-fnr filled the air;
Until the boy cut them apart,
When for his folly he did smart.
For both used up what strength they had
To scratch And bite the luckless lad.
And he wished that he had never
Tied this cat and dog together.
For he found it was a blunder,
And worse still the pair to sunder.
Now, although they are not human,
They are like to man and woman,
Who lived in friendship side by side.
Until the fatal knot is tied.
The bands of love tied them before,
But now the knot doth gall them sore,
And they sometimes in after years
Become just like a pair of shears,
Though they work in opposition
Are alike in disposition,
For then whatever gets between.
They both agree to cut it clean.
So when you hear that there is strife
Existing between man and wife,
You’d better not have business there,
Or in their quarrel have a share,
Else you’ll regret, whichever’s right,
You volunteered to stop the fight;
For they will prove just like the shears.
To any one who interferes,
And when the lovely quarrel ends,
You’ll bear the blame and they’ll be friends.
THEODORE PARKER AND MARGARET EULLER.
Victoria—I confess I am surprised and lost in wonder that
so few men and women of education, talent and influence do
not speak out and come to the support of the grand truths
you are advocating at such cost.
Is God dead? Have we forgotten the lessons of 1776, or
did we never learn them? Is America to be free only in
name?
Where are all the brave men and women of culture and
position of New England, that have been praising Theodore
Parker and Margaret Puller Ossoli, and justly so, too ? If
you are to have such mountains of contumely scorn, mis
representations and filthy ignorance hurled at you by a rab
ble for discussing questions of the utmost importance tb
mankind, and all these brave souls (whom I have learned to
love, and whose noble words in time past I have hung over
with delight) are to sit still or get out of the way of this ac
cursed mob, then I must call them poltroons and cowards,
or else have a broader charity than human nature can com
mand.
If Parker and Margaret Puller need uo condemnation for
their views of marriage and the social relations, then you
deserve none for yours.
Parker said: “ A whole marriage is when each portion of
each person finds its satisfaction in the other; a partial or
fractional marringe, when but a partis thus met. Hence
there are whole marriages, half marriages, one-third marri
ages and so on ad infinitum. Sometimes the unmarried por
tion is infinitesimal, and neither party knows of the loss.
Sometimes the married portion is infinitesimal, and none
knows of the fnarriage.
“Sometimes by society, friends, good breeding, etc,, the par
ties are so welded together that they cannot easily be
sundered, but are yet only welded, not wedded. Solitude is
the trial of marriages; for, if the shoe does not fit and you
wear it but in going up-stairs to bed, you think lictle of the
pinch; but when it must be worn all day for travel and for
rest, with never a change, if it be not completely accommo
dated to the foot, it will in the.end gall you sorely.
“All marriages that I have ever known, or almost all, are
fragmentary. If I read aright, a perfect and entire mar
riage can only take place between equals or at least equiva
lents.
“ I know a man whose wife has not passion-sentiment
enough, but the passional part of marriage is hateful to her.
In this point, then, the man is not married. .1 know many
where in soul there is no equivalent, and in soul the man is
not married.
So with intellect, affection, benevolence,
etp. A man not mated or a woman not mated, seeks, sor
rowing, the other half, and wanders up and down
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rest. Most men are married only in their philoprogenitive
ness or their acquisitiveness, perhaps in their amativeness,
“Marriage is mainly a discipline to most men; to few is it
mainly an enjoyment. A man’s courtship often begins after
Ms marriage, and he tries to piece out a wife a little here and
a little there. With women the case is worse still. To a
sluggish nature this is a slight thing. He wants to sleep, and
sleeps. But to a great, active soul it must be a terrible
curse. A man marries a wife far superior to himself. He
cannot carry her. She wants sympathy in the unsupported
part, and she must have it. pappose she does not have it?
That part of her nature perishes and corrupts the rest. If
she does have it, then in that point her legal husband is not
the true one. So it goes; the world is polygamous from ne
cessity. You can only marry your equal. A man may be
tied to your soul, but it droops and hangs down awhile. Then
it must have some one else to hold it up, or it will die. I have
seen a foolish man so silly because he wras to be wedded to a
fine woman. Poor fellow! So he was; but he married only
a fool. All the rest of his wife hangs down, and will die.
MAKRIAGE AND DIVOECE.

“ From psychological considerations, I should think that
monogamy was the natural law of human nature. I find the
same thing shown in the numerical equality of the sexes; and
the same conclusion is confirmed by history. For example,
among the negro slaves there is no marriage form; the whole
is voluntary, but separations almost never take place. The
same is true of the North-Americau Indians, e.
the Osages
know nothing of divorce, though there is no law or custom to
prevent it. If intercourse were more free in social life, I doubt
not that marriage would be happier and divorces more rare.
What a deal of prudery.is there about the matter here in New
England.’’—Wefss’sL'i/e and Correspondence of TheodoreParker, vol. 2, pages 23-24.
Theodore Parker has grown very respectable of late years,
and many of his old persecutors speak his name now with
reverence and commendation.
Still more ultra, if possible, does Margaret Fuller Ossoli
speak. She says;
“My law is incapable of a charter. I pass all bounds, and
cannot do otherwise. Those whom it seems tome I am to
meet again in the ages, I meet soul to soul now. I have no
knowledge of any circumstances except the degree of affin
ity.”—Memoirs, vol. 2, page 11.
J. c.
Towanda, Pa.
WHAT IS LOVE?
[Found among the Posthumous Papers of Thomas Paine.]
’Tis that delightful transport we can feel,
Which painters cannot paint, nor art reveal;
Cans’t thou describe a sunbeam to the blind?
Or make him feel a shadow with Ms mind?
So, neither can we, by'description, show
This, first of all, felicities below.
When contemplation spreads her rainbow wings,
And every flutter some new rapture brings—
When happy love pours magic o’er the soul,
And all our thoughts in swreet delirium roll—
How swiftly, then, our moments glide awayl
And dreams renew the transports of the day f
We live in ecstasy! to all things kind!
For love can teach a moral to the mind.
But, are there not some other things which prove
This splendid wonder-of-the-soul, called love?
Ah! yes, There are—but, of a different kind—
The dreadful horrors of a tortured mind:
Some jealous fiend throws Ms empoisoned dart,
And rends in pieces the distracted heart!
What are the iron chains that hands have wrought?
The hardest chain to break is made of thought!
When love’s a tyrant,, and the soul a slave,
No hope remains for thought but in the grave;
. In that dark den it sees an end to grief,
And what was once its dread, becomes relief.
Think well of tMs, ye lovers! and be kind—
Nor play with torture on a tortured mind.
—Boston Investigator.
THE HIGHER AND LOWER PLANES.
BY S. H. ATKINSON.

* On last Sunday night (November 16) I was present with an
assemblage at Washington Hall, called for the purpose of in
dulging in “free speech ” upon that subject which might be
considered of the most importance by the speaker who
should essay, within the limits of ten minutes, to give forth
Ms thoughts in words. The subject chosen by your corre
spondent was that of “Promiscuity vs. Monogamy,” in
which he undertook to show that no such thing existed in
the animal kingdoms, not excluding that of man, as “true
and unmixed monogamy.” He referred to the fishes, the
fowls, and the beasts; and almost at a glance was it per
ceived that monogamio marriage did not obtain among
either, not even among the light and feathery songsters, who
mated in pairs only lor a limited period, when, the purposes
of the conjugal alliance having been fully accomplished, they
again returned to their former status, and knew each other
only as separate units in one harmonious and collective fam
ily ; when, again, in the succeeding spring-time, they again
united with other mates, only to proceed onward in their
loving and beautiful marriage-bond until the destined time
of dissolution should again separate them. We then directed
our attention to man, and inquired whether, naturally, he
were any exception -to the great law which universally
swayed throughout the so-called lower kingdoms. We in
ferred that he was not, and that but for the legal bonds by
which he was tied, hand and foot (but not soul), he would
demonstrate it to afi admiring as well as a thinking world.
But our “ten minutes ” were up, and we were compelled to
take our seat. Upon this, a lady medium, who had occupied
the floor in the introduction for at least half an hour (elo
quently and entertainingly, if not in edification), took ex
ception to our views by the remark that “ those persons only
resorted to the lower animals for instruction who occupied
tfc.e lower plane of feeling, while those who had reached up
to and found a footing on the higher plane, looked away from
the animal, and gathered their inspiration and knowledge

from a mare elevated source.” But the lady mentioned is
not the first to make the declaration; it has been made many
times—so often, indeed, that, if true, it is time that the facts
upon which it is based should he made manifest, and, if un
true, that it should be probed to the bottom and its unsound
ness fully exposed. And now we will not be so impertinent
as to inquire if the parties themselves who make the declara
tion know from experience whereof they teach; we will only
appeal to the nature of man himself, and to the so-called civ
ilized society of to-day, to riddle the proposition beyond the
possibility of repair. And here the question at once pre
sents itself: Is man’s nature capable of a radical, or
constitutional change, in consequence of any conditions,
other than those of violence, through which he may be re
quired to pass in his journey from the cradle to the grave?
We answer in the negative. He is essentially the same, with
out a single element, organ or function of his nature revolu
tionized. The quality of his adhesiveness and his amative ■
ness, as well as his conscientiousness, his benevolence and his
spirituality, continues the same under all circumstances and
subject to all conditions. True it is, that their degree of
manifestation will be determined by the strength of their re
spective organs and the opportunities for their exercise, but
the nature of these functions is incapable of change. This
proposition is so nearly self-evident, that it would, perhaps,
be a waste of time and space to make it more evident by il
lustration. Beauty will always captivate the eye that is able
to perceive it. Deformity will always offend the organ of
form or symmetry wherever it is found. The animal pas
sions will always be aroused where their corresponding op
posites are brought into contact. True, these organs may
have become deranged, or, possibly, by excessive exercise or
violence, entirely destroyed; but for that reason no one will
contend that the individual is elevated to a higher plane, or
that he is better qualified to give forth the expressions of a
man. Then what becomes of your “higher plane ” and your
orthodox “change of heart” or “new birth” (for they are
all the same) ? There is no place for them in all the wide do
main of huinan existence as found upon this mundane
sphere.
“ But he who is elevated to the higher plane seeks not for
knowledge in the animal kingdoms below him.” Then what
a multitude of human beings must occupy this higher plane!
Instead of their number being the exception to the rule, they
are the rule itself, and society needs no further improvement
beyond the conversion of a millionth part of the inhabitants
of the entire globe! What a glorious consummation! Truly,
the millennium has already flashed its beauty and grandeur
upon us, and we can sing hallelujahs to the Lamb who has re
deemed us with all the peoples and nations of the earth! For
has not mankind been taking their observations and lessons
from this higher plane almost from its inception to the pres
ent time ? Has it not steadily and persistently refused to
“consider the lilies of the field, how they grow; how they
toil not. neither do they spin; and yet that even Solomon in
all his glory was not arrayed like one of them? ” And like
wise has it not refused to “ behold the fowls of the air, how
they sow not, neither do they reap, nor gather into barns,
yet your Heavenly Father feedeth them ? ”
But, seriously, is civilized society—even misnomered Chris
tian society—to-day an improvement upon the aboriginals as
discovered by Columbus ’ To the history of Washington Ir
ving let the reader make his appeal. And, further, will civil
ized society bear even a comparison with that of the “ birds
of the air or the beasts of the field ? ” Indeed, is there a sin
gle member of the human family who will compare in sym
metry of form, in utility and beauty of covering, inharmoni
ous association and unerring Instincts, or in any attribute
whereof he is possessed in common with what we are pleased
to denominate “ the lower animal? ” And if there be not one
—and I know there is not—is not the inquiry paramount to
that of every other: What is the cause of this ? The cause
must be found in the successful endeavors of man to carve
out other channels of thought and action than those which
nature has impressed upon the broad heavens and the wide
earth, and upon all the inhabitants thereof. In a word, the
cause is found in damming up the natural and appropriate
channels, and arresting the flow of limpid waters which then
become stagnant, and thus deface the otherwise transcendent
ly beautiful portions of our being. To be literal, then, it is the
restraint upon natural liberty—it is the ignoring of that free
dom which God and nature have eternally made indispensa
ble to the ennobling and rounding out of the human consti
tution. Allow me, then—for the present at least—to stand
upon this “lower plane,” and let me take my instructions
from the kingdoms which ought to be, but which are not
now, much below us.
Phieadeephia, Nov. 18,'1873.

[From the St. Louis Daily Globe, November 17.]
THE SOCIAL QUESTION.
EKEE-IjOVE EECTUEE BY A YANKEE WOMAN.

Miss Nellie L. Davis, of North Billerica, Mass., delivered
a lecture yesterday morning before the Free Religious So
ciety. The subject announced was: “The Social Question,”
and there was a respectable and numerous attendance.
The speaker is a young lady. Her appearance was intelli
gent and prepossessing. Her diction was very correct, and,
as may be supposed, she spoke with much fluency. The lady
first read a poem entitled," “ On the Town,” by Richard Henry
Stoddard, depicting the sade fate of a fallen woman, and the
cruel means that had procured her ruin. Miss Davis pro
ceeded to deliver her lecture, which was entirely extempore,
and of which the following is a summary.:
Marriage is purely an experiment. It is an attempt to
blend elements that may have an affinity for each other, but
the chemistry is such that its laws seem unreachable. The
laws applying to one do not apply to another, and it seems
to me that absolutely free divorce, the conditions of which
shall be arranged by the contracting parties, without the in
terference of others, is the only door by which the experi
menters can escape from the consequences, if they have been
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led by folly. The allegory runs that Cupid and Folly were at
play together, and Mrs. Folly dealt Cupid such a blow that
he wag deprived of his sight. Venus hastened to her son,
invoked the powers above, and Jove decreed, in reparation
of the damage done, that Folly should lead love for all time
to come, and most justly has she done her work. Marriage
is not founded upon a rational basis, and the tyrannies of do
mestic life are unsparing, because the poor victim is without
appeal; and if the only bond was mutual love and mutual
respect, their mutual rights would be respected in the pro
portion the parties could right their wrongs, irrespective of
any appeal to a divorce court.
In our social fabric, restriction and non-cultivation of the
back brain means virtue; the education of woman means a*
training that unfits her for the position of wife, mother or
companion; the laws are conspiracies to keep her in igno
rance, and marriage is a system of slavery, in which we have
only such rights as are granted us, and such love as we in
spire, and never any more. It is said that if we remove these
bonds, wholesale prostitution would run riot over the land.
This is equal to affirming that, for every man to become a
libertine and every woman a prostitute, there is nothing
wanted but opportunity. This is a great error. We would
not give free run to licentiousness. This bond, it may he ar
gued, makes hypocrites, but not saints; and when any bond,
especially the marriage contract is sustained under pro
test, its result is promiscuity and licentiousness. If it were
not so, your houses of ill-fame would not be principally sup
ported by married men, and houses of assignation would not
be frequented mainly by the married of both sexes. The
natural appetites of the human family are so distorted in the
service of a false chastity that genuine unchastity is the re
sult. The affectional nature must he left free, that it may
produce the Christ-like child of love and wisdom, with its
body moulded in symmetry, and its mind adorned with per
fection. I impeach the present marriage system, because it
does not produce such children. Society will nurse its own
hideous deformities, and ostracize those born without its
pale, and pronounce them illegitimate. For woman we claim
equal advantages, equal labor, equal opportunities to make
her way in the world as are granted to man. Give her the
same privileges, give her the same interest in her labor, teach
her the same pride in her labor, and she will soon laugh to
scorn this evil you call prostitution.
The sexes have standards of their own. Each conforms to
the requirements of the other in social and sexual practice.
Woman does not demand of man that exalted life, that chas
tity, that freedom from vulgarity, that he requires of her.
All the novels of the day teach this one-sided justice. In
the story of Jane Eyre, a girl marries a man stained with sin
and sensuality. What if he did have some admirable traits
of character! What man who had one particle of self-respect
would marry a woman who had been in the company of lib
ertines all her life ? It ill becomes any person who is an ad
vocate of the social civil laws of this city to cast an aspersion
on any reformers in this great social movement, for to this
city belongs the doubtful honor of subsidizing vice in tbe
interest of the municipality. The unutterable shame of
those laws stamps with disgrace any man who was directly
or indirectly concerned in their enactment. Every wife,
every sister, every daughter, should blush with shame to
own relationship with such men who were the open mockers
of all decency, honesty and justice. The Mosaic law treated
women as unclean beasts for two-thirds of the time, and as a
necessary evil in the camp. According to the St. Louis mu
nicipal law, one class of women are unclean beasts all the
time, and the remainder of the sex are objects of suspicion.
One fall is eternal death ^;o woman anywhere, especially- so
under these laws that rivet beyond all hope of escape the
bands of infamy. Even granting that prostitutes seek this
life through choice, the men who seek them go there also
voluntarily. There is no compulsion in the matter. There
fore the crime is equal. If there is crime in one there is
crime in another. [Applause.] They urge that these laws
are enacted for the protection of the innocent. Who are the
innocent? Not the prostitutes; not the men who go there—
surely you would not be mad enough to call them the innooent—and two-thirds of these men have wives at home. It
must be the wives at home who are innocent, but I think it
would be a doubtful protection to let their husbands have
immunity to run loose among prostitutes without the danger
of detection.
I do not believe that these women seek the life through
choice. Earnest reformers have told us that ninety-five per
cent, of these girls were formerly of the class known as work
ing girls, girls who in large cities stitch from morning till
night, making shirts at six cents apiece, as George W. Curtis
says, keeping back dishonor at the point of the needle. The
effect of this physical toil is to open the door for temptation
until she sinks down to infamy. If you want to kill out pros
titution, register the names of the men who support houses
of prostitution. [Applause.] It is very plain on the face of
it that your city fathers have no desire to kill out prostitu
tion. They simply wish to curb the evil, that it may go in
that direction that they choose to indicate as the least dan
gerous and most remunerative to themselves. In this city of
all others it may be said it is perfectly safe for a man to prac
tice promiscuity. Society here, as elsewhere, uses the viti
ated and depraved woman to shield the virtuous woman; but
one woman cannot he dragged down to hell to preserve
another without feeling the curses uttered by the former.
It is said that there are two hundred thousand professional
prostitutes throughout the length of the land. I ask what
can be the nature of that social system that demands a quar
ter of a million prostitutes to sustain it. Those men who urge
that the safety of a certain number of virtuous women de
mands the degradation of a certain number of vicious women
are guilty of uttering the grossest libels against humanity,
and arrogate the right of exercising slavery and dominion
over one class of women. This vast army of prostitutes, two
hundred and fifty thousand strong, have an average life of
four years, and have to be replenished with sixty thousand
mor@ ©very four years. It is quite as likely to be Dick’s sis-
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NOW IS THE ACCEPTED TIME.
ter or Tom’s mother who joins it. The claims of one are no stances, the slaves in classical times were bound to their
masters by the strongest ties of affection; so, now, the fe
stronger than those of another.
Dear TFeeWy—There never has been, since the formation of
male portion of the human family, each individual of which
The man who says that prostitution is necessary to pre - has been in a chronic state of bribery and intimidation com the United States, so opportune a time for the friends oi
serve society should not complain if his nearest and dearest bined, have been accustomed to regard their circumstances Spiritualism to work. The masses have become so unsettled
relative is swept away by the remorseless waves. If a Jesus as beyond redemption, in consequence of which they have in the matter of religious belief and doctrine, that the Church
was necessary to save the world by his death, a Judas was become resigned to and apparently happy in their sphere has in a very great measure lost its hold. The people think
necessary to betray him; and if a savior is necessary for the of action. Modern conviction—the fruit of a thousand years of, investigate and analyze the doctrines so long received as
preservation of society, then prostitutes are the most neces of experience—demands a change. Free love is the principle orthodox, and the result is anything but favorable to a set
sary class we have, and they should occupy the highest which will satisfy the legitimate demands of the times. Hu tled mental condition on the questions involved. When it is
position, both here and hereafter. [Applause.] It is true man society of old was constituted on a different principle. now boldly and defiantly asserted from the pulpit that the
that the victims are of but one sex, and that is why so many All were born to a fixed social position and were invariably present position occupied by the civilized world is due whol
men are selfish and callous about the matter. If it ostracized kept in it'by law. But the peculiar character of the modern ly to the influence of Christianity, intelligent, thinking peo
ple do not readily give their assent, but on the contrary con=
them as it degrades women, they would be the first to arise
world is that human beings are no longer born to their place
and throttle it by the ballot or the bullet. If women take in life, and chained down with an inexorable bond to the po trast the history of Pagan Greece three to five hundred years
B. C. with the present condition of affairs, morally, social
the former, they are strangled by a political rope they
sition to which they are born, but they are free to em
did not help to twist; if they want the latter, they are told ploy their faculties and avail themselves of every op ly, and in matters of art and literature, and are surprised
when they find the preponderance of evidence is vastly in
they are not of sufficient importance to be represented. We
portunity to achieve the lot which may appear to them most
favor of the Pagan rather than the Christian country. From
now demand the light to legislate on these evils that so
desirable.
this time forward they doubt each assertion of a like char
closely affect our interests. You say these_laws only refer
These statements are based upon a sound view of history, acter, and thus they are led on, until by investigation and
to the low and brutal classes of men. Who support houses
analysis, they find the whole “ Christian church and its cher
of prostitution? Clearly not your poor men, or these a sound view of morals, an impartial view of facts, and,
women could not pay nearly $200,000 a year for licenses and believe, that its practical application would be as beneficial ished dogmas "rest upon authority not greater than an
tiquity.
inspection. The most dangerous man is not he who has as its theory is true.
Already the work of reformation has begun; but many bale
knave, thief, blackguard written on his countenance, but it
Spiritualists are denounced by the Church because they
is the gentlemanly fellow, clothed in broadcloth, who never ful influences are at work detrimental to the moral health have laid open the designs of the clergy to undermine this
gets into the penitentiary, who can work more villainy in one of society, and it will require the earnest co-operation of the government where unlimited freedom of'religious opinion is
year than the other can work in a lifetime. Who support grandest minds and brightest intellects to cope with those tolerated. “ That human events are all tending in one direc
houses of prostitution? Not your uneducated and unrefined propensities of man, which are engendered by public tastes, tion, and that toward universal freedom, individuality of
men, for the luxurious adornment of these houses, the habits and demoralization.
opinion and impartial human rights, the clergy well know,
sasthetic tas^.e displayed in their ornamentation, cannot be
When men and women of mind and energy turn their at and knowing it they have concocted a scheme to arrest it,
afforded by poor men who are engaged in fighting the wolf tention to and concentrate their power of mind in the cause and have for the last ten years been secretly trying to under
at their own door. It may be truly said that if a dozen of the of freedom—that freedom which nature gives; when they mine this free government.” This fact, together with many
worst women collect together in a city, you may find a few of look in kindness upon those unfortunate ones who have fal others, in-which the “immaculate clergy” have been and are
the best men in their company.
len through the tyranny of man; when this glorious cause re to-day engaged, has been unearthed by spirits through mor
If these men of the town were as ready to remunerate and ceives the sympathy and support of the people, then shall we tal media, and has brought the concentrated wrath of this
encourage virtue, you would soon have no social evil to con gain a public virtue and intelligence which will secure the bigoted, intolerant and tyrannical priesthood upon the de
tend against. Supply waits on demand all the world over, safety and happiness of our homes and the glory and stabil voted heads of the Spiritualists. Yet so far in the battle the
flag of truth, justice, right, true Christianity and victory
Mks. Sarah Jane Pilkenhorn.
and surely these women are more ready to answer the de ity of our republic,
------------- ----------------------- waves over their impervious ranks and brave and pure
mand than the male prostitutes are in creating the demand.
leaders.
Nearly every worker in social reform will give testimony
SPIRITUALISTIC.
Where there was one Spiritualist ten years ago, now there
against the force of legislative enactments to compel morality.
is a hundred. Where there was one ten years ago who
I believe that your official figures show that prostitutes have
Chicago, 1873.
doubted the truth, purity and authority of the (so-called)
taken to this life from choice. I dispute the statement. No
There is good reason not to doubt that a very large ma Christian doctrines, there is now a thousand who stand wav
woman was yet ever sunk so low in the mire of degradation
and infamy that she did not possess a latent spark of woman jority of the Spiritualists have already got beyond the mere ering between Spiritualism and Materialism, while the mass
hood and purity innate within her, and she would be likely A B C of Spiritualism, and not only acquiesce with delight of the wavering, doubting multitude tend toward the former;
to tell a different story to one with humane considerations of in the Spiritual phenomena, the communications from those and to secure, in the coming ten years, in the United States
pity in his heart than she would be likely to tell an inspector, gone before, able, eloquent, inspired and inspiring lectures, alone, from five hundred thousand to one million of adhe
or the person who went as the emissary of a brutal social law. the so promising children’s progressive lyceums, and the rents to the blessed cause, will be an easy matter, if our lec
Association without reciprocity is the parent of all sexual local, the State and National Conventions, but feel deeply turers and friends but do their duty and live the life taught
demoralization, and no woman can sell her love, though she interested in every branch of reform in all departments by the principles of Spiritualism, void of hypocrisy.
It is useless to say that we desire no one to join our circle,
rqay be reduced to a pure animal plane. No portion of our of life, in the.great social questions and upheavings of to
nature is purely animal, unless we make it so by abuse, and day; and that they have seen or felt, with intense satisfac for to the reflecting mind it is at once apparent that without
this function of amativeness which you degrade is tas truly tion that the youthful yet Herculean Spiritualism nobly and numbers, as the world now stands, we can accomplish but
god-like as any qualities in our heads. Our physical energies, bravely arrays itself on the side of the struggling masses little. To attain the end desired, we must change the opinion
if properly disciplined and controlled, constitute the great —by the spiritless, antiquated Churches, through so many of the masses. To do this we must seek and admit all who
motive power of our being; and if not properly controlled, centuries, betrayed and insulted—and that from its foothold come to our door. At the same time, however, we do not
and if prostituted by mere animal gratification, they will on the American soil it is extending its spiritual arm even wish those to.join us who would prove detrimental t® the
overflow and lay waste our whole being, because we have across the Atlantic to shake hands in spirit and in truth advancement of our principles. The church and society are
allied against us, and they resort to any means—to the rack,
neglected to follow out that golden mean between beastly- with the rising masses on yonder Continent.
excess and improper sacrifices of love. Love is a free gift,
All such, methinks, would appreciate the following ex the thumbscrew, the wheel, the cross, the caldron of boil
unable to be compelled by mastery.
tract (I have not a copy of the letter in full) from the pen of ing oil, and other tortures without number, to compel us to
become, as they, hypocrites. We must not overlook the
The speaker dilated to some extent on what she considered an earlier exponent of Spiritualism—an exponent so far and fact, that to accomplish all we aim at we must have a pre
deep-seeing,
so
eloquent
and
truly-inspired—while
to
those
the dark side of modern society, and argued that marriage
ponderance in numbers. We cannot overlook this fact and
ought to be simply a civil contract. She said that no one who may not yet have gone beyond the elementary depart succeed. So armed, and being thus conscious, let us
ments
of
Spiritualism,
this
fractional
letter
might
prove
a
could safely promise to love another for a life-time. She
disseminate the principles we love; let them, in all their
would have them promise to love one another as long as they most valuable, pleasant and inspiring guide to read with force and beauty, be carried to the home of every man and
were lovable, and honor one another as long as they deserved understanding the signs of the times, anticipate the coming woman, from the Atlantic to the Pacific and from Maine to
honor and no longer. The eloquent speaker concluded with events, perceive more fully the universal and ubiquitous
the Gulf.
a glowing peroration relative to the good time coming, when mission of humanity’s new dispensation, and feel our com
mon “call” as Spiritualists, our call to individual duty in
Be not afraid of side issues. Spiritualism stands upon a
vice should disappear and human nature attain its divine
the service of “Thy kingdom come on earth as it is in foundation sufficiently broad and solid to carry with it all
perfection.
needed reforms without damage to itself. Do not permit
Heaven.”
And, therefore, permit me to solicit for the following a yourselves to become sectarian, or you lose all we have now
EQUALITY.
gained.
place in the columns of our Weekly:
If we will work with half the energy our opponents do, in
Whence is woman ? What is woman ? Whither is she tend From Leo Miller's Letter to the State Convention of Spiritual
ten years we will number fifteen million adherents in this
ing ? These are questions the true answers to which have
ists, held at Fond du Lac, Wis., June, 1868.
country; and long before that time we can look with satis
been suppressed during the past ages, but which, in the
* * * “There is work ahead; work that will require faction upon the good work done and being done, not in the
course of human events, are fast becoming prominent among
unity of effort, together with stout hearts and brave souls. acquiring of numbers, but of the moral and real Christian
those principles which permeate society and disturb the
Spiritualism means something more than table-moving, work accomplished by us.
long-established curriculum of the human family. Yiews
something more than assurances of the hereafter, something
that were once upheld on account of the seeming virtue and
And tbis forget not; Support each other in all things that
more than sentimental lullaby influences from the higher life:
morality which they inculcated are now looked upon as the
tend to advance our cause; and, in so far as we can, take the
Spiritualism means change; it means reform; it means
most ignoble, contemptible and mischievous of all the pop
work from our President, that, by undue mental exertion,
revolution; it means the breaking up of the old and the
ular feelings of the age. For generations the earth has
she be not taken from us in the springtime of her life and
making up of the new; it means the new heaven and the
groaned and travailed on account of the tyrannical sway
labor.
new earth, the new state, the new church, the new govern
that was wielded by those principles with which the minds of
Yours in the cause,
Chas. G. Barcuat.
ment, the new society, wherein shall dwell unselfishness,
men were infused during the dark ages. But, at length the
Pittsburgh, Nov., 1873.
harmony
and
brotherly
love.
nobler feelings of humanity [prevail and proclaim, not—as
“ Before the mission of Spiritualism shall be ended, every
some would have it—that equality is presumably expedient,
but that, in itself, it is always expedient. The principle form of tyranny and oppression and injustice shall be swept
We have been requested to publish the following peculiar
which regulates the existing social relations of the two sexes away, and in their places an order of society, modeled after message, purporting to come from the “ Spiritual Congress
the
heavenly
and
divine,
shall
be
organized
on
earth.
But
—the legal subordination of the one sex to' the other—is
of Nations-” through the mediumship of Julia C. Franklin.
wrong in itself, and one of the chief hindrances to human let no one suppose this will come about without severest
[A CARD.]
improvement. That principle must be replaced by one of trials of suffering, persecution and even martyrdom. The
To
Spiritualists
and
Reformers
of every name and national
old
devil
of
selfishness
and
power
will
not
surrender
his
hold
perfect equality, admitting no power or [privilege on the one
ity, Greeting:
side nor disability on. the other. That woman should be sub on this earth without a determined resistance. Upon the
ordinate to man is an almost universal opinion, but truth and heads of the reformer, the agitator, the Spiritualist, will des
Bound to no creed, sect or nationality, we, “ The Spiritual)
right must and will eventually triumph; aye, already are we cend his fiercest wrath. In that day there will be many pro Congress of Nations,” do solemnly declare, before all men
fessed
Spiritualists
who
will
tremble
and
quake
with
fear.
living in a state in which the law of the strongest seems to
and the world, that we are about to inaugurate an- era of
be entirely abandoned as' the regulating principle of the There will also be Judas Iscariots in our midst to betray, peace on the earth through the impressibility of woman, the
and
Peters
to
deny,
but
God
and
the
angels
will
give
victory
world’s affairs. Few profess it, and, as regards most of the
most perfect representative of truth on this planet, to be as
relations between human beings, none are permitted to prac to the new and the true, and crown the faithful with diadems sisted by a corps of men and women whose names will b©
tice it. This being the ostensible state of things, people are of light.
found in another column of this paper, collectively desig
“ Let us band ourselves together in bonds of brotherly nated as “ The Central Bureau of the Harmonial Brother
beginning to flatter themselves that the rule of mere force
is ended, and that love will be the governing principle of union, and be prepared for the coming conflict. Let us be hood.”
prepared for whatever ordeals we may be obliged to pass
man.
“
Now, all who will come under the jurisdiction of this
Anti-liberals affirm that the actually existing generation through for truth’s sake, resting assured that the hosts of chosen body of men and women shall be protected in person
of women do not dislike their position; but when we take heaven are arrayed on • our side, and that those 4 who are and property.
into consideration the relations which men and women have for us are mightier than those who are against us.’ ”
We solemnly pledge ourselves to so conduct our internal
To all of which we might well all say “ Amen! ”
sustained to each other through all preceding ages, we ob
regulations that all who will join us* by taking the oath, of
N.
H.
JoRGSHsaar.
serve that the allegation is preposterous. As, in many in'
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allegiance that will be presented for their acceptance, shall
be saved from suffering for life’s absolute necessities.
We have labored'long and faithfully to bring this body of
men and women up to a condition where we could control
their movements to our liking, and now we boldly declare
before all the world that we, "‘The Spiritual Congress of Na
tions,” hold the balance of power in our hands, and shall use
it, according to our best judgment, to elevate, refine and
purify human life.
We therefore invite the co-operation of not only this gov
ernment to assist us in our enterprise, but also all other gov
ernments on the earth.
Our watchwords are “Justice, Freedom, Truth and
Purity,” and we desire the assistance of all liberal men and
women to aid us pecuniarily, as well as socially. And they
who are willing to give of their abundance will be rewarded
by our protection from encroachments of vice and crime;
but those who prefer to put their trust in the strong arm of
the law of man, must not blame us if their ill-gotten gains
take to themselves wings and fly away, for we will not hold
ourselves responsible to only such as desire to lend a helping
hand in seeing our enterprise properly sustained by both
capital and labor; for those who have not capital have that
which is better, if they will only make good use of the
strength of body and vigor of brain that God and nature has
given them.
So Come one, come all, and rally around our standard, and
you shall be rewarded with health, happiness and peace.
We’ll greet you all in the city of Washington, on the 23d
day of December, 1873, and continue our deliberations three
days, at such times and places as shall hereafter be desig
nated.
The plan of organization will be so simple and plain that a
child of a dozen years can comprehend it.
The order of exercises will be novel and varied, but quiet
and very decorous, our chosen bureau of counselors presid
ing through and by the direction of our chosen medium.
Woman.
Solon, the Athenian; Galen, an Ancient Physician, and the
Beloved John, of Bible renown, delegates from the Spiritual
Congress of Nations.
Come sing the song of Freedom, Love and Truth,
'Whose echo’s ring,
And all shall sing.
Mankind shall hear
Its ton“s so clear,
That all will, shout,
And ring it out
Upon the air,
The joyous hour,
When all shall know
That Heaven’s below;
That God’s angels
Earth’s evangels
Hands have shaken,
Chains to slacken,
And that the dove,
Emblem of love,
The “ branch of peace ”
Brings to release
The sons of men M
From falsehood’s ch in.
That Love may reign
The rightful queen
Of all below,
That all may know
The right and do
The earth unite
With Heaven’s light
A marriage rare,
But very fair,
To all who view
With open eyes
A glad surprise.
And joy shall come
To every home
Who rightly see
This jubilee
Was meant to show
That Heaven’s below.
THE CENTRAL BUREAU OE THE HARMONIAL BROTHERHOOD^

Mrs. J. H. Conant, our Sister in Spirit—One wbo trod
tbe pathway of life under difficulties many centuries since,
desires to say to you in tbis public way that although you
have entered on a new course of bolding “ circles ” and in a
new “ hall,” your work there is of short duration, for we of
spirit life shall summon you to appear in the City of Wash
ington before the close of the present year, to aid in the in
auguration of a Harmonial Brotherhood, to he then and
there put into complete working order for immediate and
constant action for the space of six months, preparatory to
“ entering into rest ” in a spot that will have been prepared
to receive the Central Bureau as head of the organization,
so that they can quietly enjoy the happiness they have earned
through trial, suffering and sorrow.
And what we say to you we also say to Luther Colby, the
enior editor of the Banner of Light.
He’s borne the burden of life long and faithfully in many
respects, and therefore is worthy a place in that “ haven of
rest.”
We think best to notify you both in this public way, so
that the patrons of the Banner of Light may be apprised of
the change in the aspect of its reading matter, for “ the mes
sage department ” will have to be given up, and also the
entire management of the paper editorially must fall into
other hands for at least six months, and by that time the
business of its publication will fall under the jurisdiction of
the Brotherhood, and be conducted by a corps of managers
selected by us as controlling genius of the organization.
Yours, in the words of peace and good will,
“The Spirit oe Truth,”
Through the impressibility of “woman.”
jS. S. Jones, our Brother and our Friend:
We take this time, way and means to also notify you that
you are chosen to act in the capacity of a counsellor in the

m
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Brotherhood, to be inaugurated in Washington before the
close of the present year, so that you can be making prepara
tion for the change in your business as editor of the ReligioPhilosophical Journal, which will suspend its publication
when you leave the editorial chair.
Yonr manner of conducting the paper for the last eighteen
months has reflected no credit on yourself as its principal
editor, and it’s fitting it should “ die the death that knows
no resurrection ” before the close of the year.
The trouble it has cost you to be false to your convictions
and life has been your “ rod and scourge,” so we of spirit life'
are ready to forgive you when you publicly ask the forgive
ness of those you have sought to injure, by being false to
truth, justice and right.
Come up to the mark like a man, and your reward is sure,
and you will be given a post of honor in the Central Bu
reau of The Brotherhood.
We would also say the same to Mrs. Hobinson.
You have long braved public opinion by being true to your
self, and now you are called to an office of trust in the
Brotherhood.
Yours in sincerity and truth,
Spinoza,
Through the impressibility of “ Woman.”
Hull Brothers—The Crucible must be conducted by others,
as editors, for you both belong to the Central Bureau of the
Brotherhood.
Elvira Hall is also chosen a member of that augiist body.
She has proved herself a heroine, and shall be crowned as
such by
Queen oe Morn,
Through “Woman.”
A. J. and Mary F. Davis, Greeting:
You have borne the cross long and faithfully: come now
and receive tbe crown of justice, righteousness and peace, at
the hands of
Swedenborg,
And others, of “ The Spiritual Congress of Nations.”
S. B. Brittain, Greeting:
A crown awaits you for long and faithfully performing
your duty.
Mrs. Hemans.
Warren Chase, Greeting:
Come and “ enter into rest,” with other chosen ones,
Solon.
Dr. H. T. Child, Greeting:
The victory is won, over death, hell and the grave.
Galen.
Emma Hardinge Britten, Greeting:
The crown awaits you when you have borne the cross, by
confessing that a selfish ambition has made you false to your
self and therefore false to others.
The Humble Nazarene.

Hudson and Emma Tuttle, Greeting ;
The “good” is yours to enjoy when you can publicly de
clare that you have been, to say the least, very unbrotherly
and unsisterly to those as good and pure as yourselves, for
all that comes of any personal knowledge.
Queen oe Morn.
James M. Peebles and Dr. E. C. Dunn, Greeting:
Go to Washington and be crowned heroes. For you must
brand the world to “ sow the good seed.”
Aaron Nite.
Dudley Willits and Mary A. Trego, Greeting:
• The day long prayed for dawns at last. Come to Washing
ton and greet your Spirit child.
“ Woman.”
W. F. Jameison, Greeting:
Ever faithful at the post of duty. Your presence will be
required in Washington.
Dr. Blasly and Queen oe Morn.

—

Victoria C. Woodhull, Greeting:
The highest jewel in the crown of life is a pure, true wo
manhood. Thy central soul will meet thee in Washington.
Queen oe Morn.
Tennie C. Claflin, Greeting:
When thou canst say in the depths of thy soul I have found
my “pearl of great price,” then art thou indeed blest. It
shall he pointed out to thee in Washington.
Bj Queen oe Morn.
Theodore Tilton, Greeting:
The Cross of Life is hard to bear, when falsity takes the
place of truth iu the soul, through the inspiration of a self
ish ambition.
Would you be worthy of the crown awaiting you in Wash
ington; be first justaud then generous to those wbo would
bless you.
The Spiritual Congress oe Nations'.
Rev. Henry Ward Beecher, Greeting:
We have strewn thy gilded pathway of life with many se
cret thorns, to wear away the dross of selfishness in thy
soul.
x
Thy golden calf cannot save thee fromheing crushed by the
car of Juggernaut if thou dost not heed our warning voice in
time to appear in Washington and make a public confession
of thy guilt, in being false to thy convictions of right before
the world, and ask its forgiveness.
Thy only true Saviour, the Spirit of Truth.
Elisabeth Cady Stanton, Greeting:
Thou art blessed as are but few, in being gifted in many
ways.
Come to Washington and let us strew tby path with spirit
ual flowers, whose aroma shall be like the incense before the
Throne of God, pure and white with the chastity of love that
is true and undefiled. *
Queen oe Morn.
Stephen Pearl Audrey's, Greeting:
Thy soul has been luminous with the radiance of truth.
We’ll crown thee king in Washington. The Spiritual Con
gress of Nations.
Col. Jas. H. Blood, Greeting:
Thou lovest truth for its own sake, so thou shall be crowned
with the crown of peace in Washington.
Solon.
Julia C. Franklin, Greeting:
Thou hast walked the pathway of life alone and unloved,
because not understood.
Come to Washington, and vse’ll crown thee queen among
the best and purest of thy sex, for thou hast been true to our
instruction, if it led thee down into the deep, dark valley of
sorrow, suffering and humiliation.
The Spirit oe Truth.
N. Frank White, Greeting:
The laws of God are greater than the laws of man. Choose
whom ye wilbserve in Washington, bearing thy cross like a
true nobleman.
Queen oe Morn.
Seneca White Lincoln, Greeting :
Thou has builded wisely. We have work for thee in Wash
ington.
Solon.
Emma M. Martin, Greeting:
As Burns loved bis Highland Mary, so lovest thou thine
own. Meet him in Washington.
Robert Burns.
Jennie Leys, Greeting:
Fearless and brave, you are a chosen one. Beloved of John,
the true friend of
Woman.
Rev. William Brunton, Greeting:
“United we stand, divided we fall.” Come to Washing
ton.
The Spirit oe Truth.

A. B. Severance and Juliet Stillman Severance, Greeting:
Mrs. M. S. Townsend, Greeting:
“ Thou hast been faithful over few things, we’ll make thee
“ Be of good ch'eer; thy faith hath made thee whole.”
rulers over many.”
The Humble Nazarene.
The Humble Nazarene.
Rev. J. 0. Barrett and Olive Barrett:
A. C. Robinson, Greeting:
“ To the pure all things are pure, and to the chaste all
The guardianship of angels is steady and constant. Come
things are chaste.” We’ll greet you in Washington through to Washington.
Spinoza.
our chosen medium.
“Woman,”
Ellin Willits, Greeting:
The spirit of truth.
Meet thine own in Washington.
Queen of Morn.
Prof. E. Whipple and Mrs. Whipple, Greeting:
Mrs. F. A. Logan, Greeting:
Come a,nd see what the spirit saith about the length,
The day is breaking. Come and see the first bright rays of
“breadth ” and depth of truth.
Theodore Parker.
Big Sunlight.
James G. Clark, Greeting:
Elvira Wheelock Ruggles, Greeting:
Come to Washington to sing the songs of love and truth.
Be up and doing. You are a chosen one.
Spinoza.
Sarah C. Edgarton.
J. H. W. Toohey, Greeting:
Mrs. Carrie Hager, Greeting :
Teaching “ generation” is your mission. Come to Wash
Come to Washington at the call of
“ Big Sunlight.”
ington,
The Spirit oe Truth.”
Mrs. F. 0. Ilyzer, Greeting :
Emma F. Jay Bullene, Greeting:
Love to be pure must be free is tbe burden of your song. A
You have borne the cross: a crown awaits you.
“ crown” awaits you.
Spinoza.
The Celestials.
Mrs. M. D. Colt, Greeting : .
Nellie J. T. Briggan, Greeting:
Tiie winter of the soul is past, come, and enjoy the spring in
God and my right hand.
The Oracle.
Washington with
Wm. H. Colt.
George Francis Train, Greeting:
John W. Evarts, Greeting:
Eccentric as an ignis f&tuus, tbou hast woven into thy web
Seek first the “ Kingdom of Heaven” and its righteous
of life, many a tangled skein. But thy soul is as bright as
ness and all else shall beadded unto you.”
tbe crystal gtream of youth, in whose limpid waters thou
The Humble Nazarene.
wilt ever bathe thyself if the whole world turns its back on
L. J, Franklin, Greeting:
thee.
Thy “cross” has been severe. Thy “crown” shall be
“Well done, good and faithful servant,” enter into rest by
bright.
Solon.
coming to Washington to receive thy crown of life.
Addie L. Ballou, Greeting:
The Spiritual Congress oe Nations.
“ Be firm, be ^strong, be true, and dare to stand alone.”
After thus selecting the Central Bureau of Officers and
Thy true soul-mates will meet thee in Washington.
Councilors for the Harmonial Brotherhood, to be organized
Queen oe Morn.
in Washington, we invite all mediumistic minds who are in
C. Fannie Align, Greeting:
sympathy with true reform, in this country or any other, to
True to thy convictions of right a crown awaits thee in meet us in council, and we will select such as we need to
Washington.
Solon.
carry forward our work to a successful issue, viz., to elevate,
Rachael Lukens Moore, Greeting :
refine and purify human life.
Be true to thyself and “face a frowning world.”
The Spiritual Congress oe Nations,
Through our chosen medium, “Woman,”
Hippocratess,
The Healing Guardian of “Woman.”
SOUL COMMUNION AS HARMONIZATION.
Laura Cuppy Smith, Greeting:
Thou hast been ever faithful to thy trust. A coronet of Friends of Reform, Greeting:
spiritual flowers awaits thee in, Washington.
There has been much “ said and sung ” about “ spirit com-,
Demosthenes.
munion,” but our subject is one that you can more easily
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comprehend, for “spirit communion” is as yet but little
understood by even those who so often use the word.
For spirit communion is but another name for conception,
the communion or. interblending of the creative forces in
bTature, for the purpose of procreation or reproduction, be it
in geology, physiology or astrology.
It is the same elements uniting to form the innumerable
combinations that are found in all these departments of Na
ture’s universal domain.
Therefore you are not quite ready to solve the problem of
life or spirit communion.
But soul communion is within your reach when you study
Nature more and custom less, casting aside the carpings of
Mrs. Grundy, and living true to the laws of attraction and
repulsion, socially as well as chemically. For all chemical
combinations obey this law universally.
These dual elements in Nature are everywhere operating
and ever seeking equilibrium when left free to follow their
attractions.
Look at the rose, the violet, or the white pond lily. Each
draws to itself such elements as it needs to perfect itself,
and when these combinations are perfected in each, each
gives off a fragranbe peculiar to its own individuality, and
blesses all that come Within the sphere of its influence who
are attracted by its peculiar aroma.1
Now it is just so with human life when left free to follow
its attractions, unrestricted by any false conventional rules
that cramp and restrain the spontaneous action of the law of
equilibrium;
In view of this fact, how much longer will reformers curse
themselves and the world by stifling the voice of God in the
soul ?
We answer, no longer. For we of spirit life shall upbuild a
power in the earth that will protect all who desire to live the
true, pure lives that the angels teach by precept and exam
ple, and thus bring heaven, or harmony, down to earth.
“ But,” says a “ doubting Thomas,” “ you cannot control the
forces of life here sufficiently to save us from the strong arm
of man-made law.”
We’d just say to such, Resist our instructions, any of you
who are “ called and.chosen,’’ and see how you come out.
We have not come to earth to dally with those who are will
fully blind to our power to accomplish what we design to do,
viz.: elevate, refine and purify human life, by instituting a
node of law's that are in harmony with Nature in its cultured
spontaneity.
■‘So we give all fair warning tbat we mean business now,
and our plans and purposes we shall carry out—peaceably if
we can, forcibly if we must.
The Spiritual Congress op Nations,
Through our chosen medium, “ Woman.”
“ WOMAN.”

As the question will naturally arise in the thinking mind,
and especially in the minds of those chosen to form an organ
ization of such magnitude as to invite the co-operation of all
the governments of the earth, we thiuk it best to state a few
facts, to satisfy, to some extent, the inquiry.
In and of herself, she’s one of the most unpretending of
her sex. Quietly pursuing her daily routine of business, as
mistress and servant in an humble farmer’s cottage in a re
tired nook of the Empire State, where she has lived all her
life long, and for twenty years as the wife, by law, true to a
man who, as yet, cannot be made to see that any public good
“ can come out of Nazareth.”
Therefore, she has labored from day to day and from year
to year, to bring herself up to her present mental, moral and
spiritual status, under difficulties that would have over
whelmed less heroic souls, no matter how greatly gifted by
Nature.
Her access to books and newspapers has been limited for
one of her naturally inquiring mind; and as for lectures,
she’s not been able to. listen to but few of such a character as
could interest one of her reformatory tendency of mind and
heart.
But through a thorough and strict disciplinary training by
us for many years, her mind has now reached its equilibri
um, ana therefore she is qualified by intuition and genuine
inspiration to handle the most abstruse subjects in a clear
and forcible manner.
And when she is blessed by the genial magnetism of loving
and sympathetic souls, she’ll astonish you all with her elo
quence from the rostrum.
Her true soul-mate is one of the most learned men of the
nation and world; but she’ll throw him into the shade on
social architecture, for it’s “Woman’s” peculiar sphere to
not only mould and fashion both men and women, but to
hold the balance of power in the organization of society it
self.
So be patient a little longer, and we’ll show you what one
woman can do who is naturally timid as any child.
The Spiritual' Congress op Nations.
SPIRIT COMMUNION.
When will men and women think, when reflect, when gain
something from a daily experience, personal to themselves ?
It would seem that mankind have lost all significance to
everything appertaining to the interests, of the human soul,
by giving credit to all that is of value to themselves, to a
something, that in some way writes itself out as an extrava
gance. It is nearly fifteen years since I have felt any interest
in what may be termed demonstrative Spiritualism; and I
have settled , this point with myself, and what I denom
inate a philosophical basis; for I am to-day a spirit as much
as I ever shall be. And comprehending this fact with a dis
tinctness that makes it perfectly truthful to myself, a spirit,
ont of the material form, can reach me with much the same
ease, as that by which they communicate with each other.
While, if I depended upon a spirit in the control of Media to
communicate with me, I ahould force the spirit to violate
the most sacred interest known to individual being, viz.:
The consciousness of my sole sovereign to myself in momen
tary being. Besides, for a spirit to control a materal organ
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ism not his own, is unnatural. And if I had no other proof at
hand, I would' cite the grimaces of the medium—a perfect
type of inanity. But I will add the unqualified! tyranny ex
ercised to temporarily cripple the.medium’s use of him or her
self. And then I would throw in the unsatisfying nature of
the control, beyond the mere fact of demonstrating the pres
ence of spirits; if we note our own feelings, we can find more
distinctly.than any abstract performance through another can
ever fix upon us. Now, I assume to say that Victoria did not
hear the voice of her sister Utica, only in her personal spirit
nature; which I have found more or less common for the
last fifteen years. And the only obstacle to its constancy and
perfection that ! have ever found, has been the interruption
of a counter-class of spirits, adroitly maneuvering to disrupt
the conditions by throwing me out of balance in my spirit
nature, destroying both my susceptibility and appreciation.
And this may be termed mediumatic, for I had really lost
the uses of myself for myself. The human feelings are much
like1 a thermometer, itself indicating not the quality of the
instrument but the weather status of its surroundings. So
our feelings, instead of denoting the character of ourselves,
enjoying them or being annoyed by them, denote in the con
ditions of being that are upon us the welcomeness or dis
tastefulness of our unseen surroundings. For there is no.
place for the spirits ©f this planet but more or less directly
about it; for a heaven is only constructed out of fine feel
ings, not fine places.
But I find myself wanderingfrom my original design,which
was to elucidate the nature and condition under which Utica
spoke to her sister Victoria almost the instant upon leaving
the outer form. I will narrate a few of the many instances
with which I have been familiar and which I have never
looked upon as extraordinary, but simply natural, where con
ditions favored. We as yet comprehend very little of the re
markable capabilities of the human soul—simply that we
have never enjoyed its uncrippled uses. When Abraham
Lincoln first became conscious of being an emancipated spirit,
I felt an interest in knowing his first impressions. He left
the form at a time of great interest, and from an elevated
position, humanly speaking. His first remark was: “Is this
all there is to existence, while we have been making so much
fuss about everything else?” A few months later in the same
year my father threw off his old form. While we were pass
ing to take the last look of the remains, some of the mem
bers of my family were much affected, and I found myself
impulsively getting into sympathy with them, when I in
stantly heard, my father say, “Be a man.” In 1869, the
mother of my wife took her leave of the material form, and
within five minutes afterward she said to me,blessed Ed
ward.” The year following my daughter Adrienne sloughed
the mortal casket, and very soon said to me, “lam well now,
father.” Last spring a lady friend died some sixty miles
avay. Soon she said to me in her usual cheerful way, “I
shall join your circle.” On the 30th of May a friend I
shall call Jennie vacated an old tenement. Within a
week after, I was demonstrating my usual good feelings by
extemporizing a whistle, deeming myself so much alone that
no one could feel afflicted by it, for my whistling would
punish any one having any decent regard for music; when
Jennie laughingly surprised me by saying: “You have got a
little whistle, haven’t you, Neddy?”
Recently a young lady died in this city, and while her
brother and I were talking about it, he casually mentioned
that his father had not been well since, that his feelings were
very much wrapped up in Lizzie. She at once said to me:
“ Tell Charley that father won’t get well.” This is already
demonstrated. An acquaintance of mine came in from the
country a short time past for a load of lumber. Before get
ting out of the place his horses took fright at the street car;
he jumped for the reins, and losing his balance fell under the
wagon, and took leave of his body within some twenty min
utes, and within ten minutes more said to me, “This is better
than I expected ’’—meaning the condition of matters in the
unseen.
People by the corrupting nature of education and impres
sion are so apt to associate their dear ones out of the material
form with the wo-begone condition of matters here, that it
renders it very difficult for them to overcome the advantage
that these impressions give to a faise class of spirits (not un
fortunate) against any attempt that they may make to reach
us. In an article written out by W. W. Story, an American
Sculptor at Rome, detailing a conversation which the artist
had with Marcus Aurelius, and published (or rather quoted)
in the B. P. Journal of Chicago, in Nos. 16 and 17 of current
volume, there is much to interest a thinkingmind, whenhaving the key to the facts in the case. I seldom read anything
that is printed, yet I unwittingly felt an interest in reading
this long article.
While perusing it I found my interest deepen, and soon I re
alized the cause, for I found the once Roman Emperor present
with me. After finishing reading the article I said to him :
“ Why did you talk in abstractions ?” He quietly rejoined:
“If you knew the difficulties with which our associa
tion with you is surrounded, you would wonder more
that we say as much as we do, instead of mar
veling that we say no more.”
He then added that
he got so in sympathy with Mr. Story’s spirit nature, that he
held him in a kind of dual condition, in which he could see
bothMhe material and spiritual; and that it was his im
pression, to get Mr. Story’s attention to a point of deeper
interest, that prompted him to ask the concluding question,
and which so abruptly terminated the interview. A watch
ful spirit, jealous.of what might be said, and having no ob
jection to debating the merits of old theories, but the mo
ment the talk pointed to something of interest this spirit
clouded Mr. Story’s spiritual vision, and impressed him with
the lie, that his spirit companion was gone, while Marcus
Aurelius assured me that he had not moved, but his auditor
was thrown out of his sphere of communication with him.
When it shall be accepted that ours is an imposed-upon con
dition of being—that everybody is more or less unnatural,
by constraint and misdirection, having their origin in the
unseem-the scale will turn in favor of those who love us,
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For the difficulty now is in man’s ignorance of the real con
dition of things. For man is conscious of being unnatural,
without directly suspecting the cause, which cannot be a
result from himself; for whatever that should be, would be
natural. Hence our condition here under the circumstances
may not be inaptly compared to a steel bow, the opposite
ends of which are drawn toward each other by a strong cord.
This sundefed, the bow assumes its mxtural condition. So, at
death, the soul—out of its natural, loveable element here, by
the network of constraint thrown about it and the direct
oppression of subtle spirits—when released from these
oppressions, is at once itself.
And just here is the
glorious significance of “Vicky, it’s, all right now,”
and the deep interest that Utica had that her sister might
understand it. And though a stranger to this'dear one in
the conventional use of the term., the exquisite charms of
her loving soul were as full of the holiest satisfactions to me
as if we had been not only live-long friends, but the most
devoted of lovers and sweethearts. For introductions are
too far off when spirit-wealth and , soul-sweetness .are before
hand with them. A better class of spirits are more familiar
with us than we can be with each other here. For with them
there are no disguises. It is your cheap kind, of trash Hat
deem great names important to give them a consequence,
from whom the world has always needlessly suffered, from
the self-styled “ Great I Am,” downjto “Mr. Chairman, lam
ready for your questions;” and that creature,who calls him
self Professor Hare, and makes such a foolish spread to es
tablish his claim. If the question should be asked in the
light and interest of abstract Spiritualism, why spirits have
not manifested to the world before, it is easily answered in.
the fact that they have told us nothing of very great import
ance now. Man, go into your own independent soul, and
spirits can find you as easy as bees can find, flowers. Wait
for them to manage you, and you cannot coax me to share
your folly. Never was happiness in this more perfect than
mine, yet it is not dependent upon it.
E. W.
Auburn, August 18,1873.
NEW HAMPSHIRE CONVENTION.
At the annual meeting of the State Association of Spirit
ualists, held at Bradford, Oct 31, Nov. 1 and 2, the following
resolutions were adopted, viz.:
Besolved—That Spiritualism has demonstrated the fact of
continued existence, and brings into healthful activity all of
the moral, social and intellectual powers of humanity.
Resolved—That Spiritualists should never submit peace
fully—should resist to the bitter end all infamous attempts
of the Young Men’s Christian Association and the Evangelical
Alliance to subject the religious belief of the country by con
verting it to a religious despotism.
Resolved—That the Spiritualists of the old Granite State
hail with gladness every honest and earnest effort put forth
to reform the race, and will use every honorable means to
maintain a free platform in our State and nation.
Among the speakers present were Mrs. Craigue, Dr. H. P.
Fairfield and Moses Hull.
G. S. Morgan, President.
Dr. F. Webster, Sec., jero tem.
Washington, D. C., November 24, 1873.
Ladies—The Spiritual Society of Washington has been
struck by lightning, and the president and four respectable
members have been killed outright. The vice-president has
been badly wounded, and Will not be able to- attend to any
official duties in the future. The stroke came in the shape of
an intensely respectable resolution, presented by the presi
dent, condemning “ W.oodhullism, , Free-Loveism, Promis
cuity, Prostitution, the Chicago resolution, etc., etc.” This
resolution failed to pass, and an amendment was introduced
so much modifying the original, and containing so little “ re
spectability,” that the president sent in his resignation, and,
with four others, withdrew from the society.
The Vice-President being a “ free-lover,” is suffering from,
the shock occasioned by even the small amount of respecta
bility contained in the' anffended resolution, and while he
did not withdraw from the society, felt that he could not
honestly represent it officially, and retired to the ranks.
The society in general is very liberal in its views, and has
always tolerated the utmost freedom of expression upon all
subjects which interest humanity. The vacancies caused by
the above resignations were filled last evening by two very
liberal, able and popular gentlemen, who will give a new im
petus to the society, and as Jennie Leys and W. F. Jamieson
are to visit them this season, it will be difficult to kill any of
their number by “respectable resolutions” after their min
istrations.
F. B.
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DIRECTORY OF SOCIAL FREEDOM.
We desire to present from time to time a list of the writers
and speakers who advocate Social Freedom. The time is
not far distant when it will be necessary that these shall
know each other, and it is at the suggestion of one of the
most able writers and speakers, and most earnest of them
all on this subject, that we now invite names for this
directory:
Francis Barry, Ravenna, Ohio.
,
Julia H. Severance, Milwaukie, Mis.
Thomas W. Organ, Tuscola, 111.
Loren Hollister, Turner, 111.
J. W. Evarts, Centralia, 111.
Laura Cuppy Smith, care this office.
Anna M. Middle brook, Bridgeport, Conn,
J. K. Philleo, Parkman, Ohio.
L. K. Joslin, Providence, R. I.
E. H. Heywood, Princeton, Mass.
— Heywood, Prinbeton, Mass.
Seward Mitchell, Cofnviile, Me.
Carrie Lewis, Cleveland, Ohio.
Daniel .Wood, Lebanon, Me.
Lessie Goodell Steinmetz. Amherst, Mass.
Nellie L. Davis, North Billerica, Mass.
J. K. Moore, Oil City, Pa.
Mrs. M. E. B. Sawyer, 27 Milford St., Boston.
Frances Rose Mackinley, 769 Mission St., S. Francisoc.
Sada Bailey, Waukegan, 111.
James Ormsby, 127 Spring st., Milwaukee, Wis,
T, 8. A. Pope, Grand Rapids, Mich,
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cient quantity of the land, the water and the air to sustain
life; and if man collectively inherits the whole, man in
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Twenty copies (or more at same rate),
40 00
has a'natural right to the use of his or her proportion of the
Six months, - , One-half these rates.
land, the water and the air, and, as a corollary to this, that
whoever monopolizes to his or her use more than a fair pro
FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTION
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other individuals, since if each have a right to a share, no
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one can rightfully have possession of more than a share.
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If a part of the people have several shares, some other part
cannot have any share. Hence, looking at this question
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from the standpoint of natural right—against which legal
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results of its own movements, that the Astors are possessed
of the immense wealth which they hold to-day. By the in
come from this property they are enabled to purchase from
producers that for which they would otherwise be compelled
to labor; and every person in the world who exists without
labor is a labor tyrant—compelling others to produce for
them what they should labor and produce for themselves.
• Naturally, there is but one thing that can give title of
ownership, and this is the fact of production. Whatever a
person produces is his or hers of right, and any such pro
duction may be exchanged, equitably, for any other pro
duction and the rightful title continue; but whoever has in
his or her possession or under control any thing that he or
she did not produce or obtain by an equitable exchange for
something he or she did produce, wrongfully possesses or
controls it; since, if everybody is possessed of his produc
tions or exchanges obtained for them, nobody could have
what he did not produce, or its equal in value. Judged by
this standard of right, Stewart, said to be worth sixty mil
lion dollars, has stolen the products of the life labor of more
than a hundred thousand persons; and so also of every
other wealthy person.

Newsdealers supplied by the American News Company, No. 121 Nassau
Monopoly of land by individuals is therefore human rob
ireet, New York.
bery, and all the enacted laws in the world can no more
All communications, business or editorial, must he addressed
make it: right and just than they can make it right and just
to monopolize life itself. Individuals have equally as much
Woodhull <@ Claflin’s Weekly,
right to assume that they can acquire a legal title to the
Box 3701, New York City.
lives of other individuals, as was the case in slavery, as they
have to assume that they can acquire a legal right to the
ownership and disposition of that upon which individual
life depends. One of these rights, if it exist at all, follows
naturally after the other; but if the right to the lives of
others does not inhere in individuals, so neither can the
right to that upon which life depends.

We would not, however, have it understood that we charge
theft upon these individuals. They but take advantage of a
system for the existence of which the very people who suffer
are responsible. The system was made and is maintained
by tbe people, and so long as it is thus maintained, the people
have no right to complain. Anybody else would become a
Stewart if he could, hence it is not against their persons that
we wage our warfare, but against the system that permits
them to take such advantages of the people. We want the
people to wake up to the fact that it is robbery merely that
takes from them all they produce and lodges it in the hands
of the wealthy few, and ’so make a demand that the sys
tem be changed, and that of which they have been robbed
remanded back into their possession; hut first of all, as the
basis of all the rest of the robberies, that the land be re
stored. Its monopoly now enables its holders to draw from
the people more than a thousand millions of dollars every
year, for which there is no equivalent whatever rendered.
It is leasing to the people for gain what belongs to them of
original right, and which gain, if applied to the payment
of the national debt, would cancel it in three years. It is
only by the direct application of these facts that the masses
of the people can be made to see the terrible injustices that
are practiced upon their ignorance by the designing and the
well-informed few, who hold the wealth of the country, and
who spend their time in devising ways and means not only
to keep what they have already got, but to get all that is to
be hereafter produced by the masses. If these understood
this question, is it to be for a moment supposed any of them
would permit themselves to he deprived of work and to suf
fer for bread? We tell ye, rich ones, no! and also that this
understanding is being rapidly gained. We also warn you
to take heed lest ye do “ weep and howl for the miseries that
shall come upon you,” for having “kept back by fraud”
the hire of the laborers “ who have reaped down your fields,”
since it “ crieth” for justice, and the cries have entered the
ears of the God of Justice, and they shall surely be answered.
------------- -----------------------
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“ The diseases

poreal maladies,
spoken about in
Mill,

There is another proposition that follows a§ a necessity
from the above. If an individual can have no right to the
land, over his just proportion as compared with all indi
viduals; neither can he have the right to the products for
his own use of more than this same proportion, that is to
of society can, no more than cor say: One individual has no right for personal gain, to use
l>e prevented or cured without being the products of more than his own proportion of the land or
water; or again, he cannot rightfully till two shares of land,
ylain language.”—John Stuart and compel the person to whom one of the shares belongs of
natural right, to pay for the product except an equitable price
for tbe labor in producing the same.

In this proposition lies the rule upon which exchanges
should be based. The farmer has the natural right to as
much land as will yield a support in food for himself and
family. If he use more, which he may do as the agent of the
CHANGE^ OF ADDRESS.
mechanic, he should exchange its products with the me
chanic for his products—a day’s products for a day’s pro
Hereafter all communications for the paper, whether ducts. If it require a day’s work to make a pair of
business or otherwise, should be addressed to Woodhull & boots, and a day’s labor, to produce a barrel of flour, then
Claflin’s Weekly, box 3,791 New York City.
Postal one should be exchanged for the other. This is natural
orders should also be made payable to Woodhull & Claflin, right and natural honesty, while to demand two barrels of
flour costing two day’s labor, for a pair of boots costing
one1 day’s labor is natural dishonesty. Cost, as the regulator
OUR NEW EDITORIAL ROOMS.
of price, is honest; while price, regulated by demand and
supply, is simply taking advantage of others’ necessities and
We have permanently located our editorial rooms at our wants, and consequently is dishonest. What the human
residence, No. 333 West Twenty-third street, where we will race now demands is what is naturally right, and in do
CO-EDUCATION AND LABOR OF THE SEXES.
be pleased tosee our friends.
ing this they will also demand that all enacted law shall be in
*-----------------------Last winter Dr. Edward H. Clarke, of Boston, by invita
conformity with it. We make the bold assertion that there
THE LAND MONOPOLY—A CRIME AGAINST THE is not a single law upon the statute books that is framed in tion addressed the New England Women’s Club upon the
accordance with natural right; but one and all are calculat-. co education of the sexes, and by his treatment of the sub
RACE.
ject created considerable interest in the question among
ed directly to subvert it.
But it is not alone in the assumed ownership of large tracts those who had been active in their investigation into the
No proposition can be more evident to the logical mind
than that all persons are born equal. This, however, does of land that the people are robbed of their natural inher subject. Being an eminent physician and well versed in
physiology, his views had great weight, and no doubt went
not necessarily imply that they are all born alike. Likeness itances. Not satisfied with stealing the land, in the first in
largely to cool the ardor of many who embraced them;
stance,
the
thieves
lease
back
to
the
people,
for
gain,
that
and equality are essentially different. The former, when
applied to persons, has special reference to their individu Which they have stolen, and even have the impudence to without first subjecting them to a close analysis. So deep
was the impression created by the lecture, that Dr. Clarke
ality; while the latter involves their positions and inherit pretend to sell it. Now it is an impossibility that any per
ances as compared with each other. A pound of feathers son can acquire any title to land. Follow backward the conceived the idea from it of preparing a book in which to
and a pound of lead are equal, but not alike. Heirs-at-law chain of title to any land and it will be found to have origi go over the whole subject. This he has done, under thein this country are equal as to their inheritance, but they are nated in a “ squatter’s” title: that is, somebody at first took title of “ Sex in Education,” a volume of nearly two hun
possession of it; and this title is all there is to any land on dred pages. It is written in a trenchant, vigorous style,
not necessarily like each other.
Therefore when it is said that all persons are born equal, the earth, and no land can rightfully be held by any individ and has internal evidence of considerable thought and wide
it is not to be inferred that that equality has any reference ual as against the claim of any other individual; and more observation.
But we are not to dogmatically accept the reasonings of
to personal similarity. It means, rather, something a great especially can this not be clone where the former individual
deal more comprehensive than that. It virtually declares claims to possess more than his just share of the land. The any person, let him be never so well-informed, or of even so
that each person coming into the sphere of physical exist leasing of land is not a whit different in principle from the high a reputation and practice ; nnd more .especially should
ence has the same rights that any or every other person has loaning of money by one person to another from whom he we not accept the deductions of Dr. Clarke, unless we first
who has already so come, or who is to come. It means that had stolen it. It is basic principles at which we are endeav find them logical and unescapable. If it be true, as he finds,
each person has an equal right to the life he or she has oring to arrive, and these declare every holder of large tracts that women are virtual slaves to their sexual functions, why
Nor is this all the infamy then they may as well sink their growing demands for equal
received, and to all things that are requisite to the suste of land to he a common thief.
nance and comfort of life that exist in the order of nature. that results from monopolizing the land. Holders not only ity and fashion and gravitate to their true positions. But
Man, collectively, as the outgrowth of all that has gone claim it by right of legal title, hut they also claim a right to we say we cannot accept this conclusion of Dr. Clarke’s.
before, is its natural inheritor; and whatever this may be, its increased value, which, in no single instance, is a result It seems to be an impeachment of Nature and of woman,
it cannot be rightfully alienated, forfeited, or conveyed of their individual efforts, hut rather of the community at entirely at variance with the common order of events and
Instance: a person goes into the country and pur evolution; and we were the more inspired to carefully re
away. Man individually, then, has a personal inheritance large.
in the riches of Mother Nature, of which he or she cannot chases a large tract of land at, say, $1.25 per acre. Soon a view his arguments and citations of cases, which he sup
railroad is built which passes through it, and a station is posed supported them, from the fact that they have been
be rightfully deprived.
Man lives upon the elements of nature in their simple located on it. A town suddenly springs up* and lots are rap eagerly seized upon by the opponents of equality for woman
•state and in their various combinations, as evolved by idly sold for as much, each, as was at first paid for the whole and held as final and irrefutable arguments against it. Al
natural laws. He requires the land to produce food, with tract. Nothing could he more manifestly unjust than this. most every paper in the country, whose editors are known
which to build up the physical system; the water to drink, The railroad, which is a public institution, was the cause of to he unfriendly to woman’s present claims, has given an
with which to keep the blood in proper circulatory con all the increase, and for this reason there is no possible the extended notice of this hook, and done every possible thing
dition, and the air to breathe to furnish the oxygen required ory upon which this increase can he accredited to the pre to give it a wide circulation.
Here is an example from the New York Bun, illustrative
to maintain the warmth of the system. Let any of these tended owner of the land—no more so than there is for as
NEW YORE:, SATURDAY, DEC. 6, 1873.

processes be suspended for any considerable time, and life suming that a house builded by one person on ground pre- of what we say:
“ The one great evil which Dr. Clarke seeks to expose and
will also be suspended. It seems impossible, then, to not tendedly owned by another, of right belongs to this othey.
conclude that each person born inherits the right to a suffi And yet it is by just this system of robbing the public of the have remedied, is the disregard in female education of the
«
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physiological difference of the sexes, particularly at the crit
ical period when girls are passing from childhood to woman
hood, and undergoing that development which should fit
them to become wives and mothers. He does not question
the intellectual equality of males and females, nor the ca
pacity of girls to learn all that boys do; but he insists, and
backs up his insistance with terrible examples from his ex
perience as a physician, that girls cannot be kept to the same,
unvarying routine of mental labor as boys can, and conse
quently cannot be placed in the same classes with them, nor
subjected to the same discipline. They can only study with
safety, he says, three weeks out of four, and the effort to
make them do more than this often results in life-long in
jury.
“It is to the ignorance or neglect of this vital fact that he
attributes much if not most of the notorious ill-health of
American women. Corsets and tight-lacing, pies, doughnuts
and candy, heated rooms and sedentary habits are not nearly
so much to blame as the injury inflicted on their organiza
tions in girlhood by untimely body and brain work. At the
period when the womanly functions begin to manifest them
selves, and the girl’s physical system demands most urgently
care, repose and abundant nutrition, in order that it may
expand symmetrically into the full flower of that health and
beauty which constitute the distinctive features of her sex,
she is tasked beyond her strength with lessons, compelled to
stand and recite when she should sit, and walk to and from
school when she ought to be in bed.”
We are willing, however, to present verbatim some of the
most striking cases cited by the Doctor in support of his
theory, and if we fail to find any other solution for them,
then to accept his reasonings. Here is one of them:
“ Miss A----- , a healthy, bright intelligent girl, entered a
female school—an institution that is commonly but oddly
called a seminary for girls—in the State of New York, at the
age of fifteen. She was then sufficiently well developed and
had a good color; all the functions appeared to act normally,
and the catamenia were fairly established. She was am
bitious as well as capable, and aimed to be among the first
in the school. Her temperament wEts what physiologists call
nervous—an expression that does not denote a fidgety make,
but refers to a relative activity of the nervous system. She
was always anxious about her recitations. No matter how
carefully she prepared for them, she was ever fearful lest
she should trip a little and appear to less advantage than she
hoped. She went to school regularly every week, and every
day of the school year, just as boys do. She paid no more
attention to the periodical tides of her organization than her
companions; and that was none at all. She recited standing
at all times, 6r at least whenever a standing recitation was the
order of the hour. She soon found, and this history is taken
from her own lips, that for a few days during every fourth
week the effort of reciting produced an extraordinary physi
cal result. The attendant anxiety and excitement relaxed
the sluices of the system that were already physiologically
open, and determined a hemorrhage as the concomitant of a
recitation. Subjected to the inflexible rules of the school,
unwilling to seek advice from any one, almost ashamed of
her own physique, she ingeniously px-otected herself against
exposure, and went on intellectually leading her com
panions and physically defying nature. At the end of a year
she went home with a gratifying report from her teachers
and pale cheeks and a variety of aches. Her parents were
pleased and perhaps a little anxious. She is a good scholar,
said her father; somewhat overworked, possibly; and so he
gave her a trip among the mountains and a week or two at
the seashore. After her vacation she returned to school and
repeated the previous year’s experience—constant, sustained
work, recitation and study for all days alike, a hemorrhage
once a month that would make the stroke oar of the Univer
sity crew falter, and a brilliant scholar. Before the expira
tion of the second year nature began to assert her authority.
The paleness of Miss A.’s complexion increased. An unac
countable and uncontrollable twitching of a rythmical sort
got into the muscles of her face, and made her hands go and
feet jump. She was sent home and her physician called,
who at once diagnosticated chorea (St. Yitus’s dance), and
said she had studied too hard, and wisely prescribed no
study and a long vacation. Her parents took her to Europe.
A year of the sea and the Alps, of England and the Conti
nent, the Rhine and Italy, worked like a charm. The sluice
ways were controlled, the blood saved, and color and health
returned. She came back seemingly well, and at the age of
eighteen went to her old school once more. During all this
time not a word had been said to her by her parents, her
physician, or her teachers about any periodical care of her
self ; and the rules of the school did not acknowledge the
catamenia. The labor and regimen of the school soon
brought on the old menorrhagic trouble in the old way, with
the addition of occasional faintings, to emphasize nature’s
warnings. She persisted in getting her education, however,
and graduated at nineteen, the first- scholar and an invalid.
“ On this case the Doctor remarks that ‘ it is not difficult
to discern the cause of the trouble or to trace its influence,
through the varying phases of disease, from Miss A^—’s
school days to her matronly life. She was well and would
have been called robust up to her first critical period. She
then had two tasks imposed upon her at once, both of which
required for their perfect accomplishment a few years of
time and a large share of vital force; one was the education
of the brain, the other of the reproductive system. The
schoolmaster superintended the first, and nature the second.
The school, with puritanical inflexibility, demanded every
day of the month; nature, kinder than the school, demanded
less than a f ourth of the time—a seventh or an eighth of it
would have probably answered. The schoolmaster might
have yielded somewhaftbut would not; nature could not.
The pupil, therefore, was compelled to undertake both tasks
at the same time. Ambitious, earnest and conscientious,
she obeyed the visible power and authority of the school, and
disobeyed, or rather ignorantly sought to evade, the invisible
power and authority of her organization. The system does
not do two things well at the same time. One or the other
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suffers from neglect when the attempt is made. At first the
schoolmaster seemed to be successful. He not only made his
pupil’s brain manipulate Latin, chemistry, philosophy, ge
ography, grammar, arithmetic, music, French, German and
the whole extraordinary catalogue of an American young
lady’s school curriculum with acrobatic skill, but he made
her do this irrespective of the periodical tides of her organ
ism, and made her perform her intellectual and muscular
calisthenics, obliging her t® stand, walk and recite at the sea
sons of highest tide. For a while she got on nicely. Pres
ently, however, the strength of the loins, that even Solomon
put in as part of his ideal woman, changed to weakness. The
nerves and their centres lacked nourishment. There was
more waste than repair—no margin for growth. St. Vitus’
dance was a warning not to be neglected, and the school
master resigned to the doctor. A long vacation enabled! the
system to retrace its steps and recover force for evolution.
Then the school resumed its sway, and physiological laws
were again defined. Fortunately, graduation soon occurred
and unintermitted, sustained labor was no longer enforced.’ ”
Now all this may seem at first glance to be very con
vincing; but ought it to be so received? To make the
doctor’s application of this case correct, it must be not only
acceded that the real causes of the symptoms which he
details were what he assumes them to have been, but that
the same causes produced the same effects upon all the girls
similarly situated with this one. We must not be asked to
accept exceptional cases as general rules, hor be blinded by
special cases to the common condition in which such cases
exist. It may be possible that the case as stated here did
result from a too severe application to study; but we must
not forget that a too severe application to study will not
only ruin any girl’s health, or any woman’s, but any boy’s
or any man’s as well. The question to be considered is not
whether this girl’s case resulted from over-study, but whether
the same amount of study, with a similar physical condition
at the beginning, would not have resulted in a like impair
ment of health in any given male case ; or, on the contrary,
whether all £ iris similarly constituted and studying similarly
were also afflicted in the same manner? There were prob
ably other girls in this school. Why does not the doctor
state the general condition of them all? Were they all
physically debilitated by study, or was this girl an excep
tional case, because she applied herself more severely than
did her companions? In the first instance, if not, why
should this case be cited to prove that girls cannot bear
severe study? and, in the last, if so, why does not the doctor
say in substance, not leaving it to be inferred, as his argu
ment does leave it to be inferred, that any boy cannot be
physically ruined by too severe application to study?
We have observed the failure of physical health in both
girls and boys who were at school, but no more frequently
in the former than in the latter.
We have also noted that with an equal amount of appli
cation, other conditions being also equal, girls learn more
readily than boys. From all that we have seen, we can find no
reason to conclude that severe application to study is any less
deleterious upon boys than it is upon girls; but on the con
trary we believe that an equal number of boys and girls may
be educated together, and that the girls will endure equal
pressure with the boys.
There is another objection to the final acceptance of the
Dr.’s cases and arguments as conclusive, which is even more
fatal to them than is what we have considered. His state
ment of the case, and the arguments adduced and conclusions
drawn leave it to be again inferred; that girls do not fail in
health in the manner described in this case, except as a result
of severe application to study. We say this inference is not to
be escaped else the Dr. should have said this case might be
attributed to other causes than to the study. We fear that
the Dr. was too ready to accept the deduction that he de
sired, and that he did not care to find another solution of
the case. By his applications he says in substance if not in
words, that there could have been no other cause for the
case, and that had she not been subjected to that cause she
would not have been affected as she was, let her circum
stances have been what they may. Now we have seen girls
fail in health in the same manner in which this case is de
sorbed, who were neither at study or other employment;
while as bloomingly healthful as any who ever lived, were
severe students. If the doctor’s conclusions be correct this
could not have been.
To our j udgment the error into which the Dr. has fallen is
evident. He was looking for some case to establish an
opinion he had already formed and which he wished to
establish, and this one coming in his way it was seized upon
as conclusive, thus taking an exceptional instance in which
even the causes ascribed are doubtful, and making it an
illustration of a general proposition without regard to the
other members involved or without regard to other girls
who have studied as severely, who were not ruined in health;
or of boys who have been ruined as apparently by study as
was this girl.
The same objections apply with similar force to each case
cited by the Doctor.
He fails to show that any of them
could not be traced to other than the causes which he cites,
the attempt of women to equal men, which their maternal
functions virtually prohibit. But we cite several of these so
that our readers may see upon how narrow a supposition the
Doctor bases bus conclusions, that women are physiologically
prevented from maintaining individual freedom or of be
coming independent of men for support, and consequently,
that however much effort they may make so to become free,
that ultimately they will be compelled to remand themselves

to men aud remain slaves to their sexual demands and to
their maternal functions.
“Miss G----- worked her way through New England pri
mary, grammar and high schools to a Western college, which
she entered with credit to herself, and from which she grad
uated confessedly its first scholar, leading the male and fe
male youth alike. All that need be told of her career is that
she worked as a student, continuously and perseveringly,
through the years, of her first critical epoch, and for a few
years after it, without any sort of regard to the periodical
type of her organization. It never appeared that she studied
excessively in other respects, or that her system was weak
ened while in college by fevers ov other sickness. Not a great
while after graduation she began to show signs of failure, and
some years later died under the writer’s care. A post-mor
tem examination was made, which disclosed no disease in any
part of the body except in the brain, where the microscope
revealed commencing degeneration.”
The same principles apply to women who attempt to rival
men in other careers, thus:
“Early associations and natural aptitude inclined Miss
B----- to the stage; and the need of bread and butter sent
her upon it as a child, at what age I do not know. At fifteen
she was an actress, determined to do her best and ambitious
of success. She strenuously taxed muscle aud brain at all
times in her calling. She worked in a man’s sustained way,
ignoring all demands for special development, Ipid essaying
first to disestablish and then to bridle the catmnenia. At
twenty she was eminent. The excitement and effprfc of act
ing periodically produced the same result with her'that a re
citation did under similar conditions with Miss A-—. If she
had been a physiologist she would have known how this
course of action would end. As she was, an actress, and not
a physiologist, she persisted in the slow suicide of frequent
hemorrhages, and encouraged them by her method of profes
sional education, and later by her method of practicing her
profession. She tried to ward off disease and repair the loss
of force by consulting various doctors, taking drugs and re
sorting to all sorts of expedients; but the hemorrhages con
tinued, and were repeated at irregular and abnormally fre
quent intervals. A careful local examination disclosed no
local disturbance. There was neither ulceration, hyper
trophy or congestion'of the os or cervex uteri; no displace
ment of any moment or ovarian tenderness. In spite of all
her difficulties, however, she worked on courageously and
steadily in a man’s way and with a woman’s will. After a
long and discouraging experience of doctors, work and weak
nesses, when rather over thirty years old, she came to Boston
to consult the writer, who learned at that time the details
just recited. She was then pale and weak. Amurmurinthe
veins, which a French savan, by way of dedication to the
devil, christened bruit de diable, a baptismal name that
science has retained, was audible over her jugulars, and a
similar murmur over her heart. Palpitation and labored res
piration accompanied and impeded effoit. She complained
most of her head, which felt ‘ queer,’ would not go to sleep as
formerly, and often, gave her turns, in which there was a
mingling of dizziness, semi-consciousness and fear. Her edu
cation and work, or rather method of work, had wrought out
for her anemia and epileptiform attacks. She got two or three
physiological lectures, was ordered to take iron and other
nourishing food, allow time for sleep and, above all, to ar
range her professional work in harmony with the rythmical
or periodical action of woman’s constitution. She made the
effort to do this, and in six months reported herself in better
health—though far from well—than she had been for six years
before.”
•
And another is this:
“ Miss C---- - was a book-keeper in a mercantile house. The
length of time she remained in the employ of the house, and
its character, are a sufficient guaranty that she did her work
well. Like the other clerk, she was at her post, standing,
during business hours, from Monday morning till Saturday
night. The female pelvis being wider than that of the male,
the weight of the body, in the upright posture, tends to press
the upper extremities of the thighs out laterally in females
more than in males. Hence the former can stand less long
with comfort than the latter. Miss G----- , however, believed
in doing her work in a man’s way, infected by the not un
common notion that womanliness means manliness. More
over, she would not, or could not, make any more allowance
for the periodicity of her organization than for the shape of
her skeleton. When about twenty years of age, perhaps a
year or so older, she applied to me for advice iu consequence
of neuralgia, backache, menorrhagia, leucorrhoea and general
debility. She was anemic, and looked pale, careworn and
anxious. There was no evidence of any local organic affec
tion of the pelvic organs. ‘ Get a woman’s periodical re
mission from labor, if intermission is impossible, and do your
work in a woman’s way, not copying a man’s fashion, and
you will need very little apothecary’s stuff,’ was the advice
she received. ‘I must go on as I am doing,’ was her answer.
She tried iron, sitz-baths, and the like: of course they were
of no avail. Latterly I have lost sight of her, and, from her
appearance at her last visit to me, presume she has gone to a
world where backache and male and female skeletons are
unknown.”
Of these cases and the Book the Sun concludes as follows:
“Not only does bodily ill-health result from such untimely
effort, but even, as Dr. Clarke shows by citations from an
eminent medical authority, insanity sometimes follows. Dr.
Eisher, of Boston, mentions in his ‘ Flain Talk about In
sanity ’ several examples of this, and he unites with Dr.
Clarke in declaring that it is owing to the uninterrupted
mental exertions demanded of the unhappy subjects at the
critical period of their youth. Drs. Anstie and Maudsley, ox
London, and Dr. S. Weir Mitchell, of Philadelphia, give
testimony to the same effect. The obvious bearing of this
physiological fact upon the question of the co-education of
the sexes is pointed out in a chapter specifically devoted to
that branch of the subject. Girls and boys may be educated
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in the same locality and in juxtaposition, but they cannot be in the city: if you want to get your wood cut cheaply, have
among us. Men are what they now are, and women are
subjected to the same regimen. Girls must be allowed to it done in the winter.
what they now are, the effects'of a monogamic Christian
rest of teiier, and the effort to drive them along abreast with
But, gentlemen-political-economists, is the present pros system which has obtained among us for over a thousand
boys in every respect is simply the ruin of their future
tration of labor—the present idleness of the toiler-—sound years. But whatever they may be, we only say to Church and
womanly career.”
doctrine? The worker knows that, in his individual case, it State: “ Hands off, you can do no good whatever, the past
We are aware that in civilized countries women, as a
does not answer for him to waste time.
Is it correct, na proves it. Bring the sexes together or let them come to
whole, are not capable of bearing the same amount of phys
tionally? First, run in debt, then, in order to pay ofi? the gether if you please, and then, let them sort themselves, let
ical exertion as are men; but we also remember that in
same, to cease the creation of wealth. Yerily, there is a them sort themselves. ”
other countries ■women perform all the drudgery, and are as
I screw loose somewhere—a hole in the mournful ballad of
•——---------- ----------------- hardy and enduring, physically, as men. .Constant inaction
the British Labor System—which has been sung so long,
CRAB-APPLE CHARITY.
and want of exercise on the part of women endendefs phys and which is so doleful and melancholy that it may be
ical -weakness, and for this reason women are not adequate
[Thefollowingletterfrom the Christian Index is a startling
termed “ the dirge of the laborer.” Alas! for us, that the
to cope with men when mere physical endurance is the test.
millions in our broad land should have to take up the re comment on the text, “There now abideth these three, faith,
But it must be remembered* hat this is the result of practice
frain, and every weary winter the wretched, alms-giving, hope and charity; but the greatest of these is charity.” Con
and habit, and not of any natural physical difference. We
pauperizing system of the old country, make greater and sidering that Christians altogether, Greek Church, Catholic
have known many women of greater physical strength than
greater inroads among the workers in our most populous and Protestant, are but a small portion of the people of«the
many men; but, as a rule, women are not capable of the manufacturing and commercial centres.
earth, they ought to exhibit some harmony and affection to
physical endurance that men are, But to say that women
But our intent in this article is to inquire, rather than ward each other if they wish outsiders to credit their doc
are organically the inferior of men in any respect, is to
to instruct. It is to demand from our national, State and trines. Of course, there is nothing in the teachings of the
assert what, in our opinion, will require more than the
city authorities, an answer to the appeal of the laborer. Great Nazarene which justifies the acerbity in the epistle
isolated and exceptional cases cited by Dr. Clarke to
He has appeared before them, and he demands work! As given below, but that same great medium also tells us, “We
establish.
Mr. Tweed, lately their leader, said: “What do you mean are to judge of trees by their fruits; ” and from the specimen
But we admit that there is a great problem lying back of
to do about it?” It is a modest request, although it may given we pronounce the so-called Cristianity of the writer to
this question, which has barely come into the minds of any.
be earnestly pressed.
Do you mean to deny the wealth- be of the crab-apple species:]
Why is it that all the derangements of females, between the
WATCH THAT PRIEST!
producer, while you are cosily consuming the products!©!
period of life w7hen the catamenia appears and when they are
In these days, when churches are struggling for municipal
his past labors? That would not be quite correct. If you
married, involve the organs of generation; and why is this
answer him that there is no money to be got, he will tell strength and for moral and political power, it stands the lay
people much in hand to be continually on the watch, guard
involvement in some form related to these monthly periods,
you to make some; there is plenty of blank paper in the
ing not only their religi@us liberty, but the gospel itself, lest
when not in the form of suppression, then in that of profu
country, and that is the material out of which the present
its most precious truths be wrested from their place, and the
sion? Has it ever occurred to anybody that menstruation is
circulating medium is manufactured. Do anything but one good book itself so mutilated by translators and revisers that
itself a disease of which these specialties are only aggrava
—when he asks for bread do not give him a stone; when he little of profit may remain to furnish the man of God. But
tions, and that in this sense womankind is wholly laboring demands work, do not, in reply, offer him soup!
I have strayed, and must return to the subject in hand.
under a common disease? Suppose that Dr. Clarke, instead
Yerily, this labor question, which has been so many years
WATCH THAT PRIEST.
of endeavoring to prove that special cases are to be ascribed
Watch them, for they are in our midst, at our doors, in our
in agitation, is coming to the front with power. It is in
to the ambition of girls to free themselves from slavery to
deed “Reformation or Revolution, Which?” At present houses, mingling freely in our society; and they are silently,
men, should endeavor to arrive at the meaning of cases
the demand is for work. There is only one word which, slowly, yet surely perverting the minds of the less informed
where the catamenia never appeared, and to account for the
under the present circumstances of the country, is more ter adults and corrupting children by their pictures, which teach
a false sentiment; by their doctrine, which unchurches, un
health of the' subjects. We say there is a vast and mostrible. It is the cry for bread! Whenever that popular thun
important problem involved here, which (when solved) will, der is heard in Europe, wise statesmen make ready for its christianizes every church and every body but the Church of
Rome and those who worship at its altars. Whether the
if we are not greatly mistaken, have the effect of entirely
consequent (which is) Revolution!
Roman Catholic Church has formally adopted disintegration
changing the views that are commonly entertained about
--------------------------- :---absorption, and a miserable system of proselyting as its base
the sexual functions and their uses and abuses. One thing,
of future dealing with Protestant communities, I am not now
PROMISCUITY.
however, appears to be entirely in accordance with develop
prepared to say; but one thing I can and do say, and to it I
ment as found everywhere in Nature: exercise of functional
call the attention of minister and people of every denomina
capacity always accompanies the possession of capacity, be
Social reformers are generally charged, and often by those tion. There is in Louisville, certainly, possibly throughout
ginning when it begins and ending when it ends. Our es who know better, with advocating promiscuity.
They do the South, a set of men who represent themselves as being
tablished social customs, however, entirely disregard this not. They simply assert that three systems are to be found priests in the Roman Catholic Church, and under this guise
law, and we go on utterly ignoring some—aye, many—of the in use among mankind: monogamy may possibly prevail in enter the domicile of members of Protestant churches, in the
plainest facts of development.
the North temperate zone, but polygamy prevails in the tor absence of their regular pastors, and seize such opportunities
For one thing, however, we are most thankful to Dr. rid and arctic zones, and polyandry is.the ruleun'Thibet, and for denouncing them and their doctrine, inculcating instead
papal supremacy, purgatorial emendations, the holiness of
Clarke. At last the profession and the press have come up in sundry other parts of Asia and among some people in
the priest, the necessity of making confessions to them, and
to the plane where they dare treat of physiological facts and Africa. Whether a man ought to restrict himself to one the real presence in the Eucharist. Watch “ them ” priests, if
functions that already have too long been tabooed or else ig woman, and vice versa according to the Christian doctrine; they be priests, for they bode us no good as a race or as
nored. In the article in the Sun to which we have referred, or one man ought to own many women according to Mo Christians. Watch them, preachers; watch them, people; they
all the maternal functions and organs are spoken about in hammedan law; or whether the reverse of that system, as in are here because they are sorely pressed in Europe; they seek
language that any one can understand; and nobody will dare use in Thibet, be the best for humanity, social reformers to regain their lost supremacy, and again control the religi
say it is obscene. This is as it should be. But it should leave all peoples, whether they be men or women, to decide ous destiny of this nation. Watch them, lest they succeed.
Eternal vigilance is the price of freedom in Church or State.
not stop at this, even. It should go on until we can treat, for themselves.
either in the press or on the rostrum, all the facts and phe
“ This is the head and front of our offending.”
nomena, both of generation and the organs involved, and
We only assert that in no case ought one human being to
nobody, except the debased mind of the Y. M. C. A., be own another person, all laws to the contrary notwithstand
able to see any obscenity in it.
ing. Furthermore, that all laws, whether of Church or State,
We might have analyzed each stated case presented; but .are useless and inoperative when they presume to invade
the same line of objection holds against all of them; there the right of personal sexual sovereignty. They may and do
fore we are willing to submit them to our readers, leaving make millions of hypocrites and liars; they are the cause of
them to make the application to each—fully certain that hourly brutalities and daily murders, of that there is no
none of them will be able to come to the conclusion at which doubt; but they do not and cannot control the operations of
Dr. Clarke has professionally arrived.
nature, either in woman or man.
------------ >—4 .... ..... .r-i .
There are many social reformers who think it is a part of
THE APPEAL OF THE LABORER.
our system to advocate promiscuous sexual intercourse. It
is not. We advocate the bringing together of the sexes from
Work! work! work! That is the cry at present. From childhood to old age, because in it we recognize the best
all the great centres of the Union it wells and surges through foundation for purer morality and healthier and better chil
the land. Bands of stalwart mechanics throng the halls of dren in the next generation. As to how these good effects
our city legislatures, and the burden of their cry is—Work! are to be brought about we leave to the operations of nature
There they stand—'Willing and able to do good service, their and the interested parties. If the sexual question is the ques
tools idle in their hands—repeating over and over their sim tion of the day, it is because the world at present is diseased
ple demand for work.
They want to create wealth for the upon that subject. In a purer and happier time, when free
nation, and cannot get the chance tb do it. Why? Because dom reigns over sexual intercourse, it will not be the absorb
a few idlers and non-producers in Wall street have decreed ing topic that it now is.
If Spiritualists have closely ex
otherwise.
The great Labor Locomotive is brought to a amined into it, it is because we are now laying the founda
stand-still, because a number of money-drunk financiers lie tion for a nobler race, and sexual intercourse is that founda
tion.
sprawling on its track.
For once the workers are entirely right in their demand.
Once more then let us caution all, that, as social reformers
They have a right to obtain work—peaceably if they can, we do not adyocate any special system on the subject of in
forcibly if they must.
But the British charity-mongers tercourse between women and men, but demand that all
among us are on the alert. They say: “Establish soup- people, as in fact they do now, shall settle their positionsTor
houses; when the workers get hungry enough they will be themselves. We are like a worthy clergyman of the old
willing to be pauperized after the English fashion.” But the country of the name of Dr. Crofts, whose custom was to
toilers do not ask for soup; they demand work. Gentlemen marry gratuitously the poor of his diocese. As he traveled
Legislators, Mayors, Aldermen, etc., etc., what will you do among the miners of Warwickshire, when the poor fellows
with that elephant? Will you tell the millions that they heard of his arrival, they got up some pretty large marri
have no right to toil; that it is their bounden duty to remain age parties to meet him.
On one occasion, after he had
idle, and die of starvation? You cannot, you dare not!
married about fifty couples at one ceremony, a young miner
It is true there are some factories running on half or three- with a very anxious look, addressed him as follows: “ I say,
quarter time, and some holding on at reduced wages. These Dr. Crofts, but you ha’e tackled me to the wrong girl.”
are held up as models; it would be difficult to tell why. But “Ah, my good fellow,” replied the worthy Doctor, “Ye
such, you will say, has latterly got t<J be the case every win must sort yourselves, ye must sort yourselves!”
ter. In that desolate period of the year, when human be
This is our position exactly. If the world is, as we believe,
ings need double sustenance and double clothing, then man very much debauched and corrupt on social matters, social
rises to prey upon his fellow-man; and the little that the reformers are not to be charged with the bestial crimes at
worker receives in return for his toil is usually diminished. present committed both by women and men, for social free
Man is the same avaricious animal in the country that he is dom or personal sovereignty has never jyet been instituted

Marshall W. Tatlor,
Pastor Coke’s Chapel M. E. C.
Philadelphia, Nov, 22, ’73.
Editor op Weekly:
Will you publish the inclosed preamble and resolutions in
your paper? Yours are the only columns opened to the cry
of the poor.
The resolutions were passed on last Sunday, Nov. 16, at a
meeting of workingmen and workingwomen, held at Tenth
and Chestnut streets, in this city.
Very truly,
j. e. Byrnes.
Whereas, The columns of the entire press of the country
are filled witlqthe accounts of the recent outrage perpetrated
against the crew of the steamship Yirginius by the Spanish
authorities of the island of Cuba, and a war spirit is being
engendered throughout the land; and
Whereas, While we heartily sympathize with the friends
of those who have suffered, as well as with the cause of the
Cuban patriots, we, at the same time, recognize the fact that
here are at this moment thousands of American working
men and workingwomen in our midst out of employment
and suffering from want of the necessaries of life, and who
have staring them in the face the gaunt spectres of hunger
and destitution, more cruel than the Spanish exeeutioner
and that we cannot therefore be diverted, either fin our
thoughts or actions, to any subject of real or supposed na
tional honor until our families are relieved from hunger and
our heads and hearts from overwhelming care. Therefore,
ResoZred—That it is idle for the working-people to clamor
upon the subject of a national insult while we are oppressed
with the weight of a great domestic social wrong; and we
utterly repudiate all attempts to embroil the nation in a
foreign difficulty, while the people are starving at home.
JResoZred—That foreign war, as a relief from domestic suf
fering, is the policy of despots and tyrants, and we de
nounce any attempt to make it the policy of the American
Republic.
Resolved—That we demand the attention of the National
government to our present social difficulties rather than to
any foreign and less important matter.
Resolved—Thnt in the present national difficulty with
Spain, we demand a policy of peace in favor of the working
people, since war, in almost every conceivable case, is hostile
to their every known interest.
Resolved—That we call upon our representatives from this
city to give to Congress their best efforts to the cause of
relieving their constituents from the effects of the present
financial disaster.
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MISCELLANEOUS.
LYING AS A CRIME.
Dear Mrs. Woodhull.—There is one paragraph in your great
speech on the “ Principles of Social Freedom ” which I wish
to see emphasized as much as possible in this age of scandal.
It is that in which you express your thought touching “that
class of persons who have a propensity to steal or to destroy
the character of others. This class of encroachers upon
others’ rights, in some senses, are more reprehensible than
any other, save only those who invade the rights of life.”
I have often seen accounts of persons convicted of cheat
ing by false pretenses, but never yet have seen one convicted
of lying or slandering, which, though not dealt with bylaw
as crimes, are more culpable, morally, than many a case of
cheatihg; because in the case of the culprit who takes my
money or my goods, there may have been many temptations,
growing out of pecuniary distress, which the poor, weak
creature could not resist, while in the case of the characterthief there is nothing but his own “innate cussedness” to
be gratified by the offense. There is no better presentation
of this thought than that of the immortal Bard of Avon.
“ Who steals my purse steals trash,” he says, and proceeds
to condemn with the greatest severity the culprit “who robs
me of my good name.”
An experienced prosecuting attorney remarked to me, on
reading this part of your speech, “ Mrs. Woodhull is right
there. There are no criminals who cause so much injury to
the peace and happiness of society as liars and slanderers,
though unfortunately the law never treats them as criminals.
I wish that all lying were made a crime by law, and especially
lying tending to the injury of others.”
When you consider how many fortunes have been lost,
how many hopes wrecked, how many hearts broken, how
many lives blasted by lying and slandering, are you not
ready to’ have those penalties which the law now inflicts
upon what are called “ sexual offenders ” transferred to the
liar, the traducer, the calumniator of his neighbor? Detest
able as this vice is, I am sorry to believe that it is especially
prevalent among “the better sex.”
William Friar.
POMEROY’S DEMOCRAT AND MISS ANTHONY.
[The following having been rejected by Mr. Pomeroy,
we gladly give it space:]
M. Pomeroy—I have read from time to time in your
paper some of the most delightful and refreshing sentiments
—overflowing with the true spirit of reform and justice to
all mankind, and have been thankful for the moral courage
that enabled you to rebuke hypocrisy and crime in high
places—that dared to defend woman when oppressed and
persecuted, as in the case of Mrs. McFarland, etc.
And recently, since you have entered more thoroughly
into the discussion of the Spiritual Philosophy, defending
its solid truths, I have been especially interested, and glad
that the subject has been brought before the public through
the medium of a secular paper.
I feel sure that these outspoken truths will prove to your
advantage and largely increase the circulation of your paper.
But, sir, lest you suspect I am given to flattery, I am forced
to confess that I have “somewhat against you;” and it is
because 1 believe that you have no desire to deal unjustly
with man or woman, that I ask a place in your paper for this
criticism.
I wish to call attention to the article on page 4, in your
issue of July 1'i. The slur aimed at Miss Anthony, and at all
woman suffragists through her, is unworthy any justiceloving person, and we have reason to expect better things of
one who has at times so bravely defended our sex.
It seems by that article that thirty dollars was raised for
the benefit of Miss Anthony, at a meeting held in New York,
and you say:
“ With this thirty dollars it is expected that Miss Anthony
will succeed in making a man of herself, or supplying herself
with some defect, or enactment, or something of that kind,
whereby she can vote like any other man when comes the
next election.”
Would it not be well to inform the public when and in 1
what way it became the exclusive prerogative of man to vote?
How came he by the right any more than woman? Was it
not a self-constituted right, on the principle that “ might
makes right,” or, in other words, “I have the power, and
therefore I vote ?” Even if Miss Anthony assumed a right to
vote, how was her act a crime any more than that of men
who assumed the right?
I have never heard that the women who hold property in
England, or the women of Wyoming, changed their sex by
voting; and I cannot see how Miss Anthony could be sus
pected of a desire to “ make a man of herself,” if by doing
so she must also accept, with a change of sex, the usual
thieving propensities of those politicians who steal the birth
right of half of “ we the'people.”
Then you proceed to say: “Yerily, verily, the women of
this country would be a queer set if they were all mentally
modeled after that spinster Susan, who
*
*
*
*”
I omit the closing sentence, and denounce it as an insult and
a slur on the virtue of a woman who is entitled to a thousand
times more respect for her unflinching adherence to a prin
ciple, than the great majority of those ignorant male voters,
who are held by political demagogues to be capable of mak
ing laws for her; and who, while they insist that women
shall live up to their standard of virtue, are ever ready to
slur them for doing it, at the same time that they have none
themselves, and would be first to rob women of its posses
sion.
If, on the other hand, Miss A. could be suspected of im
morality, you would think her entitled to contempt, and
would deride and abuse her, as you now treat her with con
tempt for being virtuous.

If this is your policy, where, in the name of humanity,
would our natural protectors (?) have her stand, in order to

escape their derision? The “better class” among women
are those who are so well-informed as to be capable of think
ing and voting for themselves, and not the ignorant, willing
toys of man’s pleasure, who are content to allow him to think
and act for them; and Miss Anthony certainly belongs to
this better class, and no man or woman has been found who
could successfully refute her claim to woman suffrage, by
sound argument. As a general rule, ridicule is resorted to
when argument fails, as yours concerning State rights will
certainly fail if simmered down to sound democratic princi
ples.
Even if we admit that the Congress of the United States
has no right to regulate suffrage, but that this power belongs
to the States (inasmuch as the States are made up of the peo
ple), what does a State amount to while crippled and shorn
of its power by the deprivation of half of its citizens of their
right of legislation? The State is based upon the “consent
of the governed;”_ without this every State is illegitimate
and every enforced law a despotism.
Anna M. Middlebrook.
Bridgeport, Ct.
CLEOPATRA.
We have been requested to republish the following poem,
which has before appeared in the Weekly. It was written
by W. W. Story, the American sculptor, who made some stir
in the world by his refusal to permit his “ Jerusalem ” to be
exhibited at the “British Art Exposition.”
The poem, which originally appeared in “Blackwood’s,”
presents ill a startling and fascinating way the doctrine of
Metempsychosis:
Here, Charmian, take my bracelets,
They bear with a purple stain
My arms; turn over my pillows—
They are hot where I have lain.
Open the lattice wider,
A gauze on my bosom throw,
And let me inhale the odors
That over the garden blow.
I dreamed I was with my Anthony,
And.in his arms I lay;
Ah me! the vision has vanished-Its music has died away—•
The flame and the perfume have perished,
As this spiced aromatic pastille
That wound the blue smoke of its odor
Is now but an ashy hill—
Scatter upon me rose leaveh,
They cool me after my sleep,
And with sandal odors fan me
Till into my veins they creep;
Reach down the lute and play me
A melancholy tune,
To rhyme with the dream that has vanished
And the slumbering afternoon.
There, drowsing in golden sunlight,
Loiters the slow, smooth Nile
Thro’ slender papyri that cover
The sleeping crocodile.
The lotus lolls on the water,
And opens its heart of gold,
And over its broad-leaf pavement
Never a ripple is rolled.
The twilight breeze is too lazy
Those feathery palms to wave,
And yon little cloud is as motionless
A^ a stone above a grave.
Ah me! this lifeless nature
Oppresses my heart and brain!
Oh, for a storm and thunder,
For lightning and wild, fierce rain!
Fling down the lute—I hate it!
Take rather his buckler and sword,
And crash them and clash them together
Till this sleeping world is stirred!
Hark! to my Indian beauty—
My cockatoo, creamy white,
With roses tinder Ms feathers—
That flashes across the light.
Look! listen! as backward and forward
To his hoop of gold he clings,
How he trembles, with crest uplifted,
And shrieks as he madly swings!
Oh, cockatoo, shriek for Anthony!
Cry “ Come, my love, come home!”
Shriek “Anthdny! Anthony! Anthony!”
Till he hears you, even in Rome!
There—leave me, and take from my chamber
That wretched littie gazelle,
With its bright black eyes, so meaningless,
And its silly, tinkling bell!
Take Mm—my nerves he vexes—
The thing without blood or brain—
Or, by the body of Isis,
*
IT1 snap his thin neck in twain!,
Leave me to gaze on the landscape
Mistily stretching away,
Where the afternoon’s opaline tremors
O’er the mountains quivering play;
Till the fierce splendor of sunset
Pours from the west its fire,
And melted, as in a crucible,
Their earthly forms expire.
And the bald, blear-skull of the desert
With glowing mountains is crowned,
That, burning like molten jewels,
Circle its temples round.
I will lie and dream of the past time,
HSons of thought away,
And through the jungle of memory
Loosen my fancy to play;
When, a smooth and velvety tiger,
Ribbed with yellow and black,
Supple and cushion-footed
I wandered, where never the track
Of a hiun&n creature had rustled

The silence of mighty woods,
And, fierce in a tyrannous freedom,
I knew but the law of my moods.
The elephant, trumpeting, started
When he heard my footsteps near,
And the spotted giraffe fled wildly
In a yellow cloud of fear.
»
I sucked in the noontide splendor
Quivering along the glade,
Or, yawning, panting and dreaming,
Basked in the tamarisk shade,
Till I heard my wild mate roaring,
As the shadow and light came on,
To brood in the trees’ thick branches
And the shadow of sleep was gone;
Then I roused and roared in answer,
And unsheathed from my cushioned feet
My curving claws, and stretched me.
And ’wandered my mate to me.
We toyed in the amber moonlight,
Upon the warm flat sand,
And struck at each other our massive arms—
How powerful he was, and grand!
His yellow eyes flashed fiercely
As he crouched and gazed at me,
And his quivering tail, like a serpent,
Twitched, curving nervously.
Then like a storm he seized me.
With a wild, triumphant cry,
And we met as two clouds in heaven
When the thunders before them fly.
We grappled and struggled together,
For Ms love, like his rage, was rude;
And his teeth in the swelling, folds of my neck
At times, in our play, drew.Mood.
Often amother suitor—
For I was flexile and fair—
Fought for me in the moonlight,
While I lay crouching there,
Till his blood was drained by the desert;
And, ruffled with triumph and power,
He licked me and lay beside me
To breathe Mm a vast half hour,
Then down to the fountain we loitered,.
Where the antelopes came to drink;
Like a bolt we spranggupon’them,
Ere they had time to shrink.
We drank their blood and crushed them,
And tore them limb from limb,
And the hungriest lion doubted
Ere he disputed with Mm.
That was a life to live for!
Not this weak, human life,
With its frivolous, bloodless passions,
Its poor and petty strife!
Come to my arms, my. hero,
The shadows of twilight grow,
And the tiger’s ancient fierceness
In my veins begins to flow.
Come not cringing to sue me!
Take me with triumph andSpower!
As a warrior that storms a fortress!
I will not cringe or cower.
Come as you came in the desert
Ere we were women and men,
When the tiger passions weie in us,
And love as you loved me then!
“J AM DYING, EGYPT, DYING.”
[Having been requested to publish, this poem—entitled
“Antony and Cleopatra,” by Gen. W. H. Lytle—and being
this week kindly furnished it by one of our subscribers, we
give it herewith, together with a little anecdote in con
nection.]
A literary friend of the general’s was walking along the
street in Cincinnati one day, when he was slapped on the
back by Lytle—who had been plainly imbibing—and accosted
with:
“ I say, G—-, I have perpetrated a poem, and want your
opinion of it. Come in and hear it.”
They accordingly repaired to a room in a neighboring
hotel, and, over a couple of “brandies,” Lytle recited his
“ Antony and Cleopatra.” The general had a full, rich voice,
and was an excellent elocutionist, and G----- declared he was
perfectly enchanted, and praised the poem enthusiastically,
Lytle seemed surprised, for he said:
“Why, G----- , I am glad you think well of it, for I was
afraid to send it for publication until I had somebody’s
opinion of it. The fact is, I wrote it last night when I waa
tight.”
He then related that he had been “around” with some
friends, and returning to his room, picked up a volume of
Shakespeare; opening it at the play of “ Antony and Cleo
patra,” the first words that met his gaze were those of An
tony’s dying speech—“lam dying, Egypt, dying!” Struck
by the words, he seized a pen and scribbled off the poem. It
was published in the Commercial a few days afterward, and
created a marked sensation. W. W. Fosdiok, a fine poet and
critic, pronounced it, in its peculiar style, unequaled in. the
English language. Annexed is the poem:
ANTONY AND CLEOPATRA.
“ I am dying, Egypt, dying;”
Ebbs tbe crimson life-tide fast;
And tbe dark, Plutonian shadows
Gather on tbe evening blast;
Let thine arms, O, Queen, enfold me!
Hush tby sobs and bow thine ear;
Listen to the great heart-secrets
Thou, and thou alone, must hear!
Though my scarred and veteran legions
Bear their eagles high no more,
And my wrecked and scattered galleys
Strew dark Actium’s fatal shore—
Though no glittering guards surround me.
Prompt to do their master’s will,
I must perish like a RomanDie the great Triumvir still!
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Let not Csesar’s servile minions
Mark the lion thus laid low;
’Twas no foeman’s arm that felled Mm,
’Twas his own that struck the blow—
His, who, pillowed on thy bosom,
Turned aside from glory’s ray—
His, who, drunk with thy caresses,
Madly threw a world away.
Should the base, plebeian rabble
Dare assail my name at Home,
Where the noble spouse, Octavia,
Weeps within her widowed home,
Seek her; say the gods bear witness—
Altars, augurs, circling wings—
That her blood, with mine commingled,
Yet shall mount the throne of kings.
And for thee, star-eyed Egyptian,
Glorious sorceress of the Mile,
Light the path to Stygian horrors
With the splendors of thy smile 1
Give the Csesar crowns and arches,
Let his brow the laurel twine,
I can scorn the Senate’s triumphs, „
Triumphing in love like thine!
“ I am dying, Egypt, dying1”—
Hark! The insulting foeman’s cry.
They are coming! quick, my falcMon—
Let me front them ere I die!
Ah, no more amid the battle
Shall my heart exulting swell;
Isis and Osiris guard thee,
Cleopatra, Borne, farewell!
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they were not evidence and nothing he could say unsworn
could be evidence; he hoped, therefore, his honor, the judge,
would save him from any irrelevant curiosity.
“The judge, however, answered—what seemed to be a
most reasonable appeal—by intimating that it was necessary
to answer the counsel’s questions.
“ ‘Perhaps, then,’ said the witness, ‘I may be informed
if, not being sworn, I am bound to speak the truth?’
“ ‘Not legally,’ said the judge.
“ Witness thanked the judge, and, turning to the counsel,
said, ‘ Now, then, sir, you may just ask me what you please,
and I will endeavor to frame my answers to suit you! ’
“Seeing that an examination under such circumstances
would be a farc&, the lawyer requested that the oath might
be administered. This done he again commenced:
“ ‘Now that you are legally bound to speak the truth, I
desire to know if you believe in the New Testament, on
which you have been sworn ? ’
“Turning to the judge, with an' expression of mock hu
mility, witness said, ‘ I pray your honor’s protection.’
“ The judge told him to answer the question.
“ ‘ But, your honor, it’s not fair. He wants to make me
commit myself, because he knows my evidence will tell
against him.’
“‘Exactly so,’ said the counsel, blandly smiling.
“ ‘ What,” asked the judge, ‘ do you mean by making you
commit yourself ?’
“ ‘ Why, your honor, he wants me'to disqualify myself for
being sworn as a witness, by acknowledging that I believe in
the divine authority of a book that contains a positive in
junction against swearing at all!’
“ On hearing this most unexpected reply, the lawyer an
swered the judge’s inquiring smile by throwing himself back
in his seat and declining to oppose the witness.
“ Does it not seem strange that the very truthfulness
which would induce a man to acknowledge his disbelief
should be used to discredit him ?
It seems to me absolutely certain that a little advance in
the public intelligence will cause the oath to be discarded
altogether. As an appeal to the supernatural, it really means
nothing, and as a legal contract it might be made equally
binding and less objectionable.”—The Index.
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four feet, and waved him round, and neighbor Tomkin’s beef
hound came along and took a steak out of his best leg.
He got up a weeding-machine that chopped off all the as
ters ; and put a bug-killer on the rose-bushes, and turned
them all yellow and blue in blotches. He attached an up
ward feed-pump to the kitchen range, that filled our tank
and made it run over, and then worked backward and put
the fire out.
One morning we couldn’t get the shutters open, because
Jim had attached a new-fangled shutter-catch that wedged
the whole frame in tighter than the devil’s grip on a dead
hackman. When I went away on business Jim “ protected ”
the house with a burglar-alarm, that woke up everybody at
one in the morning with a gong-ringing that lasted an hour
—and all on account of our Thomas cat coming in late from
courting. Myjmsiness requiring me to get up early some
times and catch trains at an unearthly hour, and my habit
being that of a heavy sleeper, Jim got up an alarm bedstead
that was to wake me up at a certain hour, and, if I didn’t
rise up in my wax-works and stop it, would pitch me out of
bed. The first time 1 tried it it worked very well, and roused
me at three o’clock from dreams of trying to cram a bushel
of gold into the lining of my hat. But at four tribulation
came. The sound of a whizzing wheel woke up Maria, who
remembered the intelligent contrivance, and peacefully
dropped into a sweet slumber, in which she tried on a suc
cession of bonnets, each more charming than the others.
But in about ten minutes the head-board vibrated, then the
mattress quivered, and the whole affair rose on its hind legs
and wriggled, dropping Maria and John Augustus on the
floor, and then, bombarding them with pillows and laying
the mattress on them, sidled down to the blissful conscious
ness of having done its duty.
My wife and I have fled and left the inventive James to
take care of the house and of himself. But what shall we do ?
We dare not return. We are wanderers on the face of the
earth, and ILam a martyr to[science.
B. Jabeks.
P. S.—Since writing the above I learn that Jim has been
the victim of his fertile genius. Desiring protection In our
absence, he took my double-barrelled gun and a coil of bellwire, and made unto himself a man-trap and a snare unto
burglars. He set it with a hair-trigger, so that any one turn
ing the door-knob would be assailed with the gun from be
hind. When all was ready Jim went out to take a look at
things, and then, going in to gloat over imaginary prowlers,
turned the knob and filled his coat-tails so full of buckshot
that his clothes looked like a map of the oil wells. He takes
his meals standing now, and has a little delicacy about sit
ting down before people older or younger than himself.

[From the Nowlch Morning Bulletin.']
WOMAN SUFFRAGE IN GLASTONBURY.
When woman suffrage comes, if it ever comes at all, it will
come as will the formal establishment of the principle of set
tling international quarrels by arbitration. It will come
peacefully, and because the common sense of mankind has
discovered it to be wise and just. It can come in no other
way. It cannot be established by force. Susan Anthony and
her friends who persistently go to the polls on election day,
as they did last week in Rochester, and as they have done
many times before, and try to make them take their votes,
Settled at Last !—It will be seen by the following from
follow a very mistaken policy. Woman suffrage needs advo
cates of an entirely different stamp, the times need them, the Christian Union, that “the vexed question” of the read
women are content to argue .the question of their rights ing of the Bible in the public schools has been settled in
calmly and strictly on its merits, and leave the question to Ohio and settled right—that is, against the Bible:
“ At length, after a tedious experience of legal’delays and
the sense of justice of the men, in whom we may be permit
ted to remark Herbert Spencer reminds us, that sense is uncertainties, the resolution of the Cincinnati School Board,
after all developed in a far higher degree than it is in women. prohibiting the reading of the Bible in the Common Schools,
FROM THE “SHAKERS.”
Glastonbury, in this State, has produced just such a wo has gone into effect. The resolution was adopted November
Cleveland, Ohio.
1,1869,
and
its
operation
as
a
law
began
September
1,
1873,
man as the times and the cause of woman suffrage demand.
Dear Victoria—We patronize your Weekly because it ad
the
Supreme
Court
of
Ohio
having
dissolved
the
injunction
Among the taxpayers of the town are two maiden sisters
vocates freedom. This is what the world needs—true spirit
named Smith. Their father dying, left his farm to them, against the Board which the Superior Court had granted.
ual freedom; freedom in purity, not in licentiousness. The
and they have been paying the taxes that once he paid. At The principle of this decision will eventually be accepted by
world have got to become first free before they can be pure
the town meeting last week these sisters appeared before Protestants generally as a true definition of the relations be
or live pure lives. And when once set free and left to their
tween
Church
and
State
in
a
Republican
Government.
It
those present, and one of them in a very sensible and wellpresents, moreover, the only basis on which it will be found own volition, they will be more likely to choose the path of
considered speech related her grievances.
purity as the only direct road to happiness than they will
She stated that the owners of part of the property of the possible to defend the Common-School against its most in
the opposite, especially if they have been sufficiently burned
town taxed the owners of the other part without even con sidious foes.,’
So far so good. Now, if there is praying [and any kind of by the fire of truth, as, saith the poet:
sulting them, and declared that she and her sister “ cannot
“ Ah I mistaken souls, who dream of heaven,
see any justice, any right, or any reason in this thing.” “Are religious reading in those schools, let that be prohibited also,
And make their empty hoast
we not as far-seeing,” she asked, “and do we not manage and confined to the churches; and then the schools, being
Of inward joy and sins forgiven,
our own affairs, as far as we are permitted by the laws, as placed on a secular basis, justice will be done to all parties,
While they are slaves to lust.
Watts.
well as they do? Is it any more just to take a woman’s and the sectarians will no longer have an opportunity to
It was freedom from legalized lust that Jesus struck at, that
“rule
or
ruin”
the
best
institutions
in
the
country.—Shaker
property without her consent than it is to take a man’s prop
brought down upon him the wrath of the orthodox clergy of
erty without his consent?” And so she went on, urging the and Shakeress.
his day, because he boldly testified of them that their works
general principles of the case in a manner that was both for
were evil, because they were doing the very same things that
cible and unanswerable, and must have made a powerful
[From the Detroit Union.]
they accused him of. They were preaching one thing and
Impression.
A MARTYR TO SCIENCE.
practicing another, hence he denounced them as a set of
She hit them very hard, too, when she said: “We have
If I hadn’t got married, it wouldn’t have happened; for, hypocrites.
every reason to think that the officers of the town add what
Victoria, did you ever see a beautiful rose growing among
they please to our taxes,” $100 having been added to their you see! my wife had a brother, who became my brother-inthorns ? What were those thorns for ? Why, evidently, to
homestead last year, without any notice, and the same law, and through him came my many tribulations. Jim
protect the rose from the ruthless hand of the invader. So,
amount to two widows in their neighborhood who cannot was an inventive genius, hardly out of the cradle before he
in like manner, is the testimony of truth and the exposition
work their land, while not a man who could work his land invented a patent self-rocking crib,'«with churning attach
of living witnesses given for the protection of the virtuous
had his property'raised, “for he could find it out and a wo ment.' He was an enthusiastic fellow, and worried as many
from the unwelcome approach of the seducer and destroyer
man could not.” The tax collector had called for the $200 a as five dogs of the neighborhood into an untimely grave,
of female virtue.
attaching
them
to
weeding
machines,
and
bug
mashers,
few days before, and they told him they “ would prefer to
Men saw the thorns on Jesus’ brow,
wait till we had been heard by the town, for if they gave us and lawn waterers, and such like. When he was ten, he
But angels saw the roses.”
made a double-increment momentum velocipede with one
no hope of voting, we wanted them to sell our farm for the
Jas. S. Prescott.
taxes, for it was but reasonable, if they owned it, to get the wheel, like a drum; and having got inside and wound it up,
it rushed through the street like a thunder-gust trying to
taxes from it—we could not; and we wished they would be
ISpecial Dispatch to the Chicago Tribune.]
catch the mail—apple-women went heels over head, the air
gin at the east end and come into the street, for we wanted
LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
was filled with cantelopes and garden truck generally—and
to save our homestead while we lived, and thought it would
still Jim rolled on. He hadn’t any stopping apparatus; and
SERIOUS CHARGES AGAINST A BROOKLYN EDITOR.
last us.”
New York, Nov. 19, 1873.
The Misses Smith did not get the right to vote granted after jumping a five-rail fence, and racing through the pas
ture, he just plumped into the river and had to swim
A pplication was made on Tuesday last to Judge Neilson/in
them by the town, but if we are not greatly mistaken they
ashore. But none of his steam pianos and fire balloons and the City Court of Brooklyn, by Ernot, Hammond & Stickney,
are nearer to it than Susan. Anthony by a score of years.
flying machines hurt me any. They all went up or down or attorneys, of this city, for the arrest of Thomas Kinsella, ed
out before Jim’s father $ied, and he came to live with us. itor of the Brooklyn Eagle, on a charge of criminal inter
“ Ilinc illce lachrymce. ’ ’ Then trouble began.
THE JUDICIAL OATH.
course with the wife of Thomas W. Field, Superintendent of
Jim’s first day passed quietly; but on the second he brought Public Instruction in Brooklyn, for the latter of whom these
4« -^0 demand that the judicial oath in the courts, and in
all other departments of the Government, shall be abolished; out a double back-action pea-sheller, that looked like a attorneys are counsel. Mr. Field demands damages to the
and that simple affirmation, under the pains and penalties of young clothes-wringer with a bustle. Maria—that’s my wife amount of $50,01)6. Judge Neilson granted the prayer, issued
—tried it, and it mashed the peas all up and threw them an order of arrest, fixed the bail at $30,000, and placed the
perjury, shall be established in its stead.”
In connection with the above “Demand for Liberalism,” into her best currant-jelly, just making; and then when she order in the hands of the Sheriff of Kings County. Kinsella
the following extracts from the Pilgrim, and the Shrine ap cried to take it off, she knocked the head off the tack-ham was arrested this morning and taken to the Sheriff’s office,
pear to me sufficiently interesting and appropriate to merit mer and it hit Bridget on the head, causing her to sit down whither he was accompanied by William C. Kingsley and
in a tray of bread dough and spill a tureen of soup on the Michael Chauncey, who became his bondsmen in the abovebeing placed before the readers“of the Index:
“ But it is our system*of judicial swearing that has struck baby. Poor John Augustus has been barefooted on the left named amount. The substance of the affidavit of Thomas
side of his head ever since then; and the cat got so scared W. Field, on which the order of arrest was granted, is given
me as exceedingly curious.
“ His evidence was essential and satisfactory, but the law that she upset a bottle of ink on my manuscript on the below:
“ This action is commenced to recover damages from Thos.
yer who was on the other side very nearly succeeded in re- “ Origin, Rise and Fall of the Custom of Blowing the Nose
Kinsella for debauching the virtue and alienating the affec
jecting it, and was only foiled by the singular wit of the wit with the Fingers.”
Then Jim got up a wringing-machine that tied my shirts tions from me of my wife, Emeline Field, and I claim dama
ness. He was reputed to be an ‘ infidel,’ whatever that may
be, and on his entering the witness-box, the counsel stopped into a double bow-knot, and mashed all the buttons ges for such injury to the amount of $50,000. I was, on the
the elerk, who was about to administer the oath, saying that into fragments. He put a fertilizer on Maria’s best ver 15th inst., and had been for twelve years prior to that, living
he wished to ask the witness a question about his religious benas, and they all curled up and died. He undertook to with said Emeline as man and wife. Since August, 1872, de
rid my setter-dog of fleas, but he rid the fleas of the dog. fendant, Kinsella, has known my wife. He has correspond
opinions.
“ The witness observed that when sworn he should be most H® got up a patent vertical-acting garden gate, and as ed with her. They have made appointments and assigna
happy to answer any uestions about the case before the Bridget and her beau were cooing over it, and he reached tions. By such appointments they have met secretly, some
but that his opiw ons concerned nobody but himself: over to say good-by, It raised up and hoisted Mm up about times accompanied by another person and sometimes alon
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afe various places in the cities of hfew York, Brooklyn, in the
County of Kings, in the County of Orange, and in the
County of Warren.
Correspondence of defendant has
come into my possession since Nov. 15. It is of an amatory
character, and leaves in my mind no doubt of the purpose
and conduct of Kinsella and my wife. On Nov. 14 and 15
they met in Warren County, and then and there had crim
inal sexual intercourse and connection, as I have become
convinced since I come in possession of Kinsella’s letters.
Such interviews were without my knowledge. Such inter
course for more than a year was used upon my wife, who
was at times in a state of excitment approaching unsound
ness of mind.”
•Kinsella had made arrangements to sail to Europe to-day,
but these proceedings will postpone his trip indefinitely.
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his ieg. (Here is something worth thinking of, especially in against him did not summon him to appear before the committee, but
Winter time, when the walking is slippery, for it seems'.that only to answer their letter and appear before the church. We are quot safe predestrianism, inWashington, depends on Orthodox the ing his language from the later amended report of his denial, as made to
ology.) As an offset to the above storp-, which we shall expect The Eagle.
f “ ‘ 4. Has Mr. Beecher really denied that Mr. Tilton has ever made ca
to see before long in an Evangelical tract, we will relate
lumnious charges against himself ?’ So Mr. Tilton says of the story that
what befel a holy man who did believe in God:
‘ I have slandered the minister of this church. Last summer Mr. Beecher
“ Some years ago we were requested to speak at a funeral, published an explicit card in The Brooklyn Eagle exempting me from
but as a portion of the family of the deceased were Christians this injustice.’ Any one who will read Mr. Beecher’s accurately-worded,
they determined on having a Methodist minister from a card will see that in it he carefully avoids any reference to Mr. Tilton’s
neighboring town to officiate on the occasion. And in order charges against himself, but refers only to those quite different charges
to make sure of him, he was earnestly desired to drive fast, mentioned in the ‘ document ’ to which the card alludes* which docu
so as to reach the house before us. He followed the direc ment omits all reference to Mr. Tilton’s wellknowm charges against
tions, and the consequence was, the upsetting of his chaise Mr. Beecher, and only refers to those other charges which Mr. Tilton
alleges were repeated to him by Mr. Bowen. It is a little puzzling to see
and the breaking of one of his legs. It was a bad enterprise
that Mr. Beecher’s exoneration of Mr. Tilton in reference to certain
for him: he was seriously hurt, the vehicle almost spoilt, charges is claimed by him as covering all other slanderous reports, with
and the horse running away, was with difficulty captured. out a word of denial from Mr. Beecher, who sits by and hears the claim.
But the catastrophe was not supposed to be ‘ an instance of
“5. What does Mr. Beecher mean by taking so much pains to show
AROUSE FROM YOUR SLUMBERS.
God’s retribution,’ though probably it would have been if it the public that he has no grievance against Mr. Tilton? This is the
Dear Woodhull & Claflin—We are aroused from our slum
greatest mystery of all. He said, in his card to the Eagle, 11 am un
had happened to us!”
bers at what seems to us the tendency of Spiritualists and
willing that he (Mr. Tilton) should even seem to be responsible for
COMMENTS.
reformers generally to fall back into the bigoted cesspool of
injurious statements whose force was derived wholly from others.’
their sectarian education. Although we profess to no liter
[If before the termination of the in-coming winter the ed Last Friday night he said: ‘ Whatever differences have been between us
ary attainments, yet we cannot refrain from venturing a itor of the Boston Investigator does not fall and break both have been amicably adjusted, and so far-as I am. concerned, buried. I
word of warning; not, we trust, in the inflated assumption his legs, we shall no longer repose any confidence in an have no charges.’ And yet this miraculously forgiving man knows that
Mr. Tilton is the man who has again and again charged him with a
of a dictator, but with an earnest and fervent love for all over-ruling providence.
More than that, we shall cease to crime which involves the peace of his own home; who says that his
humanity. The recent undulating waves of “socialism” seem
reverence that pillar of the churches—the devil.]
‘fiery spirit’ ‘ hums to defend his wife and little ones,’ but who for
to so shake the masses of humanity, that even the veriest
bears to do it lest his answer should ‘shoot forth like a thunderbolt
school-boy (your humble writer included) is startled at the
through other hearts.’ Mr. Beecher knows that this is the great scandal
LECTURE ENGAGEMENTS
thundering and jarring of the surrounding elements. And
(Those who desire to secure the services of Mrs. Wood which so nearly undermined his usefulness in his own church, and his
after reading the R. P. Journal and a goodly number of peri hull at any time during the coming lecture season, should position in the hearts of the whole people. He knows that this hor*
odicals of a less enviable and elevated position, we are led make early application. She expects to make a trip during rible calumny came from Mr. Tilton and from nobody else, and that Mr.
Tilton has never retracted it in any way. He knows that Mr. Tilton has,
to inquire what power is this welling up through the brain of the fall reaching as far West, probably, as Sait Lake City.
within scarce six months, publicly charged him with ‘ moral insincerity’
a little woman that causes every editor throughout the land,
and 1 a plentiful lack of conscience and courage,’ such as leads him to
together with many literary lights, to “ seize the pen to bless
[From the Chicago Times, Nov. 22,1873.]
‘ think one thing and to say another; to hold one philosophy in public
or to curse ?”
THE TRUTH OUT AT LAST.
and another in private; to offer one morality to the multitude and keep
The world has had its epochs, its eras, its stages, its ages.
[Special Correspondence.]
another for himself. ’ Knowing all this, he can yet assure the public
Wars, pestilences and famines have devastated it again and
that he has nothing against Mr. Tilton. He can sit still and say nothing
New York, Nov. 25, 1873.
again; commotions, revolutions and reformations have here
We live in an age of social dramas. Tiie actions of the men and wo while Mr. Tilton asserts before his face: ‘A story has filled the land,
and there fashioned anew the aspect of society. A trying or men of the day will form those shadows of the past from which the com covering it like a mist, that I have slandered the minister of this church.
deal, a severe discipline, a terrible school hath humanity ing dramatist will sketch his most intense pictures.
Last summer Mr. Beecher published, an explicit card in the Brooklyn
passed through. And were not all of these necessary ?
Brooklyn, the city of churches, love-feasts, and “ moral” entertain Eagle, exempting me from this injustice.’ Mr. Beecher had done no
The history of earth’s inhabitants thus far has been a se ments, has been daring the past year the stage on which have been en such thing, nor could he truthfully have done any such thing; but had
ries of rapidly-changing events—a constant succession of acted tragedies mere sombre and lurid than any which the mind of the exempted him from injustice in reference to quite different slanders;
new characters and new scenes in the drama of life; and all dramatist has hitherto conceived; tragedies only relieved by those ever- and yet he allowed Mr. Tilton to spread the mantle of that card broad
enough to cover all Mr. Tilton’s real offences. How he could have done
has been progressive. And yet how little is known, even recuripng episodes of conjugal infidelity, which, containing, as they gen- it is what no man can make out.
erallv do, all the elements of the lowest of low comedy, furnish liberally
now; how small is our treasury of wisdom; how meagre our that food for laughter which is needed to dispel the horror inspired by
“ 6. Are we to understand that Mr. Tilton is left master of the sit
resources for happiness; how insignificant our ideas of man sterner deeds.
*
*
*
But terrible as are these deeds of vio uation? Charges of slander are made against him. He refuses to re
and his destiny; how almost vain our power to' predicate lence, corruption and immorality, they don’t work half the mischief that ply, claiming that he is no member of the church. The Committee of
aught of the future or understand our relations to each is done to the cause of morality and religion by the efforts of religious Examination admits this claim; Mr. Beecher admits this claim, and
other. More experience is necessary; greater and mightier bodies and the religious press to whitewash the iniquitous transactions the church votes to admit it, and also votes upon that plea that his
revolutions must still go on. “There is no peace for the that have taken place inside a religious community. Such a scene I wit name ‘be struck from the roll.’ He has got all he asks; but, deter
wicked,” nor wil^ a millennial sun ever shine upon a world nessed on the evening of October 31, in the Plymouth chapel. It was mined to secure not merely immunity but triumph, he proceeds to con
front the church and its pastor, and to say:
in ignorance. There is bloodshed and carnage among the the culmination of the Beecher-Bpwen-Tilton-Woodhull imbroglio,
“ ‘ I come here to-night in order to say in Mr. Beecher’s presence,
nations of the East, while contention and strife estrange the where the hatchet was buried in the violated hearthstone; where the surrounded here by his friends, that if I have slandered him I am ready
Great High Priest of the New Dispensation and his pupil embraced
sections of our republic. The images of God, by scores of each other, and where two hundred and one idolaters out of a congrega to answer for it to the man whom I have slandered. If, therefore, the
thousands, are gathered together to maim, mangle and mur tion of one hundred and fourteen, cried “Amen!” After all of which minister of this church has anything whereof to accuse me, let him now
der each other, they care not how; while citizens, towns there was prayer. Never before did the Christian church witness such a speak, and I shall answer, as God is my judge..
people, neighbors and kindred are quarreling about bounda spectacle. Never was there such an exhibition of lying hypocrisy.
“ He knows he has uttered these slanders, and has never retracted
ries, territories, institutions and rights, they know not why. Never was there such a shameless profanation of Christian virtues as them; and Mr. Beecher knows it. And -yet he dares to speak this
Vice, and intemperance—with its countless horrors and start took place that night between Henry Ward Beecher and Theodore Tilton. haughty challenge, and Mr. Beecher meekly replies: ‘He asks if I have
ling crimes—o’erspreads the land; disease, with its wailing- The entire proceeding from beginning to end was a flagrant insult to the any charges to make against him. I have none. Whatever differences
train of the crippled and bereaved, is everywhere before our intelligence of the community. Every effort was made to exclude the have been between us have been amicably adjusted.’ Most mysteri
press from the investigation; so much so that three days before the ap ously forgiving and forbearing of men, who does not even as! a public
eyes; pauperism, with its gaunt form and pale, worn face,
pointed time, the Brooklyn Eagle, Mr. Beecher’s organ, positively confession and apology before he forgives the calumny which has cov
stares out from behind the palaces of the rich, and crucified stated, in answer to a paragraph that had appeared in a New York paper, ered the land like a mist!’ ”
innocence points its long fingers from every corner of the that “Mr. Tilton had written no letter to the examining committee of
There-is no sincere Christian in the land that does not feel the taint
street. And yet God is good, and His unerring laws are Plymouth Church; that he had not refused to answer any charges; that which has polluted the pulpit in Brooklyn should be.purged away. As
crowned with universal justice; and, believing in that unei’- no charges had been made; that there was no committee, and that no Theodore Tilton has succeeded in intimidating Mr. Beecher, and as he
did not scruple to basely use his friends to accomplish that end, it is
investigation was contemplated.”
ring truth, let us rest satisfied that it will yet prevail.
There was one zealous, God-fearing member in Plymouth Church who but just that his knavery and duplicity should be exposed. Either
Let us then take courage from the rapid progress that has
been made within the last decade, and hope for the best. Let believed that the truth should be told. He had no knowledge of the Henry Ward Beecher is the boldest libertine living, or Theodore Tilton
us meet each other in frank and respectful debate, and cease plotting and counter-plotting that had been going on, and believed his is a malignant traducer and scandal-monger, and when he faced Plym
outh Church and said that he had never made any charges against Henry
pastor pure as the driven snow, and demanded an investigation.
to condemn while striving to elevate, knowing that it is alone
*
*
-x
*
*
Ward Beecher, he lied. The lie was so palpable -for I know that which
through the reason of those around, and the predominating,
The investigation, however, didjnot take place. One Brother. Sher I affirm—that I felt that “judgment had fled to brutish beasts, and men
liberal, equitable love and charity that we in good will to all man—Fisk & Gohld’s attorney—during their control of the Erie Railway had lost their reason.” In the true story of the Beccher-Bowen-Tiltonextend, that we can ever hope to succeed in producing uni Company, fixed things, and every motion for an investigation was voted Woodhull “scandal,” there is an entire absence of those incidents
versal harmony. And in the room of Bro. S. S. Jones’s down. The meeting was more disorderly than was to have been ex which form the eddies in the current of married life. There is in it
“ Club of Truth,” may we not substitute our most attractive pected, and at the termination, one innocent member asked: “Are we neither love, jealousy, nor revenge. The: parties for the most part are
influences of gentleness and charity to lure, if possible, those to understand that the simple dropping of Mr. Tilton’s name settles the all humility and Christian benignity. The only shield they offer to
who are unhappily beneath us in organism and condition, whole of what is called ‘the scandal,’ without a censure of anybody?” public attacks is their reputations, forgetting that this has been a
It is needless to say that at this point there was the cry of “ question,” sorry year for Christian statesmen and bankers. As if it were a spe
away from the paths of vice and ignorance.
cial interposition of Divine Providence, a wonderful concatenation of
And as we all hope for the love and tender watchfulness of and the question was put and carried.
The press the following morning published full reports of the meeting, causes has kept this case before the public; and, strangely enough
the superior intelligences that are constantly hovering o’er
but there were no comments. It would seem from the numerous com the very precautions, deliberately contrived and adopted to insure
us, and the universal sisterhood and brotherhood of all, let munications published that the public is not satisfied, and the question safety and concealment, have become the means of publicity.
Leveling the very bulwarks of our social system in more than one city
us be bound by no isms that do not emty’ace the wants and is asked: “Please explain why it is that Plymouth Church, the most
necessities of all humanity.
R. Adams Gates.
conspicuous and every way notable Congregational Church in the land, in this country, is a coterie of people who, in accordance with their epiis wholly silent while its pastor and some of its most eminent members cine philosophy, believe that society has no laws that they, peculiarly
are publicly and repeatedly accusea of adultery, licentiousness, lying, in constituted as they are, are bound to respect. Hence they are conspicu
PERSONAL PIETY.
ous for their contempt of morality. They are eccentric in manner, outre
trigue
and treachery?”
[The editor of the Boston Investigotor, is answerable to all
The whitewash covering the Plymouth pulpit is so thin that the impi in dress, and decidedly coarse in features, but have an abundance of
orthodox Christians for the following impious atrocity:]
“ cheek.” The peace of hundreds of households has been destroyed by
ous are asking such conundrums as the following:
1. “ Is it in order in a Christian church for any member to leave at his their pernicious doctrines; and in the case of the Richardson-McFarJand
A CHRISTIAN ARGUMENT.
tragedy, that culminated in a marriage that shocked the moral sense of
“ Some of the arguments that Christians use to convert us option? Does it require the assent of two parties, the church and himself, the community, the great high priest, Henry Ward Beecher, did not
to get in, while he can go out without asking permission, and even with
‘wicked’ unbelievers are rather peculiar, to say the least. out the church being aware of it? Mr. Beecher’s argument in favor of hesitate to put asunder what God had joined together.
*
*
*
Here is one from the pious Washington (D.C.) Daily National this position was rather strange. He says, as reported in the Sun ;
And now I would like to say why it is that I write these lines. It can be
Republican of the 10th inst., the editor of which must have
“ ‘ His relations to the church were severed by his own act. That sev said in a few words-:Theodore Tilton and I were at school together, and together we started
been short of copy when he published the silly paragraph:
ering may not have been regular, but it was certainly valid. The rules
“ ‘As an instance of God’s retribution on the unbeliever, of churches and equity do not always require regularity. If parties re up the thorny path of journalism. Consequently, I felt a sympathy for
the following fact is presented: Yesterday morning a young gard themselves as married, and others regard them as married, the law him that can hardly be expressed when l’ saw him battling, as I then
thought, against a legion of foes. I went to him with- words of comfort,
man well known to our citizens, while coming down the holds that they are married, although there has been no marriage cere which he responded to by donning a mask and acting a part. In piteous
steps of Clark’s hall on Pennslyvania avenue, between Four- mony.’
“Allowing this, will the same apply to divorce ? Does Mr. Beecher tone hd told me the story of his woe. It was exquisite acting, there is
and-a-half and Sixth streets, where a meeting of the 'Free
hold that when a man deserts his wife the separation is valid, if not quite no question about that. Behind*the flash of the footlights it would make
Thinkers was being held, met a friend going up and entered regular?
his fortune; and it is morally certain that Brooklyn, in preserving a
into conversation with him relative to the subject under dis
“2. Is it in order in a Christian church to allow a man to avoid disci cuckold, has robbed the stage of a star. But I didn’t know it then, and
cussion by the Free-Thinkers,which was :“Is man a|free, moral pline, or for a church to avoid the disagreeable duty of self-purification, gave him commiseration when I should have cried “ Bravo.” It was on
agent?” The young man contendedjhat he is a free, moral by declaring the relation of membership already severed ? To an out Thanksgiving Day that he read me Ms statement, a lengthy document-,
agent, and said he did not believe there is a God, and started sider it seems like a farce for a church which provides for discipline to since read to at least a dozen, in which he recited eloquently the narra
tive of the manner in which the first divine of the land had sought to
to go down the steps, but before reaching the foot of the allow a member charged with murder, or adultery, or slander, to say, ‘ I debauch his hospitality, his hearthstone and his bed.
stairs, he slipped and fell to the bottom and broke his leg. withdrew last week, or last month, or last year.’
The reluctance of Tilton to publish his statement I attributed to his
“3. Does not Mr. Tilton equivocate when he says in The Eagle, ‘So
He was picked up by. some friends, when he expressed
far as I know, no committee, either in church or state, has ever made Christian benignity, and that it might, appear he was goaded into de
himself to the effect that he would never again made the as charges against me of any sort ?’ This is verbally true, for the charges fending the honor of his hearthstone, I received from his hand the fol
sertion that there is no God. A carriage was procured and in question were not made by the committee, but to the committee, and lowing for publication:
the repentant young man was removed to his home.’
“ 174 Livingston Street, Brooklyn, Dec. 27, 1872.
by them communicated to Mr. Tilton. He adds : ‘Nor have I been sum
“ Probably, or such is the inference, if the young man had moned to appear before a Plymouth church committee for any purpose
“ My Complaining Fmwc?—Thanks for your letter of had advice. You
believed there is a God, he wouldn’t have slipped and broke whatever,’ True again. The committee in presenting the charges made say, ‘ How easy to give the lie to the wicked story, and thus end it for-
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KURTZ’ RESTAURANTS.
Arrangements will be made to entertain those coming from
ever.’ But stop and consider. The story is a whole library of state
Among the many permanent institutions of the city are
ments -a hundred or more- and it would be strange if some of them a distance as far as possible. Come one-come all, and let us
were not correct, though I doubt if they are. To give a general denial freason together.
L. E. Drake, Secretary,
the several restaurants of Mr. Fred. Kurtz, located at 23
to such an encyclopedia of assertions would be as vague and irrelevant E. C. Manchester, President,
Plainwell, Mich.
New street, 60 Broadway, 76 Maiden lane and at the corner
as to take up the Police Gazette, with its twenty-four pages of illustra
Bedford, Mich.
of Fifth avenue and Ninetieth street. Undoubtedly Kurtz
tions, and say, 1 This is all a lie.’ So extensive a libel requires (if
answered at all) a special denial.of its several parts; and, furthermore, Proceedings oe the Tenth Annual Convention oe the excels all competitors in the conduct of a first-class eatingit requires, in this particular case, not only a denial of things misstated,
American Association of Spiritualists. 12m, pp. 286. house. Besides being thoroughly versed in stocking his
but a truthful explanation of other things that remain unstated and in The Elixir oe Life; or, Why do we Die? 8yo, pp. 24. An store-rooms, he understands just how to please the general
mystery. In other words, the false story (if met at all) should be con
Oration delivered before the above-named Convention, palate in the preparation of his dishes. Success is the best
fronted and confounded by the true one. Now, my friend, you urge me
at Crow’s Opera House, Chicago, by Yictoria C test of merit, especially in this business ; and if Kurtz’
to speak; but when the truth is a sword, God’s mercy sometimes com
Woodhull, September 18, 1873.
mands it sheathed. If you think I do not burn to defend my wife and
mentis to he so tested, he stands pre-eminent over all other
The above “Report of the Proceedings of the Tenth An
little ones, you know not the fiery spirit within me. But my wife’s
caterers. Each of the above places will accommodate
heart is more a fountain of charity, and quenches all resentments. She nual Convention of the American Association of Spiritual
from one to two hundred persons, and all of them, at almost
says: ‘Let there be no sufferings save to ourselves alone,’ and forbids a ists,” is an accurate and impartial account of what was said
vindication to the injury of others. From the beginning she has stood and done at the above convention. The speeches are pre any hour of the day, are filled. Strangers, visitors and
with her hand on my lips, saying ‘ Hush!’ So when you prompt me to sented to the public word for word as they came to us from residents will find Kurtz’ the most satisfactory, as well as
speak for hev, you countervail her more Christian mandate ox silence. the hands of the able reporter employed by the convention. cheapest, first-class eating establishments in the city; while
Moreover, after all, the chief victim of the public displeasure is myself The orations of the members, on both sides, discussing the those who visit Central Park should not fail to call at the alone; and so long as tbis is happily the case, I shall try, with patience,
question of “Free Love,” or rather “ Personal Sovereignty,” new and elegant retreat at the corner 'of Ninetieth street
to keep my answer within my own breast, lest it shoot forth like a
are worthy of the serious attention not only of all Spiritual and Fifth Avenue.
thunderbolt through other hearts,
ists but of the community at large.
“ Yours truly,
“ Theodore Tilton.”
In proof that we have not overstated the merits of the
pgr3 Send Austin Kent one dollar for his hook and pam
Subsequent events have proved that the suspicions of every editor
whom I have importuned for the publication of the above letter ivere work, we respectfully submit the generous testimony of phlets on Free Love and Marriage. He has been sixteen
Judge
Edmund
S.
Holbrook,
who
so
ably
defended
the
posi
only too true.
years physically helpless, confined to his bed and chair, is
When, some time ago, I became convinced that the letter placed In tion of the conservative Spiritualists at the above conven poor and needs the money. Yon may be even more bene
my hands was meant for Henry Ward Beecher’s private eye, and had tion :
fited by reading one of the boldest, deepest, strongest, clear
produced the desired result; when informed by Tilton that he had read
“I have seen the report you have published of the doings
the true story to Beecher, and that Beecher had asked for twenty-four and sayings of the Chicago Convention, and I take pleasure est and most logical writers. You are hardly well posted on
hours’ notice of thq expose to prepare for his departure to heavenly in saying that, in the publication of such a report, so full, so this subject till yon have read Mr. Kent. You who are able
add another dollar or more as charity. His address,
realms; when I saw around the corner of the mask of humility and con
accurate and impartial as it is, you have done a work worthy
Austin Kent, Stockholm, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y., Box 44.
trition and detected the gleam of gain in the Tiltonian eyes; when I
knew the whole thing was a juggle and a farce; and when, at the ex of high commendation. Some could not be at this conven
pression of my doubts, the Woodhull placed in my hands the incrimi tion, either for want of time or means; but now, such of
Dr. Slade, the eminent Test Medium, may be found at his
natory letters, the existence of which had been denied, I determined to them as may choose to read, can almost imagine that they
office,
No. 413 Fourth avenue.
puncture the bubble with my quill. It could no longer be disguised that were there; and though they may not attain whatever there
Tilton had settled with Beecher, and that his pastoral pressure was the may be in personal presence, in the eye, and the ear, and in
A CARD.
halm that had quenched his “ fiery spirit.” Because all this is true, be soul-communion, yet whatever of principle has been evolved
cause the temple of the Lord from which our Saviour drove the money they may well discover and understand; and also, as I hope,
Applications Laving repeatedly been made to us by many
changers with his whip of cords has come to he a lustful market-place,
different parties on the subject of securing for them ra
have I attempted to unfold the mystery of this “scandal.” Immedi they may profit thereby.”
Price of the “Proceedings” and the “Elixir of Life” 50 tional amusement for private entertainments, we beg to
ately following the revelations of the Woodhull woman, the Hon. Thos.
Kinsella, a crafty jobber in the journalistic profession, published al cents; or the “Elixir of Life” alone 25 cents. Orders for notify the public that we have with us an able elocutionist
most daily in the columns of the Eagle, of which paper he is editor, the same addressed to WAodhull & Claflin, P. O. box 3, <91, who is desirous of giving evening readings from the poets.
We know he has an almost unlimited repertoire of recita
communications regarding the scandal. Beecher and Kinsella are both will be promptly filled.
tions (without book), comprising selections from the first
Jesuits, but of different persuasions, and Kinsella determined to com
pel Beecher to select the Eagle as the medium whereby he could pre
English and American classics, together with translations
APPROACHING CONFLICT-sent his first statement. There was a bitter feud existing between Bowen
from Swedish, Moorish, Spanish, French, German, and even
of the Union, and Kinsella. Bowen, however, remained quiet, while The irrepressible issues between universal liberty and des Persian and Turkish authors. Proprietors and proprie
Kinsella daily accused him of having originated the stories that were potism to precipitate a terrible war within five years that tresses of houses of amusement and recreation can arrange
then in circulation regarding Beecher.
will terminate in the overthrow of the American Republic for evening readings and reo tations by applying to J. I ■,
A slight ripple in the current of Kinsella’s domestic relations gave and the establishment of a military dictatorship.
office of Woodhull & CllElin’s Weekly, 113 Nassau
Bowen the long-desired opportunity to make Brooklyn uninhabitable by
.Church, State and Capital are combined, under the leader
Kinsella for several days. Kinsella had secured the removal of the ship of the Republican party, to precipitate the conflict that street, New York.
superintendent of public instruction, and the attentions of Kinsella to will end in a defeat of their aspirations, and the ultimate
QUARTERLY MEETING NOTICE.
the wife of his successor were very annoying to Mrs. Kinsella; so much triumph of industry, socialism and rationalism.
The next quarterly meeting of the Western Reserve
so, that she followed him one day last summer to a hostelry on the
The nation is slumbering upon the brink of ruin as uncon
Woman’s Emancipation Society will be held at Citizens’
Coney Island road, where she found him in the parlor with the wife of
the new superintendent. Bowen made the fur fly, and said much tha^ ciously as the citizens of Pompeii and Herculaneum in that Hall, Ravenna, Ohio, commencing at 11 A. M., Dec. 6.
was naughty. Kinsella soon returned and re-opened the Beecher “ scan awful moment that preceded the belching forth of YesnD. M. Allen, President.
dal,” to “ get square,” at Mr. Beecher’s expense, if that were necessary. vius.
Francis Barry, Secretary.
The most astounding foreshadowing of the future destiny
In ihe Eagle office there had been lying for months the incriminatory
letter from Tilton to Bowen of Jan. 1,1811. It was the rod that Kin of this nation ever issued from the press.
PROSPECTUS.
sella ke]^ in pickle for Bowen, which was to appear at the critical
A book of 250 pages will be sent to any address, post-paid,
moment.
Woodhull & Claelin’s Weekly.
for $1.50. Liberal terms given to agents.
The publication of the letter was the first intimation that Bowen had
4ohn WLllcox,
Address,
[The only Paper in the World conducted, absolutely, upon the
o the conspiracy existing to crush him, and if he had any doubt as to
172 and 174 Clark street, Chicago, 111.
Principles of a Free Press.]
Beecher’s hostility, it was immediately dispelled when the famous tri
It advocates a new government in which the people will be
partite treaty appeared in all the New York papers.
their own legislators, and the officials the executors of their
DR. L. K. COONLEY.
In 18T0, Bowen and Tilton made a compact to drive Beecher from his
pulpit. This they did not do; but in 1872, they, with Beecher, signed a
This active, able, zealous and practical reformer intends to will.
triple-compact, in order that they might continue to traffic on religion. return again to the open field. Pie will answer calls to speak
It advocates, as parts of the new government1. A new political system in which all persons of adult
They agreed to wipe out the past, and Bowen and Tilton condoned the anywhere in the country. No word of ours is needed with
crimes that involved the honor of their families. Tilton kept a printed the people in regard to this worker. He has been before the age will participate.
copy of the letter whi-h he had delivered up to Bowen, which found its
2. A new land system in which every individual will be en
way to the Eagle office. To save Beecher, the covenant was given to Spiritualistic public for twenty years, and returns to it now
the press, and it was at this stage of the scandal that Bowen endeavored refreshed and reinvigorated by two years of fruit growing in titled to the free use of a proper proportion of the land.
3. A new industrial system, in which each individual will
to form a coalition with Yictoria Woodhull. Too cowardly to use the Vineland, N. J., at which place he may for the present be
evidence already in his possession and thereby dirty his own nest, he addressed.
remain possessed of all his or her productions.
appointed a meeting at Yictoria Woodhull’s house, and, unfortunately
4. A new commercial system in which “cost,” instead of
for him, after an interval of a week, accompanied by Mr. H. B. Claflin,
A. BRIGGS DAYIS,
“demand and supply,” will determine the price of every
he visited the free-love priestess, and found to his surprise that her ad
Of Fitchburg, Mass., has a new and startling lecture under thing and abolish the system of profit-making.
miration for Beecher was unbounded. Bowen should have known that
delays in love or war are dangerous. At the same time that Yic. was preparation, and will be open to engagements to deliver the
5. A new financial system, in which the government will
manifesting an angelic delicacy regarding the contents of the terrible same on and after the 15th of November proximo. We cheer be the source, custodian and transmitter of all money, and
fully add that Mr. D. is an able and earnest advocate of the
letters, Beecher defied Bowen in the following, letter.
in which usury will have no place.
principles of the New Dispensation.
To the Editor of the Brooklyn Eagle :
6. A new sexual gystem, in which mutual consent, entirely
“ In a long and active life in Brooklyn it has rarely happened that the
free from money or any inducement other than love, shall be
.Eagle and myself have been in accord on questions of common concern
EMANCIPATION CONVENTION.
the governing law, individuals being left to make their own
to our fellow-citizens. lam for this reason impelled to acknowledge
We invite all who desire the emancipation of woman from regulations; and in which society, when the individual shall
the unsolicited confidence and regard of which the columns of the Eagle
of late bear testimony. I have just returned to the city to learn that the slavery of all institutions, laws or customs which inter fail, shall be responsible for the proper rearing of children.
application has been made to Mrs. Yictoria Woodhull for letters of mine fere in any manner or degree with her absolute freedom in
7. A new educational system, in which every child born shall
supposed to contain information respecting certain infamous stories any department of life, or in any sphere of activity, to meet have the same advantages of physical, industrial, mental
against me.' I have no objection to have the Eagle state in any way it at Ravenna, O., on Sunday, December 7,1873, to organize an
and moral cultuie, and thus be equally prepared at maturity
deems fit, that Mrs. Woodhull, or any other person or persons who have American Woman’s Emancipation Society.
to enter upon active, responsible and useful lives.
letters of mine in their possession, have my cordial consent to publish
Helen Nash, Ohio.
All of which will constitute the various parts of a new so
them. In this connection, and at this time, I will only add that the sto Seward Mitchell, Maine.
Orson S. Murray, Ohio.
ries and rumors which have for some time past been circulated about me Parma W. Olmsted, Yt.
cial order, in which all the human rights of the individual
lanthe P. Murray, Ohio.
are grossly untrue, aud I stamp them in general and in particular as E. H. Heywood, Mass.
will be associated to form the harmonious organization of the
utterly false. Respectfully,
Henry Ward Beecher.”
Angela T. Heywood, Mass.
Wm. A. Poor, Ohio.
peoples into the grand human family, of which every person
In fact, Beecher made the publication of the letters criterion of his Benj. R. Tucker, Mass.
L. M. R. Pool, Ohio.
in the world will be a member.
innocence or guilt. Little more remains to be said regarding these sanc Moses Hull, Mass.
A. Bailey, Ohio.
Criticism and objections specially invited.
timonious teachers of morality. Bowen, crushed and despised, crawls Anna M. Middlebrook, Ct.
Sarah M. Day, Ohio.
to Ms hole like a poisoned rat, and sells his paper much to the delight
The Weekly is issued every Saturday.
Ann B. Spink, Ohio.
of Kinsella. The Eagle, perched on th(e shoulders of Beecher and Til C. S. Middlebrook, Ct.
Subscription price, $3 per year; $1.50 six months; or 10c.
Francis P. Sutliff, Ohio.
ton shrieks victory! and flaps its wings, while they embrace each other. Joseph Treat, N. Y.
single copy, to be had of any Newsdealer in the world, who
Austin
Kent,
N.
Y.
Francis
Barry,
Ohio.
At this final tableau, the Plymouth pagans roll their eyes up at their
can order it from the following General Agents:
Addie L. Ballou, Ind.
fleshy idol, unmindful of the fact that Trinity, of New York, had its On- Anthony Higgins, N. J.
The American News Co., New York City;
derdonk, and Tremont Temple, of Boston, its Kallock, and they were Elvira Hull, N. J.
Sada Bailey, 111.
The New York News Co., New York City3;
Annie E. Higby, Pa.
J. W. Evarts, 111.
cast ont.
The National News Co., New York City;
Lewis Morris, Md.
Franc P. Evarts, 111.
The New England News Co., Boston, Mass.;
Sarah I. Tibbals, Va.
J. E. Hollister, 111.
BUSINESS EDITORIALS.
The Central News Co., Philadelphia, Pa.;
J. Q. Henck, Ya.
Jonathan Walker, Mich.
The Western News Co., Chicago, 111.
Mary H. Henck, Va.
George Roberts, Mich.
Sample copies, mailed on application, free.
Julia H. Severance, Wis.
The Eighth Annual Convention of the Michigan State As G. W. Gore, Ya. ■
Yictoria C. Woodhull and Tennie C. Claflin, Ed
C.
M.
Overton,
Ohio.
C.
L.
James,
Wis.
sociation of Spiritualists will he held at Jackson, Mich., com
itors and Proprietc/rs.
Warren Chase, Mo.
mencing on Friday, the 12th day ’of December, 1873, at 2 Mary Overton, Ohio.
Col. J. H. Blood, Managing Editor.
J . H. Cook, Kan.
o’clock p. M., and will continue its sessions for three days. Oliver Stevens, Ohio.
All communications should be addressed
Francis Rose Mackinley, Cal
Good speakers will be in attendance. A general invitation Y. F. Stevens, Ohio.
Woodhull & Claelin’s Weekly,
J.
H.
Philleo,
Ohio.
Eleanor
L.
Lindsay,
Cal.
is extended to all, and a cordial welcome is assured by our
Box 3,791, New York City,
Leys,
Mass.
A.
Briggs
Davis,
Mass.
friepds at Jackson to all who may come,

Deo. 6, 1873.
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Fn© Most Wonderfu l Discovery
of any Agea .

PROF. D. MEEKER’S
INFALLIBLE CUBE FOB THE OPIUM HABIT.

A reliable and painless remedy for the Opium habit.
Cures without any inconvenience to or interruption of
ousiness. Pamphlets sent free on application.
Address,
Dbs. D. & L. MEEKER,
P. O. Drawer 475, La Porte, Ind.

CURED BY A SPIRIT PRESCRIPTION, AND
WARRANTED, EOR $10.
It is an ouifeide application. No medicine given.'
Send for free circular to
DE. E. WOODRUFF,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
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GREAT CENTRAL ROUTE
OHORT LINE ACROSS THE CONTINENT BY THE OLD ESTABLISHED AND
'iA 11
FALLS SUSPENSION BRIDGE or BUFFALO AND MICHIGAN OFN
1RAL AND GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY LINE to Detroit and Chicago without chaime of cars maHn oclose connection with all Railroads leading out of Chicago to all points in the great West.S
. ’
nftwK^yQ}3RTCifETS/toainmS0'J'tanttowns’an<:igeneral information maybe obtained at the Companies
ofiice, 349 Broadway (comer of Leonard street), New York.
'companies

T^ROTOZOITE.
THE FINEST AND 310ST FEF
FECT BRAIN AND NERVE

ART

INVIGORANT IN THE

ho aid A-dovn and Beautify every Home,

WORLD.

Condensed Time Table.
WESTWARD FRO! NEW TORI,
Via Erie & Mich. Central & Great Western R. R’s.

Express
stations
STATIONS.
_ Physicians and others will find it wholly unequaled
Express.
in all cases of illness arising from excessive or per
verted sexism, even when insanity and chronic unrest
Engraved on Steel by J. A. J. Wilcox, from the Orig have resulted. The female illnesses springing from bad Lv 23d Street, N. Y
8.30 a. m.
• Lv 23d Street. N. Y.
Chambers street
magnetismfinducing amative horror and disgust brain
inal Painting by Joseph John.
“ Chambers street..
7.00 “
Jersey City
disturbance and exhaustion, vital depletion and sui
“ Jersey City..........
7.20 “
Susqiiehauna
.
3.40 p. m.
cidal thought, all yield to PROTOZONE, while barren
“
Susquehanna................
2.43
A. m.
Binghamptou......................
“ Binghampton...............
This beautiful picture, and one of the most thrilling ness, sterility and brain softening are at once relieved.
Elmira..........s
“
Elmira.......
There
is
but
one
place
where
it
is
made,
viz.,
5.35
“
sentiment, lifts the vail of materiality from beholding
Hornellsville
“ Hornellsville ..
7.40 “
Buffalo
12.05 A. m.
eyes, and reveals the guardians of the Angel World.
•“
Buffalo........
11.45
“
Express.
Protozone Laboratory*
Ar Suspension Bridge
Ar Suspension Bridge .
12.27 p. m.
I ancy fails tt> picture what is here made real through
Ly Suspension Bridge
1.10 A. 351. 1.35 P. m Lv Suspension Bridge...... . 1.35 “
9.50
p. m.
Ar St. Catherines
the artist’s hand, and words, but feebly express the re
17 CAMPBELL BLOCK,
Ar St. Catherines ..
2.00 “
10.12 “
Hamilton
sponses of our soul, as we look upon the boat with its
“ Hamilton__
2.55 “
Harriebur^
TOLEDO,
O.,
“ Harrisburg..
3.53 “
hapless freight of children, beautiful and fascinating
“ London..;__
5.35 A. m.
“ London......
5.55 “
Chatham...
in tragic attitude and expression—the silvery lighted
“ Chatham....
8.12
“
Price
(single
pound
flasks)
Detroit
$5.00
angels in their descent so soft, their flight of ease and
“
Detroit.
10.00
“
7.00 “
Lv Detroit
.COUNT
DOZENS OB GROSS. ADDRESS AS ABOVE. Ar Wayne.
10.10 “
grace, their countenances radiant with love so tender,
8.10 ‘
Ar Wayne ...
8.55 u
“ Ypsilanti
combined with energy and power as they hover near
11.25 p. m
“ Ypsilanti .......... —. 11.25 “
9.27
“
Ami
Arbor
11.43
ivith outstretched arms to save.
ANNA M. MEIXSEL,
“ Ann Arbor......
’ll" 11.43 “
Jackson
12.15 P. m.
“ Jackson ..
In a boat as it lay in the swollen stream, two or
1.00 A. 31.
Marshall
“ Marshall........
Battle Creek...
phans were playing. It was late in the day, before
DAYID S. CADWALLADEE,
“ Battle Creek...
Am
Kalamazoo
the storm ceased, and the clouds, lightened of their
“ Kalamazoo ____
Line.
J' lies
4.32 p. m.
“ Mies..........
burdens, shifted away before the wind, leaving a clear i¥IAGf<JETaC HEALERS,
4.40 a. 3i.
New Buffalo
“ New Buffalo__
6.02 “
bright sky along the horizon. Unnoticed, the boat
Michigan City
“ Michigan City..
5.45 “
6.25 “
Calumet
1,114 CALL 0 WH1LL STREET,
became detached from its fastenings and floated out
“ Calumet...
7.47 “
Chicago
“ Chicago...............
from shore. Quickly the current carried it beyond all
8.00
“
8.45
“
Philadelphia. Ar Milwaukee
S.30 A. M.
Ar Milwaukee__
earthly help. Through the foaming rapids and by pre
11.50 A. 31. 5.30 a. in.
Office Hours,
Ar
Prairie
diiChein
8.55
p.
m.
Ar Prairie du Cheim
cipitous rocks dashed the hark with its precious charge.
8.55 p. m.
Ar La Crosse......
11.50 p. m. 7.05 a. si. Ar La Crosse......
As it neared the brink of the fearful cataract the chil
9 to 11 a. in., 4 to 6 p. m.
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Ar St. Paul
6.15
p.
si.
Ar St. Paul........... „...
dren were stricken with terror, and thought that death
7.00 A. 31.
Ar St. Louis..........
15 A. M.
Ar St. Louis__
was inevitable. Suddenly there came a wondrous
8.15 p. M.
psychometric examination of disease correctly Ar Sedalia
5.40
p.
at
Ar Sedalia..........
change in the little girl. Eright gave way to com
6.50 a. 31.
“ Deuison
8.00
made
from
a
lock
of
hair
.
“
Denison..................
.
_
8.00 “
posure and resignation as, with a determined and re
Galveston
10.45
“Galveston........... " " ' 10.00 “
sistless impulse that thrilled through her whole being,
Ar Bismarck
11.00 p. si.
Ar Bismarck....................... 12.01 p. 31.
Columbus
she grasped the rope that lay by her side, when to
5.00 A. M
SELF-GO^TRAPICTIO^S
“ Columbus__ __ .
6.30 “
Little Rock
7.30 P. m.
“ Little Rock.......
her surprise the boat turned, as by some unseen
OF THE
Ar
Burlington
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A.
m
power, toward a quiet eddy in the stream—a little
Ar
Burlington
..
7.00 p. 31.
Omaha
11.00 P. M.
“ Omaha.......
haven among the rocks. The hoy, of more tender
7.45 a. 31.
BIBLE.
Cheyenne
“ Cheyenne....................... 12.50 p. 3i.
Ogden
age, and not controlled by that mysterious influence,
“ Ogden..........
5.30 “
San Francisco..
in despair fell toward his heroic sister, his little form
“ San Francisco............
8.30- “
Ar
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One
hundred
and
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propositions
proved
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nearly paralyzed with fear. But means of salvation
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and
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from
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without
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American
News
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“
Kansas
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angry waters as the arayefe of rescue—they who were
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“ Kansas City................... 9.25 “
" Atchison
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their parents—came to the little voyagers on waves of New York.
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11.17
“
Leavenworth.
12.10
‘* Leavenworth.........."
undying affection; when through that love which fills
2.40 noon.
Denver
7.00 A. M.
| “ Denver...........
alike the heart of parent and child, a power was PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.—
transmitted that drew the boat aside from its impendUNITED RAILROADS OF NEW JERSEY
ng doom and lodged it in the crevice of the rocks, DIVISION, foot of Desbrosses street and foot of
and they were rescued.
Conrtlandt street.
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alted sentiment.
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862 Broadway, N. Y.
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Champion Cure and Liberal Institute,
At Cakybrsyille, Bucks County, Pa,,

WARTS AND OTHER EXCRESCENCES

NEW YORK.

CUBED WITHOUT PAIN BY

Laughing Gas administered for the Painless Extrao
tion of Teeth.

DR. W. E. RICE,

ILL BE OPENED FOR PATIENTS 208 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
and pupil s SEPTEMBER FIFTEENTH, 1873
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Corner Fulton Street.
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JAMIESON'S BOOK!
“ the clergy a source

Music has Charms!

HISTORIC ART.

of danger to the

AMERICAN REPUBLIC.”

PBICE REDUCED.
»

GOD IN THE CONSTITUTION.

THE

Th© Best in th©

INFAMY.

World.

Full Expose-Second Edition Just Published, A Volume
of 331 Pages.

WILL LAST A LIFETIME!

One of tlis most startling books ever issued from
the press. Price, bound in muslin, postage paid, $1.75.

3 5,000

Books furnished at Reduced Rates on the Club Plan.

A Beautiful Picture,

Three Copies, expreseage or postage paid, . . $4 50
Six
“
“
“
“
850
Ten
“
“
“
“
1350
Parlor Edition, gilt, 20 cents per vol. extra.

REPRESENTING THE

Address all orders to W. F.
Monroe street, Chicago, HI.

Jamieson,

139

and

141

WEA T TEE PRESS SA TS:
We consider Mr. Jamieson as having done a most
useful and needed work in publishing this book. It
ought to be read by every one who takes the least in
terest in the Christian Amendment movement, or any
of the allied questions. It is arammed with mfonnsr
Uon of all kinds bearing on ,the general issues; and
every page burns with intense earnestness.—Free Reli
gious Index, Nov.'Vo, 1872.
^
A meaty volume, a remarkable book, Mr. Jamieson
writes with earnestness, and fervor. We commend the
book to the widest possible perusal, believing that it
is singularly calculated to open men’s eyes and do
their souls permanent'good.—Banner of Light, Oct. 12,
1872.
Interesting, valuable and timely. It abounds with
important facts. No nwre important volume has been
'issued from the pi'ess for many years.—Boston Investi
gator, Oct. 2,1872.

Alum and Plaster-of-Pari-s.
smitiriH' «§ go.,

Birthplace

AGENCIES.
Terms made known on application.

Bn Daily Use.

OF

MODEM SPIRITUALISM,

Eureka,
Concerto,

Home of the

FOX

FAMILY

82© The Beckwith $2©
Orchestra
and G-rands. Portable Family Sewing Machine,
ON THIRTY HAYS9 TRIAL.

Illustrated Catalogues sent by mail, post-paid to
any address, upon application to

B. SHOS^iSlOER & Co.,

°Pel1-

PHE crusade family ship,
A New Incomparable

OLOTHES

DRYER,

3LOTHES FRAMES, BARS AND LIKES, ERIHT
DRYER AND CHRISTMAS TREE COMBINED.
A GOOD THING, Patented May 24th, 1870.
It Is used for wet or dry clothes, in doors or out,
bands firm or will swing and revolve, opens and
loses like an umbrella; with racks made of lath
dded is a fruit dryer, and trimmed with evergreens,
j a Christmas tree. Send for circular descriptive of
; or for the article itself, at any store, or send to the
“atentee and Manufacturer,
W. LIVINGSTON BROWNE,
Shortsville, Ontario County, N. Y.
P S —Sales Large, and easy. Agents wanted for
he article, or territory. Address the Manufacturer, as
bove, inclosing stamp.

New Haven, Conn.
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In Hydesville, N, Y.

WITH STRENGTH ANT) CAPACITY EQUAL TO ANY, RE
GARDLESS OF COST.

Cloth-plate is the size used by a $100 Machine
is of Polished Plated Steel. Attachments of propor
tionate size and quality, while the entire machine has
corresponding finish throughout. Braider, Embroid
erer, Guide, Hemmer, Gatherer, four sizes of Needles,
etc., are given with every Machine.

COUNTRY BOARD.

The

NO TOILSOME TREAD OF THE TREADLE.

Every Machine carefully Tested and fully Wairanted.
BECKWITH SEWING MACHINE CO.,

THE
LOMO

HIIHL HOUSE

(Near Beer’s Mill depot, on the Housatonic Railroad),
Six miles from Bridgepot't, Conn.
Address,
C. S. MIDDLEBROOK,
Box 778.
Bridgeport^ Conn.

THE LIBERAL PRESS IS REJOICING.

B

265 Broadway, ML Y.,
72i Chestnut St., FiiiSaa

The best musical talent of the country recommend
these Organs. The nicest and best. More for your
money, and gives better satisfaction than any other
now made. They comprise, the

THE RELIGIOUS PRESS IS SILENT 1 SIGNIF
CANT!

Closed.

The recent test of Fire-Proof Safes
by the English Government proved
the superiority of Aium Filling. Do
other Safes filled with

OF THE CELEBRATED

CLUB RATES s

ffP

mi

862 Broadway, N. Y., near 17th st. and Union Sq. 142

MISS LIZZIE L. CROSBY,
BUSINESS CLAIRVOYANT
AND

SPIRIT MEDIUM.

PROF. JOHN, our Eminent American Artist,
visited Hydesville, and executed a carefuliy-drawn
Magnetic Treatment.
picture of the house wherein began modern spiritual
telegraphy, together with the yard, orchard and hill
No. 816 FOURTH AVENUE,
Between 28d and 24th streets,
side, so as to furnish the present and future genera
tions with as perfect a representation as possible of
NEW YORK.
OMKO, Wis.
the house and surroundings, without the least exag
Hours: 10 a. m. to 8 p. m. Terms: $2.00 to $3.00.
Disease diagnosed at a glance by Lock of Hair,
geration. To render the work more attractive, spirit
letter stating age, sex and residence.
ually impressive, and significant, the angel world—
GUARANTEES SATISFACTION.
(LATE OF 24 MYRTLE AY.),
through spirit direction and inspiration—was most
Examination and Prescription, $2.00.
THE GREATEST LIVING
beautifully and grandly united with the “real mate
Dr. Phillips is faithful, trustworthy and successful
rial.” Dreamy, uncertain and suggestive twilight
—J. O. Barrett.
pervades the foreground. Heavy clouds rest on the
Dr. Phillips, Magnetic Physician, is meeting with
HAS REMOVED TO
landscape in the distance. Luminous floods of light good,success.—E. V. Wilson.
222
STATE
ST., near COURT,
stream up from the east, and gild in gorgeous tints
Brooklyn!.
the high-fioating clouds. Angel bands, not deformed
Examines diseases personally and by hair, and is
with antiquarian wings, lower over the house, and in
(EMPIRE BUILDING),
consulted on all affairs of life and business generally.
their descent a spiritual aura falls over the mystic
69 & 71 BROADWAY, NEW TORE.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
house and yard’. A light for the weary pilgrim shines
Office hours from 9 A. m. till 6 p. M. Life Charts writ
from the window of the house. The lights and shad
ten out fully.
DEALEB IN
ows have seldom been equaled in ancient or modern
painting.
THE

DE. J. €. PHILLIPS,

Clairvoyant and Magnetic Healer,

MADAME CLIFFORD,

Medical & Business Clairvoyant,

JOHN GAULT,

Imported Wines and Liquors,

The work has been translated on steel by that die
CIGARS,
tingnished engraver, J. W. Watts, in a high style of
ENGLISH SAUCES,
art. The engraving is an honor to American Art, and
CANNED FRUITS,
worthy a place in every home and Gallery of Art, and
Etc., Etc.,
worthy of the great event that it commemorates.

“Silver Tongue”

A Circular containing a Map of Hydesville, a Dia
gram of the ground floor of the house, and explana
Packages put up for Sea Voyages andlnland
tory reading matter accompanies each engraving.
Travel.
Psychometric Readings for persons who send me
heir handwriting, or who will call on me in person.
Fee. $2. Address, 1,114 Callowhill street, Phila
delphia, Pa., by
J. MURRAY SPEAR.

E. P. Ie dliam & Sou,

lothes Dryer.

Fruit Dryer.

For Shipping and Family Use.

Christmas Tree

psychometryT

Price Two Dollars.

De.

E. WOODRUFF,

Sent by mail, postage free, securely rolled, on re
ceipt of price.

DR.

AMMI

BROWN,

Dentist*

Botanic Physician.

Removed to 20 East Twenty-fourth Street,

OFFICE AT HIS

Near Madison Square.

ROOT, BARK AND HERB STORE,
3 CANAL ST., UP STAIRS, GRANT
RAPIDS, Mich.,
Where for thirteen years every description of Acute,
Shromc and private Uiseases haye been successfully
reated strictly on Botanic principles. .
NO POISON USED
>. O. Drawer, 2,394.
Counsel at office Free

JOSHUA M. HOLT,
Manufacturer and Proprietor

ir. -Hoyt’s Magnetic Pain Cure.
AND

Holt’s Vegetable Liver Tonic.
MILFORD,, N. B.

HABMOMAL HOME,

Those that desire to sell the work by sub
scription, buying at wholesale, can also remit
1,204 CALLOWHILL ST.,
Two Dollars, and receive the work and sub
PHILADELPHIA,
scription papers, and information in regard Where the Weekly and other reform papers are kept
for sale, and subscriptions received therefor. Where
to terms, by mail, prepaid.
a register is kept of all who desire to form Communi
All orders for the work should be addressed ties or Unitary Homes, and the location they desire.
Address as above,
G. Ii. HENCK.
to us as follows:

R. H. CURRAN & CO.,

2S SCHOOB ST., BOSTON, Mass.

MANUFACTURED BY

143, 145 & 147 EAST 23d ST., N Y.

ES TA B LI SHED

IN 1846.

Responsible parties applying for agencies in sec
tions still un supplied wil receive prompt attention
and liberal inducements. Parties residing at a dis
tance from our authorised agents may order from our
factory. Send for illustrated price list.
_____ 142

FREDERICK KURTZ’S

DINING

ROOMS,

23 New St. and 60 Broadway
76 Maiden Lane& I Liberty*St5
AND

Cor. 5th ave. & IBGih st.
Mr. Kurtz invites to his large and comfortably fur

NEW YORK LIBERAL CLUB nished dining apartments the down-town public, as
suring them that they will always find there the
choicest viands, served in the most elegant style, the
For the discussion of scientific and other interesting
most carefully-selected brands of wines and liquors,
subjects.
as well as the most prompt attention by accomplished
Good speaking and entertaining discussions may
waiters.
HO
always be expected..
Meets every Friday evening at 8 o’clock,

Publishers,

ORGANS,

